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Introduction

Until recently, research in Natural Language Processing (NLP) has focused predominantly on
propositional aspects of meaning, such as extracting factual information about who did what to
whom. However, understanding language fully also requires awareness and comprehension of Extra-
Propositional Aspects of Meaning (EPAM), such as factuality, uncertainty, subjectivity, and irony. The
same propositional meaning can be expressed in various linguistic forms reflecting different extra-
propositional meaning aspects, e.g.:

• The earthquake adds further threats to the global economy.

• Does the earthquake add further threats to the global economy?

• The earthquake will probably add further threats to the global economy.

• Who could possibly think the earthquake adds further threats to the global economy?

• It has been denied that the earthquake adds further threats to the global economy.

Recently, work on EPAM has received increasing attention in the NLP community, especially in the
context of sentiment processing. However, while there is a growing amount of research on phenomena
like subjectivity and factuality, other phenomena like the detection of sarcasm have received less
attention.

With this workshop we aim to bring together scientists working on EPAM from any area related to
computational language learning and processing and thereby help to consolidate this emerging area of
research. We received 14 submissions; 10 papers were selected for inclusion in the workshop. The
papers cover a wide range of topics, including the detection of factuality, subjectivity and speculation,
annotation issues related to EPAM, or cognitive processing and EPAM. Several papers contain empirical
studies that take a closer look at the linguistic expression of EPAM and how it relates to what the
speaker/writer intends to convey (e.g., the diagnostic correctness in a medical setting) or what the
listener/reader understands (e.g., the perceived subjectivity or the influence on opinion forming). An
invited talk by Bonnie Webber on ”Alternatives and Extra-Propositional Meaning” completes the
workshop program.

We would like to thank all authors who submitted papers for the hard work that went into their
submissions. We are also extremely grateful to the members of the program committee for their
thorough reviews, and to the ACL 2012 organizers, especially the Workshop Chairs Massimo Poesio
and Satoshi Sekine. Special thanks to our invited speaker Bonnie Webber and to the PASCAL2
Network for their generous sponsorship of the workshop. This workshop is a follow-up to Negation
and Speculation in Natural Language Processing (NeSp-NLP 2010) held in Uppsala, Sweden, in July
2010.

Roser Morante and Caroline Sporleder
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Abstract

We explore filled pause usage in spontaneous
medical narration. Expert physicians viewed
images of dermatological conditions and pro-
vided a description while working toward a
diagnosis. The narratives were analyzed for
differences in filled pauses used by attending
(experienced) and resident (in-training) physi-
cians and by male and female physicians. At-
tending physicians described more and used
more filled pauses than residents. No differ-
ence was found by speaker gender. Acoustic
speech features were examined for two types
of filled pauses: nasal (e.g. um) and non-nasal
(e.g. uh). Nasal filled pauses were more of-
ten followed by longer silent pauses. Scores
capturing diagnostic correctness and diagnos-
tic thoroughness for each narrative were com-
pared against filled pauses. The number of
filled and silent pauses trends upward as cor-
rectness scores increase, indicating a tentative
relationship between filled pause usage and
expertise. Also, we report on a computational
model for predicting types of filled pause.

1 Introduction

Although they are often not consciously realized,
disfluencies are common in everyday speech. In an
overview of several studies, Fox Tree (1995) esti-
mates that approximately 6% of speech is disflu-
ent. Disfluencies include filled pauses, silent pauses,
edited or repeated words, and sounds such as clear-
ing one’s throat or click noises. Disfluencies affect
the way that listeners comprehend speech in learn-
ing situations (Barr, 2003), formulate opinions of

the speaker as being more or less fluent (Lövgren
and van Doorn, 2005), and even parse grammatically
complex sentences (Bailey and Ferreira, 2003).

Since disfluencies are generally absent in writ-
ten text, they are irrelevant when analyzing text for
extra-propositional meaning, such as uncertainty or
modality (Vincze et al., 2008, for example). In con-
trast, when studying meaning in spoken language,
disfluencies provide information about a speaker’s
cognitive state. For example, they might indicate
cognitive load, uncertainty, confidence, thoughtful-
ness, problems in reasoning, or stylistic preferences
between individuals or groups of individuals. We
study filled pauses (e.g. um and uh) and leave other
disfluency types for future work.

The presence of filled pauses could indicate
context-dependent facets of cognitive reasoning pro-
cesses. We examine filled pauses present in the
speech of highly-trained dermatologists who were
shown images of dermatological conditions and
asked to provide a description and diagnosis. We
look at the difference between two different types
of filled pauses: those with nasal consonants, such
as um; and those without nasal consonants, such as
uh. We build a computational model to confirm find-
ings that nasal and non-nasal filled pauses differ by
prosodic and contextual features. In addition, we
first compare whether there is a difference between
filled pause use for variables such as level of physi-
cian expertise and gender. We also examine the rela-
tionship of correctness in the diagnostic process with
respect to filled pause use.

There is evidence that filled pauses indicate cog-
nitive processing difficulties and could change the
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speaker’s intended meaning or the listener’s per-
ceived meaning of an utterance. However, such im-
plicit meanings are severely understudied in previ-
ous work, especially in specialized, high-stakes do-
mains such as medical diagnostics. Little is under-
stood about what factors impact the linguistic behav-
ior of using certain filled pauses rather than others,
and how the use of filled pauses differs based on
level of expertise, gender, or diagnostic correctness.
Looking into these differences is useful to form a
better understanding of the relationship between lan-
guage and specialized decision-making processes.
More specifically, it is necessary to improve the un-
derstanding of how speakers’ use of filled pauses
differs based on the context of speech and how
they change the meaning and reception of speech in
extra-propositional ways.

2 Previous Work

Filled pauses in English include monosyllables with
and without nasal consonants, such as um and uh re-
spectively. Filled pauses are most common in un-
structured, spontaneous speech, but they are also
present in prompted, structured speech; and occur
in both monologues and dialogues.

Much research has been done into hedging, nega-
tion, and other propositional features that change
the meaning or modality of phrases (Morante and
Sporleder, in press). Less research has been done
into the usage of filled pauses and their relation-
ship to certainty and speculation. It has been shown
that disfluencies are used to indicate uncertainty in
speakers’ forthcoming statements or to indicate that
the speaker is engaged in the discourse but working
to formulate their response (Brennan and Williams,
1995; Smith and Clark, 1993). These studies found
that speakers less confident of their answers take
longer to answer and use more disfluencies.

Recent studies have suggested that disfluencies
provide meaningful information about the speaker’s
cognitive or linguistic processes (Arnold et al.,
2003; Bortfeld et al., 2001; Corley and Stewart,
2008; Oviatt, 1995, for example), and are uninten-
tional indications that the speaker is having difficulty
formulating upcoming speech.

More specifically, it has been shown that the two
major categories of filled pauses, i.e. nasal and non-

nasal, are specific indicators of the level of cognitive
load, with nasal filled pauses indicating higher load
and non-nasal filled pauses indicating lower load.
Barr (2001) performed an experiment in which a
speaker described one of several visible images to
a listener who then selected the image being de-
scribed. In this study as well as in Barr and Seyfid-
dinipur (2010), listeners focused on a topic that was
new to the discourse or exceptionally complex when
they heard the speaker say um. Although they did
not differentiate between nasal and non-nasal filled
pauses, Arnold et al. (2003; 2007) found in similar
experiments that filled pauses often preceded unfa-
miliar or complex objects.

There is evidence that speakers use filled pauses
to indicate different processing difficulties. Clark
and Fox Tree (2002) describe four different filled
pauses that are annotated in the corpora they use.
These are uh, um, and their elongated versions u:h
and u:m. They argue that each of these corresponds
to a different following pause time with uh being
followed by the shortest pause time, then u:h, um,
and u:m followed by the longest. It is important to
note that their primary corpus is the London-Lund
Corpus of Spoken English, in which the pause times
were annotated based on the transcriber’s estimate of
pause time in units of “one light foot” or “one stress
unit” (Clark and Fox Tree, 2002, p. 80) rather than
measured in seconds.1

However, studies on filled pauses by Barr (2001)
and Smith and Clark (1993) measured the duration
of silent pauses in seconds and confirm that um was
followed by longer silent pauses than uh. The hy-
pothesis suggested by Barr, Clark and Fox Tree, and
Smith and Clark is that uh indicates a minor delay
and lower level of cognitive difficulty while um in-
dicates a major delay due to higher level of difficulty
in speech planning and production.

On the other hand, a study by O’Connell and
Kowal (2005) refuted the findings of Clark and Fox
Tree and showed that specific filled pauses could
not predict pause time in their corpus of TV inter-
views. O’Connell and Kowal’s corpus was six in-
terviews conducted by various TV personnel with

1The difference between listeners’ perception of duration
and actual duration is an important one because perceptual and
actual duration do not always match (Megyesi and Gustafson-
Capkova, 2002; Spinos et al., 2002).
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Hillary Clinton because these “professional speak-
ers” (O’Connell and Kowal, 2005, p. 560) should
be more likely to use filled pauses according to con-
vention. However, speech in public TV interviews is
likely to be pre-planned and highly self-monitored
by the speakers, and it may not be appropriate to
consider this situation a model for spontaneous, less
formal, and less public speech. It has been shown
that rate and use of filled pauses can vary widely
within certain fields (Schachter et al., 1991), in situ-
ations that are more or less structured (Oviatt, 1995),
and depending on the formality of the situational
context (Bortfeld et al., 2001).

3 Data, Annotation, and Methods

Data were acquired from a study involving 16 der-
matologists, including 12 attending physicians and 4
residents. The participants were evenly split for gen-
der. These physicians were shown 50 images of dif-
ferent dermatological conditions and asked to pro-
vide a description and diagnosis of each. In a mod-
ification of the Master-Apprentice scenario (Beyer
and Holtzblatt, 1997), each observer explained his
or her thoughts and processes to a student who was
silent. These are monologues; however, the Master
has the feeling of interaction and of dialogue.

Audio of each description was recorded while
eye-movements were tracked. The relationship be-
tween eye-movements and extra-propositional fea-
tures will be the topic of a later study. The audio files
were manually single-annotated and time-aligned at
the word level in Praat, a software for acoustic and
phonetic analysis (Boersma, 2001). A section of
the spoken narrative with time-alignment is pictured
in Figure 1. Praat and Python scripts were used to
computationally extract measurements of pitch, in-
tensity, and duration for words, silent pauses, and
narratives. In total, there were 800 audio-recorded
narratives. At this time, 707 of these narratives have
been time-aligned and annotated and only these are
used in this study.

Four transcribers worked independently on time-
alignment, and they were given instructions by one
coordinator. Every spoken token was included in
the transcriptions, including filled pauses, extra-
linguistic sounds such as clicks, repairs, and silent
pauses. Annotators were instructed to mark only

Figure 1: Screenshot of the program Praat which was
used to time-align each narrative and extract acoustic
prosodic information about the physicians’ speech.

silent pauses that were longer than 30 milliseconds,
because it has been shown that pauses under 20-30
ms are not consistently perceived by listeners in dis-
course (Kirsner et al., 2002; Lövgren and van Doorn,
2005).

After word-level time-alignment, each narrative
was independently annotated by three expert derma-
tologists who did not participate in the original data
elicitation procedure. Each narrative was examined
for medical lesion morphology (the description of
the condition), differential diagnosis (possible diag-
nostic conditions), and final diagnosis (the diagno-
sis that the observer found most likely). These inde-
pendent experts annotated the physicians’ diagnostic
correctness for the three steps of the diagnostic pro-
cess. They annotated medical lesion morphology as
correct, incorrect, correct but incomplete, or none,
indicating that no medical morphology was given.
Final diagnosis was labeled as correct, incorrect, or
none, and differential diagnosis was rated as yes, no,
or no differential given. An analysis of the annotated
data set is discussed by McCoy et al. (Forthcoming
2012).

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Types of Filled Pauses

Nasal filled pauses included hm and um and non-
nasal filled pauses included ah, er, and uh. We an-
alyzed nasal and non-nasal filled pauses as groups
rather than each individual filled pause because the
number of filled pauses within each category was not
balanced. Higher token counts of uh and um were
identified, with fewer ah, er, and hm filled pauses. In
comparing use of nasal and non-nasal filled pauses,
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FPs No. Dur. St. Dev. %
hm 78 0.48 s 0.20 2%
um 1439 0.51 s 0.19 36%
Total
(nasal)

1517 0.50 s 0.19 38%

ah 23 0.46 s 0.23 1%
er 9 0.26 s 0.09 <1%
uh 2401 0.36 s 0.16 61%
Total (non-
nasal)

2433 0.36 s 0.16 62%

Total (all) 3950 0.42 s 0.19 100%

Table 1: Total number of each type of filled pause (FPs)
with mean duration in seconds, standard deviation of the
mean duration, and percentage of all filled pauses.

we considered all 707 narratives. The number of to-
kens and average duration for each filled pause is
given in Table 1.

The average filled pause duration was slightly
longer for nasal than for non-nasal, likely due to the
segmental quality.

In total, 38% of the filled pauses in our data set are
nasal. However, observers vary widely in their indi-
vidual usage, from one observer who used 22 non-
nasal (10%) and 189 nasal (90%) filled pauses to an
observer at the other extreme who used 562 non-
nasal (97%) and only 19 nasal (3%) filled pauses.
Some people seem to have a tendency to use one
type of filled pause over the other.

Clark and Fox Tree (2002) found that nasal filled
pauses were more often followed by silent pauses
and that those silences were on average longer than
that of non-nasal filled pauses. Our data are consis-
tent with this as shown in Tables 2 and 3,2 and Fig-
ure 2. Of the total nasal filled pauses, 70% were fol-
lowed by a silent pause, whereas only 41% of non-
nasal filled pauses were followed by a silent pause.

The mean duration of silent pauses following
nasal filled pauses was 1.5 s while non-nasal was 1.1
s, which indicates a difference significant enough
that it could be recognized by a listener. These find-
ings show that nasal filled pauses are good indica-
tors of continuing delay, which supports Clark and
Fox Tree’s hypothesis that nasal and non-nasal filled

2The data were analyzed using two-sample t-tests assuming
unequal variances.

Nasal
(hm, um)

Non-nasal
(ah, er, uh)

p

Dur. of FPs 0.50 s 0.36 s < 0.01
Dur. of FPs +
SILs

2.46 s 1.37 s < 0.01

No. of FPs 1517 2433 n/a

Table 2: Mean duration in seconds of filled pauses (FPs),
and mean duration of the filled pause including the span
of any preceding and following silences. If there were no
silences, only the duration of the filled pause was used to
calculate the mean.

Nasal
(hm, um)

Non-nasal
(ah, er, uh)

p

Dur. of pre.
SILs

1.19 s 1.15 s 0.4

No. of pre.
SILs

1167 1197 n/a

Dur. of foll.
SILs

1.50 s 1.07 s < 0.01

No. of foll.
SILs

1059 1006 n/a

Table 3: Mean duration in seconds of silent pauses (SILs)
preceding filled pauses, silent pauses following filled
pauses, and the number of tokens for each. Durations
were only considered if there was a silence, so the num-
ber of silences was different for each calculation.

Figure 2: The percentage of nasal and non-nasal filled
pauses with a preceding silent pause, following silent
pause, and a silent pause both preceding and following.

pauses are used to indicate different levels of diffi-
culty in speech planning. Taken with the results of
experiments by Barr (2001) that nasal filled pauses
are more often used before a topic that is relatively
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complex or new to discourse, it seems that nasal
filled pauses indicate a higher level of cognitive dif-
ficulty than non-nasal filled pauses.

In their previously-mentioned study, Clark and
Fox Tree also found that nasal filled pauses were
more often preceded by delays and that those delays
were longer. Similarly, in our data 77% of the nasal
filled pauses were preceded by silences, compared
with 49% of non-nasal.

No difference was found in the mean duration of
preceding silences, however. Although this conclu-
sion is tentative, it seems that the duration of the
preceding pause could be the maximum length of
silence a speaker feels is permissible before needing
to indicate their continuing participation in the dis-
course. This supports Jefferson’s (1989) findings of
a “standard maximum silence” of around 1 second
in discourse. At that point, the speaker could need
to signal that they have more to say, using a nasal
filled pause if they anticipate a long delay or a non-
nasal filled pause if they anticipate a shorter delay.
The longer duration of surrounding silent pauses for
nasal filled pauses also supports the conclusion that
they indicate higher cognitive load and more pre-
planning. This critical finding highlights the im-
portance of considering filled pauses in computa-
tional modeling and hint at their potential usefulness
across phenomena of extra-propositional meaning.

4.2 Gender
Traditional stereotypes have held that women are
less confident speakers than men. When women and
men use the same number of hedge words or mod-
ifiers, women are judged more harshly as sounding
passive or uncertain (Bradley, 1981). Although dif-
ferent rates and ratios of filled pauses were identi-
fied, Acton (2011), Binnenpoorte et al. (2005), and
Bortfeld et al. (2001) all found that women used a
lower rate of filled pauses than men. Acton also
found that women consistently used a higher ratio
of nasal filled pauses.

Our data were analyzed at the level of diagnostic
narrative based on the means of: number of filled
pauses, filled pauses per second, the percentage of
filled pauses (i.e. the rate per 100 words), the num-
ber of nasal filled pauses, and the percentage of nasal
filled pauses. The difference between the means was
not statistically significant, confirmed by the com-

puted p-score.3 Hence, our data do not support a dif-
ference in men’s and women’s use of filled pauses.

There are several possible explanations for this.
For example, it has been shown that women tend
to be more conscious of their speaking style than
men because they are aware of the stereotyping men-
tioned previously (Gordon, 1994), and they may
make more effort to speak clearly. Acton (2011) and
Bortfeld et al. (2001) noted different usage of filled
pauses by men and women in different situations.
Whereas our results point to gender neutrality and
refute the common gender bias as well as findings
of previous studies, we recognize that our results
could reflect that this study involved a largely ho-
mogeneous professional and educational group. The
studies mentioned thus far used corpora consisting
of casual conversations in various situations with in-
dividuals of various backgrounds. Further research
into gender differences in expert fields could clarify
this factor further.

4.3 Level of Expertise

Our data were analyzed based on the means per nar-
rative, similar to Section 4.2, but comparing levels
of expertise (attending versus resident physicians).
Attending physicians’ narratives had a longer mean
duration and significantly more words. Attending
physicians also used more filled pauses, a higher rate
of filled pauses per 100 words, and a higher percent-
age of nasal filled pauses (see Table 4).4

One probable explanation for the difference is that
the experienced attendings noticed more about the
image, leading them to give more information about
their thought processes and go into more detail than
residents. It is possible also that the attendings’
experience could have provided them with a larger
conceptual space and options to explore. This ex-
plains the longer narrative time and the higher num-
ber of words used. Many of the dermatological
terms used are highly complex and may require ex-
planation on the part of the observer, and other stud-

3The mean of each category was determined for each ob-
server, and then analyzed using a two-sample t-test. In total, we
had 355 narratives from males and 352 from females.

4These results were calculated using the mean of each ob-
server and each narrative. A paired t-test was used to compare
means for residents on each image against means for attendings
on each image.
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For Narra-
tives

Attendings’
Means

Residents’
Means

p

Total Dur. 46.1 s 33.8 s < 0.01
No. of Words 85.7 50.9 < 0.01
No. of FPs 6.3 1.9 < 0.01
% FPs 8% 4% < 0.01
% Nasal FPs 0.4% 0.2% < 0.01

Table 4: Analysis considered, at the narrative level, at-
tending and resident physicians’ mean total duration,
number of words (including filled and silent pauses),
number of filled pauses (FPs), percentage of filled pauses
of total words (total words includes pauses; without
pauses, this rate would be higher), and percentage of
nasal filled pauses of total filled pauses.

ies have found that the filled pause rate increases as
the utterance length increases (Oviatt, 1995; Bort-
feld et al., 2001), so one would expect to see more
filled pauses used in longer descriptions.

One issue with our data is that the number of at-
tending physicians and the number of resident physi-
cians is not balanced. We had 592 narratives done by
12 attendings and 115 done by 4 residents. All val-
ues were calculated using means so the values are
not weighted based on the number of narratives ana-
lyzed. However, we have previously mentioned that
personal preference plays a role in the usage of filled
pauses, and we have a wider variety of attending ob-
servers than resident observers. It could be that our
resident observers happened to be the kinds of peo-
ple who do not use many filled pauses.

4.4 Diagnostic Correctness

Three scores were determined for each narrative.
The first score was the holistic expert score provided
by the expert annotators, based on “relevancy, thor-
oughness, and accuracy” of each narrative from 1
to 3 with 3 being the best. The second score was
an overall correctness score which spanned from
0 to 3, with one-third of a point given per inde-
pendent annotator for each step (i.e. medical lesion
morphology, differential diagnosis, and final diag-
nosis) if correct and 1

3 ∗ 0.5 points given for cor-
rect but incomplete. The last score was the not-
given score which, similar to the correctness score,
spanned from 0 to 3 with one-third of a point given
per annotator for each step if the original observer

Figure 3: Average number of filled pauses per narrative
by observer (y-axis) against the holistic expert score, cor-
rectness score, and not-given score (x-axis).

did not provide that information.5

Correlation between these three scores and the
number or rate of words, filled pauses, and silent
pauses was not strong enough to make predictions,
indicating that more factors than just the scores
should be considered. However, certain trends were
evident. As the holistic expert and correctness
scores improved, the means of narratives’ total du-
ration in seconds and total number of words also in-
creased. This finding, combined with the fact that
experienced physicians spoke more and had higher
average correctness and expert scores, indicates that
verbal behavior can reflect both heightened concep-
tual knowledge and level of expertise.

The number of filled pauses per narrative, num-
ber of silent pauses per narrative, and the total dura-
tion of filled and silent pauses (per narrative) also in-
creased as the holistic expert and correctness scores
improved and the not-given score decreased. The
graph of filled pauses in Figure 3 indicates that the
increase in the number of filled and silent pauses in-
volve more cognitive processing. That the not-given
score tends to inversely decrease could indicate very
little cognitive processing (e.g., if an observer was
so unsure that they did not even hazard a guess).

The number and percentage of nasal filled pauses,
as opposed to non-nasal filled pauses, increased at

5There was not a strong correlation between the holistic ex-
pert, correctness, and not-given scores, but each score measured
different criteria. The mean holistic expert score was 2.3 with
a standard deviation of 0.5; the mean correctness score was 1.6
with a standard deviation of 0.8; and the mean not-given score
was 0.26 with a standard deviation of 0.16.
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a slightly higher rate as the holistic expert and cor-
rectness scores increased. This could indicate that
nasal filled pauses indicate a higher cognitive load
and therefore more consideration in the decision-
making process. However, as discussed in Section
4.1, this corpus has more non-nasal than nasal filled
pauses and some observers have a particular prefer-
ence, so this would need to be controlled and inves-
tigated further.

5 Computational Model of Filled Pauses
Based on Speech Features

A computational model was developed to classify
filled pauses as either nasal or non-nasal,6 based
on features discussed in our analysis and in previ-
ous work. This model performs above a majority
class baseline, supporting our findings that there are
differences between the two types of filled pauses,
given the features that we have examined, which can
be captured by a computational model.

The features considered for classification were
total duration and number of words in the narra-
tive; duration, intensity, mean pitch, minimum pitch,
and maximum pitch of the filled pause;7 the filled
pause’s time and word position in the narrative; time
and word position as a percentage of the total narra-
tive; and length of silent pauses8 on each side of the
filled pause. The CFS subset evaluation features se-
lection algorithm was first applied. The filled pause
duration, maximum pitch, left silence length, and
right silence length were maintained as features for
classification; other features were not used further.

The widely used J48 decision tree algorithm in
Weka9 was used to classify our data, which allowed
us to visualize our model. The experimental ap-
proach was guided by the relatively small size of
the dataset. We wanted to avoid over- or under-
interpretation of results based on just a small held-
out test set. The data were shuffled and partitioned
differently during tuning and testing to ensure dis-

6We also made a fine-grained model to classify specific
filled pauses ah, er, hm, uh, and um. It had 70% accuracy but
was generally unable to identify the least-often occurring ah, er,
and hm filled pauses, so it is not reported on here.

7Pitch features were extracted considering gender: 75-300
Hz for men and a 100-500 Hz for women.

8If there was no silence, the value was 0.
9See http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/.

Predicted
Nasal Non-nasal

Actual
Nasal 900 617

Non-nasal 462 1971

Table 5: Confusion matrix of classification results.

tinct identities of the data splits so that parameters
were not tuned on test folds. The algorithm’s pa-
rameters were tuned using 5-fold cross-validation;
the best-performing fold’s parameters were chosen.
The data were then shuffled anew and split into 10
folds with each fold being the test set for one experi-
mental run. Results are reported on the final 10-fold
cross-validation case.

The baseline for this model was 62% because the
majority class, non-nasal filled pauses, comprised
that percentage of the data set. Our model cor-
rectly classified 73% of the instances, performing
11% above the baseline. A confusion matrix of the
classifier output is shown in Table 5. The model per-
forms best for non-nasal filled pauses, likely because
they are more common.

The output of the decision tree indicated that du-
ration of the filled pause was the most important fea-
ture. As discussed in Section 4.1, this corresponds
with our previous statistical findings as well as those
of Clark and Fox Tree (2002) that there is a differ-
ence in duration of filled pauses. The next most
important features were the left and right silence
lengths, also supported by our analysis as well as
by Clark and Fox Tree (2002) and Barr (2001). The
last selected feature was the maximum pitch of the
filled pause, possibly due to phonemic qualities.

This computational model mirrors the findings of
Section 4.1 that the duration of filled pauses and of
surrounding silent pauses are a differentiating fac-
tor between nasal and non-nasal filled pauses and
that the contextual surroundings of each filled pause
type are different. The finding that the two distinct
types of filled pauses behave differently in this do-
main could also aid language processing systems for
clinicians in the medical field. Further research into
filled pause and other speech phenomena in each
step of the diagnostic process (i.e. medical lesion
morphology, differential diagnosis, and final diag-
nosis) could also be explored in future work.
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6 Conclusion

The results of this study underscore the need for fur-
ther research into the production of disfluencies, es-
pecially in decision making situations and in special-
ized fields such as dermatology. Future work will
further explore their connection with highly relevant
extra-propositional meaning phenomena in diagnos-
tic verbal behaviors such as certainty, confidence,
correctness, and thoroughness.

This study has shown that the two main types of
filled pauses, nasal and non-nasal, differ in their us-
age. Nasal filled pauses are more likely to be pre-
ceded and followed by silent pauses, and these fol-
lowing silent pauses are more likely to be longer.
These findings are reinforced by the computational
model which identified the duration of the filled
pause, duration of surrounding silences, and pitch
as important for classification of filled pause type.

That longer and more frequent silent pauses sur-
round nasal filled pauses supports the hypothesis
that nasal filled pauses indicate a higher level of cog-
nitive load (Clark and Fox Tree, 2002) or a topic that
is new to the discourse or unusually complex (Barr,
2001; Barr and Seyfiddinipur, 2010).

The lack of differences in use of filled pauses by
speaker gender given the differences found by Ac-
ton (2011), Binnenpoorte et al. (2005), and Bortfeld
et al. (2001) shows that more research is needed to
understand gender variation in speech.

Another finding was that level of expertise in-
fluenced the use of filled pauses and overall narra-
tive length. On average, attending physicians spoke
longer, said more, used more filled pauses, and had
a higher percentage of nasal filled pauses. Attend-
ing physicians also had slightly higher holistic ex-
pert and correctness scores and were more likely to
provide medical lesion morphology, differential di-
agnosis, and final diagnosis. We believe that attend-
ing physicians likely noticed more about the images
due to their experience.

The differences by level of expertise (in our study,
between attending and resident physicians) need to
be verified and compared with more data and in non-
medical fields. The differences could also be re-
lated to teaching experience of the attending physi-
cians, so further research could compare experi-
enced physicians who are also teachers with those

who are not, and if their speaking style affects stu-
dents’ comprehension. In general, differences in lin-
guistic behaviors in relation to levels of expertise
deserve more research, and might have long-term
implications for development of clinical decision-
support and training systems.

The information used by the physicians in our
study was limited; they were only shown images
of dermatological conditions without being able to
examine the patient, run diagnostic tests, or have
a patient history. This may have changed their
the behavior, along with factors such as the dif-
ficulty of diagnosis of each image and their role
in the Master-Apprentice scenario. Understanding
how these variables affect the diagnostic process
of physicians could help us understand how disflu-
encies are impacted by the contexts of diagnostic
decision-making.

The differences found between the use of filled
pauses based on level of expertise and on the correct-
ness of narratives seem to indicate that filled pauses
could provide partial information about the experts’
decision-making process as well as level of confi-
dence and certainty. This is especially important
in the medical domain in order to understand how
physicians’ verbal behaviors are interpreted by other
physicians as well as by patients and students.

We recently collected a similar, larger data set and
we plan to further examine differences based on ex-
pertise in this new corpus. In the recent data collec-
tion, observers were also asked to rate their level of
certainty about the diagnosis. This provides the op-
portunity to examine the relationship between disflu-
encies and certainty. We have eye-tracking data for
both studies and future work will also look at eye-
movements in relation to the use of filled and silent
pauses, certainty, expertise level, and cognitive load.
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Abstract

In this paper, we propose to study the effects
of negation and modality on opinion expres-
sions. Based on linguistic experiments in-
formed by native speakers, we distill these ef-
fects according to the type of modality and
negation. We show that each type has a spe-
cific effect on the opinion expression in its
scope: both on the polarity and the strength for
negation, and on the strength and/or the degree
of certainty for modality. The empirical re-
sults reported in this paper provide a basis for
future opinion analysis systems that have to
compute the sentiment orientation at the sen-
tence or at the clause level. The methodology
we used for deriving this basis was applied
for French but it can be easily instantiated for
other languages like English.

1 Introduction

Negation and modality are complex linguistic phe-
nomena widely studied in philosophy, logic and lin-
guistics. From an NLP perspective, their analy-
sis has recently become a new research area. In
fact, they can be beneficial to several NLP appli-
cations needing deep language understanding, such
as sentiment analysis, textual entailment, dialogue
systems and question answering. Handling negation
and modality in NLP applications roughly involves
two sub-tasks: (i) identifying these expressions and
their scope and (ii) analyzing their effect on mean-
ing and how this effect can help to improve text un-
derstanding. In this paper, we deal with the second
task focusing on fine-grained sentiment analysis of
French opinion texts.

Negation and modality function as operators mod-
ifying the meaning of the phrases in their scope.
Negation can be used to deny or reject statements.
It is grammatically expressed via a variety of forms:
using prefixes (“un-”, “il-”), suffixes (“-less”), nega-
tor words, such as ”not” and negative polarity items
(NPIs), which are words or idioms that appear in
negative sentences, but not in their affirmative coun-
terparts, or in questions, but not in assertions, for
example “any”, “anything”, “ever”. Negation can
also be expressed using some nouns or verbs where
negation is part of their lexical semantics (as “abate”
and “eliminate”), or expressed implicitly without us-
ing any negative words, as in “this restaurant was
below my expectations”. Modality can be used to
express possibility, necessity, permission, obligation
or desire. It is grammatically expressed via adver-
bial phrases (“maybe”, “certainly”), conditional ver-
bal moods and some verbs (“must”, “can”, “may”).
Adjectives and nouns can also express modality (e.g.
”a probable cause”).

Negation and modality can aggregate in a va-
riety of ways: (1) multiple negatives, e.g, “This
restaurant never fails to disappoint on flavor”. In
some languages, double negatives cancel the effect
of negation, while in negative-concord languages
like French, double negations usually intensify the
effect of negation. (2) cumulative modalities, as in
“You definitely must see this movie” and (3) both
negation and modality, as in “you should not go see
this movie”.

Several reports have shown that negations and
modalities are sentiment-relevant (Wiegand et al.,
2010). Kennedy and Inkpen (2006) point out that
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negations are more sentiment-relevant than dimin-
ishers. Wilson et al. (2009) show that modalities as
well as negations are good cues for opinion identifi-
cation. Given that the sentiment-relevance of nega-
tions and modalities is an established fact, this paper
aims to go further by exploring how this relevance is
distilled according to the semantics of each operator.

To this end, we first study several taxonomies
along with their associated categories of both modal-
ity and negation given by the linguistic literature.
Among these categories, we decide to choose the
categories of (Godard, to appear) for negations. For
modalities, we rely on the categories of (Larreya,
2004) and (Portner, 2009). We thus distinguish
three types of negation: negative operators, negative
quantifiers and lexical negations and three types of
modality: buletic, epistemic and deontic. We show
that each type has a specific effect on the opinion
expression in its scope: both on the polarity and
the strength for negation, and on the strength and/or
the degree of certainty for modality. These effects
are structured as a set of hypotheses that we empiri-
cally validated via several linguistic experiments in-
formed by native speakers. This evaluation method-
ology has already been used in sentiment analysis.
Greene and Resnik (2009) chose psycholinguistic
methods for assessing the connection between sen-
tence structure and implicit sentiment. Taboada et
al. (2011) used Mechanical Turk to check subjective
dictionaries for consistency.

The empirical results reported in this paper pro-
vide a basis for future opinion analysis systems that
have to compute the sentiment orientation at the sen-
tence or at the clause level. The methodology we
used for deriving this basis was applied for French
but it can be easily instantiated for other languages
like English. In this paper, all examples are in
French along with their direct translation in English.
Note however that there are substantial semantic dif-
ferences between the two languages.

2 Related Work

2.1 Negation in Sentiment Analysis

Research efforts using negation in sentiment anal-
ysis can be grouped according to three main crite-
ria: the effect of negation on opinion expressions,
the types of negation used and the method employed

to update the prior polarity of opinion expressions.
According to the first criterion, most approaches

treat negation as polarity reversal (Polanyi and Za-
enen, 2006; Wilson et al., 2005; Moilanen and Pul-
man, 2007; Choi and Cardie, 2008). However, nega-
tion cannot be reduced to reversing polarity. For ex-
ample, if we assume that the score of the adjective
“excellent” is +3, then the opinion score in “this stu-
dent is not excellent” cannot be -3. It rather means
that the student is not good enough. Hence, dealing
with negation requires to go beyond polarity rever-
sal. Liu and Seneff (2009) propose a linear additive
model that treats negations as modifying adverbs. In
the same way, in (Taboada et al., 2011), the negation
of an opinion expression shifts the value of its score
to the opposite polarity by a fixed amount. Thus a +2
adjective is negated to a -2, but the negation of a very
negative adjective is only slightly positive. Based
on (Taboada et al., 2011)’s shift model, Yessenalina
and Cardie (2011) propose to represent each word
as a matrix and combine words using iterated ma-
trix multiplication, which allows for modeling both
additive (for negations) and multiplicative (for in-
tensifiers) semantic effects. In our framework, we
assume, as in (Liu and Seneff, 2009) and (Taboada
et al., 2011), that negation affects both the polarity
and the strength of an opinion expression. However,
unlike other studies, we distill that effect depending
on the type of the negation.

Two main types of negation were studied in
the literature: negators such as “not” and content
word negators such as “eliminate” (Choi and Cardie,
2008). Wilson et al. (2009) also consider negators
and in addition distinguish between positive polarity
shifters and negative polarity shifters since they only
reverse a particular polarity type. Few studies take
into account other types of negation. Among them,
Taboada et al. (2011) treat NPIs (as well as modali-
ties) as “irrealis blockers” by ignoring the semantic
orientation of the word in their scope. For example,
the opinion word “good” will just be ignored in “any
good movie in this theater”. We think that ignoring
NPIs is not suitable and a more accurate analysis is
needed. In addition, to our knowledge, no studies
have investigated the effect of multiple negatives on
opinions.

Finally, methods dealing with negation can be
classified into three categories (Wiegand et al.,
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2010). In the shallow approach, negation is embed-
ded into a bag-of-words model which is then used
by supervised machine-learning algorithms for po-
larity classification (Pang et al.2002; Ng et al. 2006).
This method, rather simple, seems linguistically in-
accurate and increases the feature space with more
sparse features. The second approach concerns a
local contextual analysis of valence shifter terms
where negation modifies the prior scores of those
terms (Taboada et al., 2011; Wilson et al., 2009).
The last approach uses semantic composition where
the polarities of words within the sentence are aggre-
gated (Moilanen and Pulman, 2007). In this paper,
we provide a way of treating negation and modality
in a semantic composition framework.

2.2 Modality in Sentiment Analysis

In sentiment analysis, the presence of modalities can
be used as a feature in a machine learning setting
for sentence-level opinion classification. Among the
few research efforts in this direction, Wilson et al.
(2009) use a list of modal words. In (Kobayakawa
et al., 2009), modalities are defined in a flat taxon-
omy: request, recommendation, desire, will, judg-
ment, etc. According to the reported results, the gain
brought by the modalities seems difficult to assess.
However, to our knowledge, no work has investi-
gated how modality impacts on opinions.

In NLP, modality is less addressed than other lin-
guistic operators, such as negations. Most of the
computational studies involving modality are fo-
cused on: (i) building annotated resources in terms
of factuality information and (ii) uncertainty mod-
eling and hedge detection in texts. Among anno-
tated resources, we cite the FactBank corpus (Saurı́
and Pustejovsky, 2009) and the BioScope corpus
(Vincze et al., 2008). In the second research strand,
the efforts go from detecting uncertainty in texts
(Rubin, 2010), to finding hedges and their scopes
in specialized corpora (Vincze et al., 2008; Gan-
ter and Strube, 2009; Zhao et al., 2010). However,
there is only partial overlapping between hedges and
modal constructions. Hedges are linguistic means
whereby the authors show that they cannot back
their opinions with facts. Thus, hedges include
certain modal constructions (especially epistemic),
along with other markers such as indirect speech,
e.g., “According to certain researchers,...”. On the

other hand, there are modal constructions which are
not hedges, e.g. when expressing a factual possibil-
ity, without uncertainty on behalf of the speaker, e.g.
may in “These insects may play a part in the repro-
duction of plants as well”.

3 Dealing with Negation

Negation has been well studied in linguistics (Horn,
1989; Swart, 2010; Giannakidou, 2011). For
French, we cite (Muller, 1991; Moeschler, 1992;
Corblin and Tovena, 2003) and (Godard, to ap-
pear)’s work as part of the “Grande Grammaire
du français” project (Abeillé and Godard, 2010).
Our treatment of negation is based on the lexical-
syntactic classification of (Godard, to appear) that
distinguishes three types of negation in French:

• Negative operators, denoted by NEG: they
are the adverbs “pas” (“not”), “plus” (“no
more”), “non” (“no one”), the preposition
“sans” (“without”) and the conjunction “ni”
(“neither”). These operators always appear
alone in the sentence and they cannot be com-
bined with each other.

• Negative quantifiers, denoted by NEG quant,
express both a negation and a quantifica-
tion. They are, for example, the nouns
and pronouns “aucun” (“none”), “nul” (“no”),
“personne” (“nobody”), “rien” (“nothing”)
and the adverbs “jamais” (“never”) and
“aucunement”/“nullement” (“in no way”).
Neg quant have three main properties: (i)
they can occur in positive sentences (that is not
negated), particularly in interrogatives, when
they are employed as indefinite or when they
appear after the relative pronoun “que” (“that”)
(ii) in negative contexts, they are always associ-
ated to the adverb “ne” (“not”) and (iii) they can
be combined with each other as well as with
negative operators. Here are some examples
of this type of negation extracted form our cor-
pus: “on ne s’ennuie jamais” (“you will never
be bored”), “je ne recommande cette série à
personne” (“I do not recommend this movie to
anyone”).

• Lexical negations denoted by NEG lex which
are implicit negative words, such as “manque
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de” (“lack of”), “absence de”(“absence of”),
“carence” (“deficiency”), “manquer de” (“to
lack”), “ dénué de” (“deprived of”). NEG lex
can be combined with each other as well as
with the two previous types of negation.

This classification does not cover words such as
few or only, since we consider them as weak inten-
sifiers (strength diminishers) rather than negations.

For each opinion expression exp, OP(exp)
indicates that the expression exp is in the
scope of the negation OP ∈ NEG, NEG quant,
NEG lex. Multiple negations are denoted by
OP i(OP j((exp))). In French, there are at
most three negative words in a multiple negative.
However, this case is relatively rare in opinion texts;
this is why, we only deal with two negatives. Usu-
ally, multiple negatives preserve polarity, except for
those composed of NEG lex and NEG quant or
NEG which cancel the effect of NEG lex. For ex-
ample, in “manque de goût” (“lack of taste”), i.e
NEG lex(taste), the polarity is negative, while
in “il ne manque pas de goût” (roughly, “no lack of
taste”), i.e. NEG(NEG lex(taste)), the opin-
ion is positive. This property was also observed
in (Rowan et al., 2006). Thus, multiple negatives
preserving negation concern the following combina-
tions:
NEG quant(NEG quant(exp)),
NEG quant(NEG(exp)),
NEG(NEG quant(exp)).

We analyse the frequency of our negation cate-
gories in a corpus of French opinion texts. We use a
manually built subjective lexicon (Benamara et al.,
2011) that contains 95 modalities and 21 negations.
An analysis of a corpus of 26132 French movie re-
views (about 863 TV series) extracted from the al-
lociné web site1 shows that around 26 % of reviews
contain NPIs and/or multiple negations.

3.1 Hypotheses
The effects of each negation type are based on the
following hypotheses:

N1.a The negation always reverses the polarity
of an opinion expression, that is a positive opinion
expression becomes negative when in the scope of

1http://www.allocine.fr

a negation. For example, “exceptionnel” (“excep-
tional”) and “pas exceptionnel” (“not exceptional”).

N1.b The strength of an opinion expression in the
scope of a negation, is not greater than of the opin-
ion expression alone. For example, for the adjec-
tive “exceptionnel” (“exceptional”), the strength of
its negation, that is “pas exceptionnel” (“not excep-
tional”), is lower.

N2. The strength of an expression when in the
scope of a NEG quant is greater than when in the
scope of a NEG. For instance: “jamais exceptionnel”
(“never exceptional”) is stronger than “pas excep-
tionnel” (“not exceptional”).

N3. NEG lex has the same effect as NEG, as for
lack of taste and no taste.

N4. The strength of an expression when in the
scope of multiple negatives is greater than when in
the scope of each negation alone. For example, “plus
jamais bon” (“no longer ever good”) is stronger than
“plus bon” (“no longer good”).

3.2 The experimental setup

The previous hypotheses have been empirically val-
idated by volunteer subjects through two protocols:
Protocol 1 for N1.a and N1.b, and Protocol 2 for N2
to N4 2.

Both protocols are based on a set of questions that
we built so that: (1) they reflect the most frequent
linguistic structures found in our corpus, and (2)
they do not contain words or expressions on which
people have prior opinions for/against. In addition,
the number of questions within each protocol was
designed so that we ensure a trade-off between the
amount of data needed for proving our hypotheses
and the quality of the data, subjects have to remain
focused in order to avoid errors due to tiredness.

Protocol 1. A set of six questions are shown to
subjects. In each question, an opinionated sentence
is presented, along with its negation using negative
operators, as in “This student is brilliant” and “This
student is not brilliant”. The strengths of the opin-
ions vary from one question to another on a dis-
crete scale. Several types of scales have been used
in sentiment analysis research, going from continu-
ous scales (Benamara et al., 2007) to discrete ones

2They are respectively available at:
http://goo.gl/CQzKy and http://goo.gl/YnZPS.
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Figure 1: Empirical validation of N1 to N4.

(Taboada et al., 2011). Since our negation hypothe-
ses have to be evaluated against human subjects, the
chosen length of the scale has to ensure a trade-off
between a fine-grained categorisation of subjective
words and the reliability of this categorisation with
respect to human judgments. We thus use in our
framework a discrete 7-point scale, going from −3
(which corresponds to “extremely negative” opin-
ions) to +3 (for “extremely positive” ones) to quan-
tify the strength of an opinion expression. Note that
0 corresponds to cases where in the absence of any
context, the opinion expression can be neither posi-
tive nor negative. A set of 81 native French speakers
were asked to indicate the strength of each sentence
in a question on the same 7-point scale.

Protocol 2. Eight questions are shown. Each
question contains a pair of sentences: one contain-
ing a negative operator, the other having either a
negative quantifier or a lexical negation, or multi-
ple negatives, as in “This student is not brilliant”
and “This student is never brilliant”. Subjects are
asked to compare the strengths of the sentences in
each pair. A set of 96 native French speakers partic-
ipated in this study.

3.3 Results

The results of these assessments are shown in Fig-
ure 1, as the average agreement and disagreement
between the subjects’ answers and our hypotheses.
The results show that all four hypotheses are vali-
dated. For N1.a, we obtain an average agreement of
90.7 % when excluding the answers corresponding
to the strength 0 (20.37 % of all answers). We note
that for opinion strengths from −1 to +2 (that is,
“mildly negative” to “very positive” opinions), N1.a
is 100 % verified. The same trend is observed for−2

(“very negative”) and +3 opinion strengths (87.8 %
and 93 % agreement, respectively). However, for
“extremely negative” opinions, e.g., “l’acteur est
nullisime” (“the actor is worthless”), we observe that
only 48.8 % of subjects reverse its polarity. The re-
sults for N1.b are shown in Table 1. The rows cor-
respond to opinion strenghts given by subjects for
sentences without negation and the columns, and the
subjects’ answers to the same sentences, this time
negated. In this table, we discarded the row for
the subjects’ answers to the 0-strength original sen-
tences (without negation) because the number of in-
stances was very low.

+3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3
+3 0 0 4.7 32.9 58.9 3.5 0
+2 0 0 0 4.9 82.0 13.1 0
+1 0 0 0 0 84.3 14.5 1.2
-1 0 0 62.5 37.5 0 0 0
-2 0 1.2 51.9 39.5 7.4 0 0
-3 0 1.4 26.4 43.0 23.6 5.6 0

Table 1: Results (in percents) for N1.b

We observe that the hypothesis N1.b is verified
for all configurations of strengths. In addition, a
non-negligible percentage of the subjects assign a 0
strength to the negation of all negative opinion ex-
pressions. This is particularly salient for extremely
negative expressions. The same goes for extremely
positive expressions.

N2 is verified at 67 %. This might me because the
gap between the strength of NEG quant (exp)
and NEG(exp) is rather small.

N3 is verified at 43 %. This low result reflects the
fact that, as expected, for “lack of” (i.e., “manque
de”, very frequent in French movie reviews) N3 is
not validated: 81 % of the subjects consider the
opinion in the scope of this lexical negation to be
less negative than the opinion in the scope of the
negative operator “not”. This disparity in the results
show that a thorougher study has to be undertaken in
order to better distill the effect of lexical negations
on opinion expressions.

Finally, N4 is verified at almost 64 %. The
disagreement comes from the question testing the
effect of the NEG quant (NEG quant) com-
bination. We think this might come from the
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fact that NEG quant already boosts the strength
of an opinion expression, hence adding more
NEG quant does not necessarily yield an even
stronger opinion expression.

4 Dealing with Modality

Drawing partly on (Portner, 2009) and on (Larreya,
2004) for French, we have chosen to split modality
in three categories:

• buletic, denoted by Mod B – it indicates the
speaker’s desires/wishes. This type of modality
is expressed via a closed set of verbs denoting
hope e.g. “I wish he were kind”.

• epistemic, denoted by Mod E – it indicates the
speaker’s belief in the propositional content he
asserts. It is expressed via doubt, possibil-
ity or necessity adverbs, such as “peut-être”
(“perhaps”), “décidément” (“definitely”), “cer-
tainement” (“certainly”), etc., and via the verbs
“devoir” (“have to”), “falloir” (“need to/must”)
and “pouvoir” (“may/can”), e.g. “The movie
might be good”,

• deontic, denoted by Mod D – it indicates a
possibility or an obligation (with their con-
trapositives, impossibility and permission, re-
spectively). It is only expressed via the same
modal verbs as for epistemic modality, but with
a deontic reading, e.g., “You must go see the
movie”.

Note that this classification takes into account
neither evidential usage of modality nor epistemic
modalities expressed in conditional verb moods
since these usages are less frequent in our corpus.

Just like for negations, we project these categories
on our corpus of French movie reviews and we ob-
serve that 53 % of the reviews contain at least one
modal construction. In addition, the most frequent
modals in those reviews are in decreasing order of
occurrence: the epistemic and deontic verbs “de-
voir” and “pouvoir”, buletic modal verbs and epis-
temic adverbs.

Unlike for negations, for the moment we do not
take into account cumulative effects of modalities on
an opinion expression, like in: “You definitely must

see the movie!” as well as combination of negations
and modalities.

We consider that each modal expression has a se-
mantic effect on opinions. Unlike negation, this ef-
fect is not on both the polarity and the strength of
opinions, but only on their strength – for instance,
the strength of the recommendation “You must go
see the movie, it’s a blast” is greater than for “Go
see the movie, it’s a blast”, and certainty degree –
for instance, “This movie is definitely good” has a
greater certainty than “This movie is good”. In our
framework, the strength is discretized on a three-
level scale, going from 1 (minimal strength) to 3
(maximal strength). The certainty degree also has
three possible values, in line with standard literature
(Lyons, 1977; Saurı́ and Pustejovsky, 2009): pos-
sible, probable and certain. However, we consider
that, in an opinion analysis context, the frontier be-
tween the first two values is rather vague, hence we
conflate them into a value that we denote by uncer-
tain. We thus obtain two certainty degrees, from
which we built a three-level scale, by inserting be-
tween these values a “default” certainty degree for
all expressions which are neither a modal nor in the
scope of a modal.

4.1 Hypotheses
We will now specify the semantic effect of each
modality type, on the strength and/or certainty de-
gree of the opinion expressions. These effects are
structured as a set of six hypotheses:

M1. Mod B alters the certainty degree of opinion
expressions in its scope. Thus, the certainty degree
of an opinion expression in the scope of a Mod B
is weaker than the certainty degree of the opinion
expression itself. e.g. in “I hope this movie is funny”
there is less certainty than in “This movie is funny”.

M2.1 Mod E alters the certainty degree of opinion
expressions in its scope. For adverbial Mod E, this
degree is altered according to the certainty of the re-
spective adverb: if the latter is uncertain, then the
certainty of the opinion in the scope of the adverb is
reduced; otherwise, the certainty is augmented. For
instance, “Le film est probablement bon” (“Proba-
bly the film is good”) is less certain than “Le film est
bon” (“The film is good”), which is, in turn, less cer-
tain than “Le film est décidément bon” (“The film is
definitely good”).
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M2.2 The certainty of opinion expressions when
in the scope of a verbal Mod E is always lower than
when alone. It varies according to the certainty of
the respective verb, from pouvoir – lowest certainty,
to devoir and falloir – greater certainty. For instance,
the certainty of “Le film peut être bon” (“the film
might be good”) is lower than of “Le film doit être
bon” (“the film must be good”), which, in turn, is
lower than of “Le film est bon” (“the film is good”).

M2.3 The certainty degrees of opinion expres-
sions in the scope of epistemic devoir and falloir are
the same.

M3.1 Mod D alters the strength of opinion expres-
sions in its scope. Hence, strength varies according
to the verb: pouvoir reduces the strength of the opin-
ion, whereas devoir and falloir boost it.

M3.2 The strengths of opinion expressions in the
scope of deontic devoir and falloir are the same.

4.2 The experimental setup
We empirically validated the previous hypotheses
through the same methodology as for negation. We
designed three protocols, Protocol 1 for M1, Proto-
col 2 for M2.1 to M2.3, and Protocol 3 for M3.1 and
M3.2.

Protocol 1. In this protocol, five questions are
proposed. In one of them, the subject is presented
an opinionated sentence without modality. In each
of the other questions, we present a subjective sen-
tence with buletic modality. For each question, we
then ask the subject to specify whether the author of
the sentence has an established opinion (positive or
negative), e.g., “I saw this movie yesterday. I hope
it will be a blockbuster.”, or “The movie is interest-
ing.”, or hasn’t an established opinion yet “I hope
this movie is interesting”. 78 native French speakers
participated in this protocol.

Protocol 2. Eight questions are proposed to sub-
jects. In each question we present an opinionated
sentence. The first one is a sentence without modal-
ity, e.g. “The movie is good”. Each of the other
sentences contains an epistemic modality of differ-
ent certainty degree, either “uncertain” or “certain”.
111 native French speakers were asked whether the
modal sentence was less, more or as certain as the
sentence without modality.

Protocol 3. Four questions are presented. In each
question we show a pair of opinionated sentences:

Figure 2: Empirical validation of M1 to M3.2.

one sentence without modality, and another one with
a deontic modality, as in “Go see this movie, it
is good” and “You should go see this movie, it is
good”. We ask subjects compare the strengths of the
sentences in each pair. A set of 78 native French
speakers participated in this study.

4.3 Results
We show the results of these assessments in Figure
2. M1 is validated at 86.5 %. More specifically,
when the phrase in the scope of the buletic modality
denotes an event, all subjects consider it to vehic-
ulate an opinion. This, in French at least, usually
corresponds to an implicit opinion3. Moreover, ac-
cording to all subjects, buletic modality cancels the
opinion in its scope, when the phrase expressing the
latter denotes a state. Therefore, subjective words
do not make sentences like “I hope her husband is
kind” opinionated.

M2.1 is validated at around 72 % for both cer-
tainty degrees (“certain” and “uncertain”), which
shows that, in addition to polarity and strength, cer-
tainty is a relevant feature of an opinion expres-
sion. Concerning M2.2, almost 79 % of the subjects
validated that a phrase when outscoped by “pou-
voir” is less certain than when outscoped by “de-
voir”, whereas only 23 % of them consider that “de-
voir” lowers the certainty degree of the phrase in its
scope. M2.3 is validated at around 57 % overall
since for “devoir” (“have to”) and “falloir” (“need
to”/“must”) subjects considered them as having the

3Implicit opinions, also called opinionated sentences (Liu,
2010), are sentences that express positive or negative opinions
and do not contain any explicit subjective clues. Here are some
examples: “The movie is not bad, although some persons left
the auditorium” or “Laborious and copy/paste of the first part”.
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same effect.
M3.1 is validated to a lesser extent: 54 %. 62.5 %

of the subjects agreed with the hypothesis that deon-
tic “pouvoir” (“may”/“can”) reduces the strength of
the opinion in its scope. This might be explained by
the ambiguity between deontic and epistemic read-
ings of these three verbs. The strengths of “devoir”
and “falloir” are deemed identical (M3.2) at 60 %.
The rest of 40 % are evenly split between “devoir”
being stronger than “falloir” and vice versa.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we showed that the effects of modality
and negation on opinion expressions in their scope
depend on the type of these operators. Based on a
set of protocols, we empirically validated that nega-
tion affects both polarity and strength, and that neg-
ative quantifiers and multiple negations boost the
strength of the negation. We also empirically vali-
date that modality affects the strength, in case of de-
ontic modality, and the certainty degree for buletic
and epistemic modality. Our approach is novel in
two ways:

• Our treatment of negation goes beyond the ap-
proaches of (Wilson et al., 2009)(Taboada et
al., 2011) and (Liu and Seneff, 2009) since we
propose a specific treatment for negative polar-
ity items and for multiple negatives. In addi-
tion, our results for negative operators confirm,
as in (Taboada et al., 2011) and (Liu and Seneff,
2009), that the strength of an opinion expres-
sion in the scope of a negation, is not greater
than of the opinion expression alone.

• For modality, to our knowledge, our approach
is the first study dealing with the semantics of
modality for sentiment analysis.

The empirical results reported in this paper pro-
vide a basis for future opinion analysis systems that
have to compute the sentiment orientation at the sen-
tence or at the clause level.

In further work, we plan to study the effect of
cumulative modalities, as in “you definitely must
see this movie”, and of co-occurring negation and
modality, as in “ you should not go see this movie”,
on opinion expressions. We also plan to evaluate
to what extent our empirical results extrapolate to

other languages. Finally, we will plug our results
to a computational model in order to determine the
contextual polarity of opinion expressions at the sen-
tence or clause level.
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Abstract

In the medical domain, misdiagnoses and di-
agnostic uncertainty put lives at risk and in-
cur substantial financial costs. Clearly, medi-
cal reasoning and decision-making need to be
better understood. We explore a possible link
between linguistic expression and diagnostic
correctness. We report on an unusual data set
of spoken diagnostic narratives used to com-
putationally model and predict diagnostic cor-
rectness based on automatically extracted and
linguistically motivated features that capture
physicians’ uncertainty. A multimodal data
set was collected as dermatologists viewed im-
ages of skin conditions and explained their di-
agnostic process and observations aloud. We
discuss experimentation and analysis in initial
and secondary pilot studies. In both cases,
we experimented with computational model-
ing using features from the acoustic-prosodic
and lexical-structural linguistic modalities.

1 Introduction

Up to 20% of post-mortem diagnoses in the United
States are inconsistent with the diagnosis before
death (Graber, 2005). These misdiagnoses cost both
human lives and estimated millions of dollars every
year. To find where and why misdiagnoses occur, it
is necessary to improve our understanding of doc-
tors’ diagnostic reasoning and how it is linked to di-
agnostic uncertainty and correctness. Our contribu-
tion begins to explore the computational modeling
of this phenomenon in diagnostic narratives. From a
cognitive science perspective, we are contributing to

the research on medical reasoning and how it is lin-
guistically expressed. In the long term, this area of
work could be a useful decision-making component
for flagging diagnoses that need further review.

The study used an unusual multimodal data set
collected in a modified Master-Apprentice interac-
tion scenario. It comprises both gaze and linguistic
data. The present study focuses on the linguistic data
which in turn can be conceptualized as consisting of
both acoustic-prosodic and lexical-structural modal-
ities. This data set can further be used to link vision
and language research to understand human cogni-
tion in expert decision-making scenarios.

We report on a study conducted in two phases.
First, an initial pilot study involved a preliminary an-
notation of a small subset of the collected diagnos-
tic narratives and also investigated the prediction of
diagnostic correctness using a set of linguistic fea-
tures from speech recordings and their verbal tran-
scriptions. This provided initial features relevant to
classification, helped us identify annotation issues,
and gave us insight on how to improve the annota-
tion scheme used for annotating ground truth data.
Next, a second pilot study was performed, build-
ing on what was learned in the initial pilot study.
The second pilot study involved a larger data set
with a revised and improved annotation scheme that
considered gradient correctness at different steps of
the diagnostic reasoning process: (1) medical lesion
morphology (e.g. recognizing the lesion type as a
scaly erythematous plaque), (2) differential diagno-
sis (i.e. providing a set of possible final diagnoses),
and (3) final diagnosis (e.g. identifying the disease
condition as psoriasis). We also experiment with
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classification using an expanded feature set moti-
vated by the initial pilot study and by previously
published research. We report on results that con-
sider different algorithms, feature set modalities, di-
agnostic reasoning steps, and coarse vs. fine grained
classes as explained below in Section 4.3.

2 Previous Work

Much work has been done in the area of medi-
cal decision-making. Pelaccia et al. (2011) have
viewed clinical reasoning through the lens of dual-
process theory. They posit that two systems are at
work in the mind of a clinician: the intuitive system
which quickly produces a response based on expe-
rience and a holistic view of the situation, versus
the analytic system which slowly and logically steps
through the problem with conscious use of knowl-
edge. Croskerry (2009) stated that “[i]f the presen-
tation is not recognized, or if it is unduly ambiguous
or there is uncertainty, [analytic] processes engage
instead” (p. 1022); for instance, if a clinician is un-
familiar with a disease or unsure of their intuitive
answer. We assume that different reasoning systems
may cause changes in linguistic behaviors. For ex-
ample, when engaging the slower analytic system, it
seems reasonable that frequent pausing could appear
as an indication of, e.g., uncertainty or thoughtful-
ness.

Several studies have explored the task of detect-
ing uncertainty through language. Uncertainty de-
tection necessitates inference of extra-propositional
meaning and is arguably a subjective natural lan-
guage problem, i.e. part of a family of problems
that are increasingly receiving attention in compu-
tational linguistics. These problems involve more
dynamic classification targets and different perfor-
mance expectations (Alm, 2011). Pon-Barry and
Shieber (2009) have shown encouraging results in
finding uncertainty using acoustic-prosodic features
at the word, word’s local context, and whole utter-
ance levels. Henriksson and Velupillai (2010) used
“speculative words” (e.g., could, generally, should,
may, sort of, etc.) as well as “certainty ampli-
fiers” (e.g., definitely, positively, must, etc.) to deter-
mine uncertainty in text. Velupillai (2010) also ap-
plied the same approach to medical texts and noted
that acoustic-prosodic features should be considered

alongside salient lexical-structural features as indi-
cators of uncertainty. In this work, we draw on the
insight of such previous work, but we also extend
the types of linguistic evidence considered for iden-
tifying possible links to diagnostic correctness.

As another type of linguistic evidence, disfluen-
cies make up potentially important linguistic evi-
dence. Zwarts and Johnson (2011) found that the
occurrence of disfluencies that had been removed
could be predicted to a satisfactory degree. Pakho-
mov (1999) observed that such disfluencies are just
as common in monologues as in dialogues even
though there is no need for the speakers to indicate
that they wish to continue speaking. This finding is
important for the work presented here because our
modified use of the Master-Apprentice scenario re-
sults in a particular dialogic interaction with the lis-
tener remaining silent. Perhaps most importantly,
Clark and Fox Tree (2002) postulated that filled
pauses (e.g., um, uh, er, etc.) play a meaningful
role in speech. For example, they may signal that
the speaker is yet to finish speaking or searching for
a word. There is some controversy about this claim,
however, as explained by Corley and Stewart (2008).
The scholarly controversy about the role of disfluen-
cies indicates that more research is needed to under-
stand the disfluency phenomenon, including how it
relates to extra-propositional meaning.

3 Data Set

The original elicitation experiment included 16
physicians with dermatological expertise. Of these,
12 were attending physicians and 4 were residents
(i.e. dermatologists in training). The observers were
shown a series of 50 images of dermatological con-
ditions. The summary of this collected data is shown
in Table 1, with reference to the pilot studies.

The physicians were instructed to narrate, in En-
glish, their thoughts and observations about each im-
age to a student, who remained silent, as they arrived
at a differential diagnosis or a possible final diagno-
sis. This data elicitation approach is a modified ver-
sion of the Master-Apprentice interaction scenario
(Beyer and Holtzblatt, 1997). This elicitation setup
is shown in Figure 1. It allows us to extract in-
formation about the Master’s (i.e. in this case, the
physician’s) cognitive process by coaxing them to
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Data parameters Quantity
# of participating doctors 16
# of images for which

narratives were collected 50
# of time-aligned narratives

in the initial pilot study 160
# of time-aligned narratives

in the second pilot study 707

Table 1: This table summarizes the data. Of the collected
narratives, 707 are included in this work; audio is unavail-
able for some narratives.

vocalize their thoughts in rich detail. This teaching-
oriented scenario really is a monologue, yet induces
a feeling of dialogic interaction in the Master.

Figure 1: The Master-Apprentice interaction scenario al-
lows us to extract information about the Master’s (here:
doctor’s) cognitive processes.

The form of narratives collected can be analyzed
in many ways. Figure 2 shows two narratives, re-
cently elicited and similar to the ones in the study’s
data set, that are used here with permission as ex-
amples. In terms of diagnostic reasoning styles, re-
ferring to Pelaccia et al. (2011), we can propose that
observer A may be using the intuitive system and
that observer B may be using the analytical system.
Observer A does not provide a differential diagnosis
and jumps straight to his/her final diagnosis, which
in this case is correct. We can postulate that observer
A looks at the general area of the lesion and uses
previous experience or heuristic knowledge to come
to the correct diagnosis. This presumed use of the
intuitive system could potentially relate to the depth
of previous experience with a disease, for example.
Observer B, on the other hand, might be using the

A. This patient has a pinkish papule with
surrounding hypopigmentation in a field of
other cherry hemagiomas and nevoid type
lesions. The only diagnosis that comes to
mind to me is Sutton’s nevus.

B. I think I’m looking at an abdomen, possibly.
I see a hypopigmented oval-shaped patch in
the center of the image. I see that there
are two brown macules as well. In the center
of the hypopigmented oval patch there
appears to be an area that may be a pink
macule. Differential diagnosis includes
halo nevus, melanoma, post-inflammatory
hypopigmentation. I favor a diagnosis of
maybe post-inflammatory hypopigmentation.

Figure 2: Two narratives collected in a recent elicitation
setup and used here with permission. Narratives A and B
are not part of the studied data set, but exemplify data set
narratives which could not be distributed. Observers A
and B are both looking at an image of a halo or Sutton’s
nevus as seen in Figure 3. Disfluencies are considered in
the experimental work but have been removed for read-
ability in these examples.

Figure 3: The image of a halo or Sutton’s nevus viewed
by the observers and the subject of example narratives.

analytical system. Observer B steps through the di-
agnosis in a methodical process and uses evidence
presented to rationalize the choice of final diagno-
sis. Observer B also provides a differential diagno-
sis unlike observer A. This suggests that observer
B is taking advantage of a process of elimination to
decide on a final diagnosis.

Another way to evaluate these narratives is in
terms of correctness and the related concept of diag-
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nostic completeness. Whereas these newly elicited
narrative examples have not been annotated by doc-
tors, some observations can still be made. From the
point of view of final diagnosis, observer A is cor-
rect, unlike observer B. Assessment of diagnostic
correctness and completeness can also be made on
intermediate steps in the diagnostic process (e.g. dif-
ferential diagnoses or medical lesion morphological
description). Including such steps in the diagnos-
tic process is considered good practice. Observer A
does not supply a differential diagnosis and instead
skips to the final diagnosis. Observer B provides
the correct answer in the differential diagnosis but
gives the incorrect final diagnosis. Observer B fully
describes the medical lesion morphology presented.
Observer A, however, only describes the pink lesion
and does not discuss the other two brown lesions.

The speech of the diagnostic narratives was
recorded. At the same time, the observers’ eye-
movements were tracked; the eye-tracking data
are considered in another report (Li et al., 2010).
We leave the integration of the linguistic and eye-
tracking data for future work.

After the collection of the raw audio data, the
utterances were manually transcribed and time-
aligned at the word level with the speech anal-
ysis tool Praat (Boersma, 2001).1 A sample of
the transcription process output is shown in Fig-
ure 4. Given our experimental context, off-the-shelf
automatic speech recognizers could not transcribe
the narratives to the desired quality and resources
were not available to create our own automatic tran-

1See http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/.

Figure 4: Transcripts were time-aligned in Praat which
was also used to extract acoustic-prosodic features.

scriber. Manual transcription also preserved disflu-
encies, which we believe convey meaningful infor-
mation. Disfluencies were transcribed to include
filled pauses (e.g. uh, um), false starts (e.g. pur-
reddish purple), repetitions, and click sounds.

This study is strengthened by its involvement of
medical experts. Trained dermatologists were re-
cruited in the original elicitation experiment as well
as the creation and application of both annotation
schemes. This is crucial in a knowledge-rich domain
such as medicine because the annotation scheme
must reflect the domain knowledge. Another study
reports on annotation details (McCoy et al., Forth-
coming 2012).

4 Classification Study

This section discusses the classification work, first
explaining the methodology for the initial pilot study
followed by interpretation of results. Next, the
methodology of the second pilot study is described.

4.1 Generic Model Overview

This work applies computational modeling de-
signed to predict diagnostic correctness in physi-
cians’ narratives based on linguistic features from
the acoustic-prosodic and lexical-structural modali-
ties of language, shown in Table 2. Some tests dis-
cussed in 4.2 and 4.3 were performed with these
modalities separated. These features are inspired
by previous work conducted by Szarvas (2008),
Szarvas et al. (2008), Litman et al. (2009), Liscombe
et al. (2005), and Su et al. (2010).

We can formally express the created model in the
following way: Let ni be an instance in a set of nar-
ratives N , let j be a classification method, and let
li be a label in a set of class labels L. We want to
establish a function f(ni, j) : li where li is the label
assigned to the narrative based on linguistic features
from a set F , where F = f1, f2, ...fk, as described
in Table 2. The baseline for each classifier is de-
fined as the majority class ratio. Using scripts in
Praat (Boersma, 2001), Python, and NLTK (Bird et
al., 2009), we automatically extracted features for
each narrative. Each narrative was annotated with
multiple labels relating to its diagnostic correctness.
The labeling schemes used in the initial and second
pilot studies, respectively, are described in subsec-
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tions 4.2 and 4.3.

4.2 Initial Pilot Study

The initial pilot classification study allowed the op-
portunity to refine the prediction target annotation
scheme, as well as to explore a preliminary set of lin-
guistic features. 160 narratives were assigned labels

Linguistic Feature at the narrative level
Modality
Acoustic- Total duration
prosodic Percent silence

Time silent
# of silences *
Time speaking
# of utterances *
Initial silence length
F0 mean (avg. pitch) ◦
F0 min (min. pitch) ◦
F0 max (max. pitch) ◦
dB mean (avg. intensity) ◦
dB max (max. intensity) ◦

Lexical- # of words
structural words per minute

# of disfluencies •
# of certainty amplifiers * •
# of speculative words * •
# of stop words * •
# of content words * •
# of negations * •
# of nouns •
# of verbs •
# of adjectives •
# of adverbs •
Unigram of tokens
Bigram of tokens
Trigram of tokens

Table 2: Features used by their respective modalities.
Features marked with a * were only included in the sec-
ond pilot study. Features marked with ◦ were included
twice; once as their raw value and again as a z-score nor-
malized to its speaker’s data in the training set. Features
marked with • were also included twice; once as their raw
count and again as their value divided by the total number
of words in that narrative. Disfluencies were considered
as words towards the total word count, silences were not.
No feature selection was applied.

of correct or incorrect for two steps of the diagnos-
tic process: diagnostic category and final diagno-
sis. These annotations were done by a dermatologist
who did not participate in the elicitation study (co-
author Cara Calvelli). For final diagnosis, 70% were
marked as correct, and for diagnostic category, 80%
were marked as correct. An outcome of the anno-
tation study was learning that the initial annotation
scheme needed to be refined. For example, diagnos-
tic category had a fuzzy interpretation, and correct-
ness and completeness of diagnoses are found along
a gradient in medicine. This led us to pursue an im-
proved annotation scheme with new class labels in
the second pilot study, as well as the adoption of a
gradient scale of correctness.

For the initial pilot study, basic features were ex-
tracted from the diagnostic narratives in two modal-
ities: acoustic-prosodic and lexical-structural (see
Table 2). To understand the fundamental aspects
of the problem, the initial pilot study experimented
with the linguistic modalities separately and to-
gether, using three foundational algorithms, as im-
plemented in NLTK (Naive Bayes, Maximum En-
tropy, Decision Tree), and a maximum vote classi-
fier based on majority consensus of the three basic
classifiers. The majority class baselines were 70%
for diagnosis and 80% for diagnostic category. The
small pilot data set was split into an 80% training set
and a 20% testing set. The following results were
obtained with the maximum vote classifier.

Utilizing only acoustic-prosodic features, the
maximum vote classifier performed 5% above the
baseline when testing final diagnosis and 6% below
it for diagnostic category. F0 min and initial silence
length appeared as important features. This initial si-
lence length could signal that the observers are able
to glean more information from the image, and us-
ing this information, they can make a more accurate
diagnosis.

Utilizing only lexical-structural features, the
model performed near the baseline (+1%) for final
diagnosis and 9% better than the baseline for diag-
nostic category. When combining acoustic-prosodic
and lexical-structural modalities, the majority vote
classifier performed above the baseline by 5% for fi-
nal diagnosis and 9% for diagnostic category. We
are cautious in our interpretation of these findings.
For example, the small size of the data set and the
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particulars of the data split may have guided the re-
sults, and the concept of diagnostic category turned
out to be fuzzy and problematic. Nevertheless, the
study helped us refine our approach for the second
pilot study and redefine the annotation scheme.

4.3 Second Pilot Study
For the second pilot study, we hoped to gain further
insight into primarily two questions: (1) How accu-
rately do the tested models perform on three steps of
the diagnostic process, and what might influence the
performance? (2) In our study scenario, is a certain
linguistic modality more important for the classifi-
cation problem?

The annotation scheme was revised according to
findings from the initial pilot study. These revisions
were guided by dermatologist and co-author Cara
Calvelli. The initial pilot study scheme only anno-
tated for diagnostic category and final diagnosis. We
realized that diagnostic category was too slippery of
a concept, prone to misunderstanding, to be useful.
Instead, we replaced it with two new and more ex-
plicit parts of the diagnostic process: medical lesion
morphology and differential diagnosis.

For final diagnosis, the class label options of cor-
rect and incorrect could not characterize narratives
in which observers had not provided a final diag-
nosis. Therefore, a third class label of none was
added. New class labels were also created that cor-
responded to the diagnostic steps of medical lesion
morphology and differential diagnosis. Medical le-
sion morphology, which is often descriptively com-
plex, allowed the label options correct, incorrect,
and none, as well as correct but incomplete to deal
with correct but under-described medical morpholo-
gies. Differential diagnosis considered whether or
not the final diagnosis appeared in the differential
and thus involved the labels yes, no, and no differ-
ential given. Table 3 summarizes the refined anno-
tation scheme.

The examples in Figure 2 above can now be ana-
lyzed according to the new annotation scheme. Ob-
server A has a final diagnosis which should be la-
beled as correct but does not give a differential diag-
nosis, so the differential diagnosis label should be no
differential given. Observer A also misses parts of
the morphological description so the assigned med-
ical lesion morphology would likely be correct but

incomplete. Observer B provides what seems to be
a full morphological description as well as lists the
correct final diagnosis in the differential diagnosis,
yet is incorrect regarding final diagnosis. This narra-
tive’s labels for medical lesion morphology and dif-
ferential diagnosis would most likely be correct and
yes respectively. Further refinements may turn out
useful as the data set expands.

Diagnostic step Possible labels Count Ratio
Medical Correct 537 .83
Lesion Incorrect 36 .06
Morphology None Given 40 .06

Incomplete 32 .05
Differential Yes 167 .24
Diagnosis No 101 .14

No Differential 434 .62
Final Correct 428 .62
Diagnosis Incorrect 229 .33

None Given 35 .05

Table 3: Labels for various steps of the diagnostic process
as well as their count and ratios of the total narratives, af-
ter eliminating those with no annotator agreement. These
labels are explained in section 4.3.

Three dermatologists annotated the narratives, as-
signing a label of correctness for each step in the
diagnostic process for a given narrative. Table 3
shows the ratios of labels in the collected annota-
tions. Medical lesion morphology is largely correct
with only smaller ratios being assigned to other cat-
egories. Secondly, a large ratio of narratives were
assigned no differential given but of those that did
provide a differential diagnosis, the correct final di-
agnosis was more likely to be included than not. Re-
garding final diagnosis, a label of correct was most
often assigned and few narratives did not provide
any final diagnosis. These class imbalances, exist-
ing at each level, indicated that the smaller classes
with fewer instances would be quite challenging for
a computational classifier to learn.

Any narrative for which there was not agreement
for at least 2 of the 3 dermatologists in a diagnostic
step was discarded from the set of narratives consid-
ered in that diagnostic step.2

2Because narratives with disagreement were removed, the
total numbers of narratives in the experiment sets differ slightly
on the various step of the diagnostic process.
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Comparing classification in terms of algorithms,
diagnostic steps, and individual classes

Weka (Witten and Frank, 2005)3 was used with
four classification algorithms, which have a widely
accepted use in computational linguistics.4

Standard performance measures were used to
evaluate the classifiers. Both acoustic-prosodic and
lexical-structural features were used in a leave-one-
out cross-validation scenario, given the small size of
the data set. The results are shown in Table 4. Ac-
curacy is considered in relation to the majority class
baseline in each case. With this in mind, the high
accuracies found when testing medical lesion mor-
phology are caused by a large class imbalance. Dif-
ferential diagnosis’ best result is 5% more accurate
than its baseline while final diagnosis and medical
lesion morphology are closer to their baselines.

Final Dx Diff. Dx M. L. M.
Baseline .62 .62 .83

C4.5 .57 .62 .77
SVM .63 .67 .83
Naive Bayes .55 .61 .51
Log Regression .53 .64 .66

Table 4: Accuracy ratios of four algorithms (implemented
in Weka) as well as diagnostic steps’ majority class base-
lines. Experiments used algorithms’ default parameters
for final diagnosis (3 labels), differential diagnosis (3 la-
bels), and medical lesion morphology (4 labels) using
leave-one-out cross-validation.

In all scenarios, the SVM algorithm reached or
exceeded the majority class baseline. For this rea-
son, other experiments used SVM. The results for
the SVM algorithm when considering precision and
recall for each class label, at each diagnostic step,
are shown in Table 5. Precision is calculated as the
number of true positives for a given class divided by
the number of narratives classified as the given class.
Recall is calculated as the number of true positives
for a given class divided by the number of narra-
tives belonging to the given class. As Table 5 shows,
and as expected, labels representing large propor-
tions were better identified than labels representing

3See http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/.
4In this initial experimentation, not all features used were

independent, although this is not ideal for some algorithms.

Dx step Labels Precision Recall
Medical Correct .83 .99
Lesion Incorrect 0 0
Morphology None Given 0 0

Incomplete 0 0
Differential Yes .49 .44
Diagnosis No .26 .10

No Diff. .76 .89
Final Correct .67 .84
Diagnosis Incorrect .32 .47

None Given 0 0

Table 5: Precision and recall of class labels. These were
obtained using the Weka SVM algorithm with default pa-
rameters using leave-one-out cross-validation. These cor-
respond to the experiment for SVM in Table 4.

Final Diagnosis Diff. Diagnosis
Baseline .62 .62

Lex.-struct. .62 .67
Acous.-pros. .65 .62
All .63 .67

Table 6: Accuracy ratios for various modalities. Tests
were performed for final diagnosis and differential diag-
nosis tags with Weka’s SVM algorithm using a leave-
out-out cross-validation method. Lexical-structural and
acoustic-prosodic cases used only features in their respec-
tive set.

intermediate proportions, and classes with few in-
stances did poorly.

Experimentation with types of feature

To test if one linguistic modality was more impor-
tant for classification, experiments were run in each
of three different ways: with only lexical-structural
features, with only acoustic-prosodic features, and
with all features. We considered the final diagnosis
and differential diagnosis scenarios. It was decided
not to run this experiment in terms of medical lesion
morphology because of its extreme class imbalance
with a high baseline of 83%. Medical lesion mor-
phology also differs in being a descriptive step un-
like the other two which are more like conclusions.
Again, a leave-one-out cross-validation method was
used. The results are shown in Table 6.

These results show that, regarding final diagnosis,
considering only acoustic-prosodic features seemed
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to yield somewhat higher accuracy than when fea-
tures were combined. This might reflect that, con-
ceptually, final diagnosis captures a global end step
in the decision-making process, and we extracted
voice features at a global level (across the narrative).
In the case of differential diagnosis, the lexical-
structural features performed best, matching the ac-
curacy of the combined feature set (5% over the ma-
jority class baseline). Future study could determine
which individual features in these sets were most im-
portant.

Experiments with alternative label groupings for
some diagnostic steps

Another set of experiments examined perfor-
mance for adjusted label combinations. To learn
more about the model, experiments were run in
which selected classes were combined or only cer-
tain classes were considered. The class proportions
thus changed due to the combinations and/or re-
moval of classes. This was done utilizing all fea-
tures, the Weka SVM algorithm, and a leave-one-
out methodology. Only logically relevant tests that
increased class balance are reported here.5

An experiment was run on the differential diagno-
sis step. The no differential given label was ignored
to allow the binary classification of narratives that
included differential diagnoses. The new majority
class baseline for this test was 62% and this classi-
fication performed 1% over its baseline. A similar
experiment was run on the final diagnosis diagnos-
tic step. Class labels of incorrect and none given
were combined to form binary set of class labels
with a 62% baseline. This classification performed
6% over the baseline, i.e., slightly improved perfor-
mance compared to the scenario with three class la-
bels.

5 Conclusion

In these pilot studies, initial insight has been gained
regarding the computational linguistic modeling of
extra-propositional meaning but we acknowledge
that these results need to be confirmed with new
data.

This paper extracted features, which could pos-
sibly relate to uncertainty, at the global level of a

5Other experiments were run but are not reported because
they have no use in future implementations.

narrative to classify correctness of three diagnostic
reasoning steps. These steps are in essence local
phenomena and a better understanding of how un-
certainty is locally expressed in the diagnostic pro-
cess is needed. Also, this work does not consider
parametrization of algorithms or the role of feature
selection. In future work, by considering only the
features that are most important, a better understand-
ing of linguistic expression in relation to diagnostic
correctness could be achieved, and likely result in
better performing models. One possible future adap-
tation would be the utilization of the Unified Medi-
cal Language System to improve the lexical features
used Woods et al. (2006).

Other future work includes integrating eye move-
ment data into prediction models. The gaze modal-
ity informs us as to where the observers were look-
ing when they were verbalizing their diagnostic pro-
cess. We can thus map the narratives to how gaze
was positioned on an image. Behavioral indicators
of doctors’ diagnostic reasoning likely extend be-
yond language. By integrating gaze and linguistic
information, much could be learned regarding per-
ceptual and conceptual knowledge.

Through this study, we have moved towards un-
derstanding reasoning in medical narratives, and we
have come one step closer to linking the spoken
words of doctors to their cognitive processes. In a
much more refined, future form, certainty or cor-
rectness detection could become useful to help un-
derstanding medical reasoning or help guide medi-
cal reasoning or detect misdiagnosis.
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Abstract

This paper describes a system for discriminat-
ing between factual and non-factual contexts,
trained on weakly labeled data by taking ad-
vantage of information implicit in annotations
of negated events. In addition to evaluating
factuality detection in isolation, we also evalu-
ate its impact on a system for event detection.
The two components for factuality detection
and event detection form part of a system for
identifying negative factual events, or coun-
terfacts, with top-ranked results in the *SEM
2012 shared task.

1 Introduction

The First Joint Conference on Lexical and Compu-
tational Semantics (*SEM 2012) is hosting a shared
task1 (Morante and Blanco, 2012) on identifying
various elements of negation, and one of the sub-
tasks is to identify negatedevents. However, only
events occurring infactual statementsshould be la-
beled. This paper describes pilot experiments on
how to train afactuality classifierby taking advan-
tage of implicit information on factuality in anno-
tations of negation. In addition to evaluating factu-
ality detection in isolation, we also assess its impact
when embedded in a system forevent detection. The
system was ranked first for the *SEM 2012 subtask
of identifying negated events, and also formed part
of the top-ranked system in the shared task overall
(Read et al., 2012). The experiments presented in
this paper further improves on these initial results.

1The web site of the 2012 *SEM Shared Task:
http://www.clips.ua.ac.be/sem2012-st-neg/

Note that the system was designed for submission to
the closed track of the shared task, which means de-
velopment is constrained to using the data provided
by the task organizers.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We
start in Section 2 by giving a brief overview of re-
lated work and resources. In Section 3 we then
present the problem statement in more detail, along
with the relevant data sets. This section also dis-
cusses the notion of (non-)factuality assumed in the
current paper. We then go on to present and evaluate
the factuality classifier in Section 4. In Section 5
we move on to describe the event detection task,
which is handled by learning a discriminative rank-
ing function over candidate tokens within the nega-
tion scope, using features from paths in constituent
trees. Both the event ranking function and the fac-
tuality classifier are implemented using the Support
Vector Machine (SVM) framework. After evaluat-
ing the impact of factuality detection on event de-
tection, we finally provide some concluding remarks
and discussion of future directions in Section 6.

2 Related Work

Note that the *SEM 2012 shared task singled out
three separate subtasks for the problem of recogniz-
ing negation, namely the identification of negation
cues, their in-sentencescopesand the negated fac-
tual events. Most of the systems submitted for the
shared task correspondingly implemented a pipeline
consisting of three components, one for each sub-
task. One thing that set the system of Read et al.
(2012) apart from other shared task submissions is
that it included afourth component; a dedicated
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classifier for identifying thefactuality of a given
context. It is this latter problem which is the main
focus of the current paper, along with its interactions
with the task of identifying events.

The field has witnessed a growing body of work
dealing with uncertainty and speculative language
over the recent years, and in particular so within the
domain of biomedical literature. These efforts have
been propelled not least by the several shared tasks
that have targeted such phenomena. The shared task
at the 2010 Conference on Natural Language Learn-
ing (CoNLL) focused on speculation detection for
the domain of biomedical research literature (Farkas
et al., 2010), with data sets based on the BioScope
corpus (Vincze et al., 2008) which annotates so-
called speculationcuesalong with theirscopes. The
BioNLP shared tasks of 2009 and 2011 mainly con-
cerned recognizing bio-molecular events in text, but
optional subtasks involved detecting whether these
events were affected by speculation or negation. The
data set used for this task is the Genia event corpus
(Kim et al., 2008) which annotates the uncertainty
of events according to the three labelscertain, prob-
ableanddoubtful(but without explicitly annotating
cue words or scope as in BioScope).

The best performer in the BioNLP 2011 support-
ing task of detecting speculation modification of
events, the system of Kilicoglu and Bergler (2011),
achieved an end-to-end F1 of 27.25 using a manu-
ally compiled dictionary of trigger expressions to-
gether with a set of rules operating on syntactic de-
pendencies for identifying events and event modifi-
cation. Turning to the task of identifying specula-
tion cues in the BioScope data, current state-of-the-
art systems, implementing simple supervised classi-
fication approaches on the token- or sequence-level,
achieves F1-scores of well above 80 (Tang et al.,
2010; Velldal et al., 2012). For the task of resolv-
ing the scopes of these cues, the current best systems
obtain end-to-end F1-scores close to 60 in held-out
testing (Morante et al., 2010; Velldal et al., 2012).

Note that the latter reference is from a forthcom-
ing issue of Computational Linguistics specifically
on modality and negation (Morante and Sporleder,
2012). In that same issue, Saurı́ and Pustejovsky
(2012) present a linguistically motivated system for
factuality profiling with manually crafted rules op-
erating on dependency graphs. Conceptually treat-

ing factuality as a perspective that a particular source
(speaker) holds toward an event, the system aims to
make this attribution explicit. It is developed on the
basis of the FactBank corpus (Saurı́ and Pustejovsky,
2009), containing manual annotations of pairs of
events and sources along the dimensions of polarity
(positive, negative, or underspecified) and certainty
(certain, probable, possible, or underspecified.

Prabhakaran et al. (2010) report experiments with
belief tagging, which in many ways is similar to
factuality detection. Their starting point is a cor-
pus of 10.000 words comprising a variety of genres
(newswire text, emails, instructions, etc.) annotated
for speaker belief of stated propositions (Diab et al.,
2009): Propositional heads are tagged ascommitted
belief (CB),non-committed belief(NCB), ornot ap-
plicable(NA), meaning no belief is expressed by the
speaker. To some degree, CB and NCB can be seen
as similar to our categories of factuality and non-
factuality, respectively. Applying a one-versus-all
SVM classifier by 4-fold cross validation, and using
wide range of both lexical and syntactical features,
Prabhakaran et al. (2010) report F1-scores of 69.6
for CB, 34.1 for NCB, and 64.5 for NA.

3 Data Sets and the Notion of Factuality

The data we will be using in the current study is
taken from a recently released corpus of Conan
Doyle (CD) stories annotated for negation (Morante
and Daelemans, 2012). The data is annotated with
negation cues, the in-sentencescopeof those cues,
as well as the negatedevent, if any. The cue is the
word(s) or affix indicating a negation, The scope
then indicates the maximal extent of that negation,
while the event indicates the most basic negated el-
ement. In the annotation guidelines, Morante et al.
(2011, p. 4) use the termeventin a rather general
sense; “[i]t can be a process, an action, or a state.”
The guidelines occasionally also refer to the no-
tion of negated elementsas encompassing “the main
event or property actually negated by the negation
cue” (Morante et al., 2011, p. 27). In the remainder
of this paper we will simply takeeventto conflate all
these senses.

Some examples of annotated sentences are shown
below. Throughout the paper we will use angle
brackets for marking negation cues, curly brackets
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for scopes, and underlines for events.

(1) {There was} 〈no〉 {answer}.

(2) {I do} 〈n’t〉 {think that I am a coward} , Watson , but that
sound seemed to freeze my very blood .

In the terminology of Saurı́ and Pustejovsky (2012),
the negation cues are negative polarity particles, and
all annotated events in the Conan Doyle data will
have a negative polarity and thereby representcoun-
terfacts, i.e., events with negative factuality. This
should not be confused with non-factuality; a coun-
terfactual statement is not uncertain.

Importantly, however, the Conan Doyle negation
corpus does not explicitly contain any annotation of
factuality. The annotation guidelines specify that
“we focus only on annotating information relative
to the negative polarity of an event” (Morante et al.,
2011, p. 4). However, the guidelines also specify
that events should only be annotated for negations
that (i) have a scope and that (ii) occur infactual
statements(Morante et al., 2011, p. 27). (As we only
have annotations for the sentence-level it is possible
to have a cue without a scope in cases where the
cue negates a proposition in a preceding sentence.)
The notion of (non-)factuality assumed in the cur-
rent work will reflect the way it is defined in the
Conan Doyle annotation guidelines. Morante et al.
(2011) lists the following types of constructions as
not expressing factual statements (we here show ex-
amples from CDDEV for each case):

- Imperatives:
(3) {Do} 〈n’t〉 {move} , I beg you , Watson .

- Non-factual interrogatives:
(4) {You do} 〈n’t〉 {believe it} , do you , Watson ?

- Conditional constructions:
(5) If {the law can do} 〈nothing〉 we must take the risk our-

selves .

- Modal constructions:
(6) {The fault from what I hear may} 〈not〉 {have been en-

tirely on one side} .

- Wishes or desires:
(7) “ I hope , ” said Dr. Mortimer , “ that{you do} 〈not〉

{look with suspicious eyes upon everyone [. . . ]}

- Suppositions or presumptions:

(8) I think , Watson ,{a brandy and soda would do him} 〈no〉
{harm} .

- Future tense:
(9) {The shadow} has departed and{will } 〈not〉 {return} .

Our goal then, will be to correctly identify these
cases in order to separate between factual and non-
factual contexts before identifying events. Note that,
while an event, if present, must always be embedded
in the scope, the indicators of factuality are typically
found well outside of this scope. The examples also
show that non-factuality here encompasses a wider
range of phenomena than what is traditionally cov-
ered in work on identifying hedging or speculation.

The examples above illustrate how we can take
the data toimplicitly annotate factuality and non-
factuality, and we here show how to take advantage
of this to train a factuality classifier. For the exper-
iments in this paper we will let positive examples
correspond to negations that are annotated with both
a scope and an event, while negative examples cor-
respond to scoped negations with no event. For our
training and development data (CDDEV; more de-
tails below), this strategy gives 738 positive exam-
ples and 317 negatives, spread over 930 sentences.

Our weakly labeled data as defined above comes
with several limitations of course. The implicit la-
beling of factuality will be limited to sentences that
are negated. We will also not have access to an event
in the cases of non-factuality. Neither, do we have
any explicit annotation of factuality cue words for
these examples. All we have are instances of nega-
tion that we know to be within some non-delimited
factual or non-factual context. For our experiments
here will therefore use the negation cue itself as a
place-holder for the abstract notion of context that
we are really trying to make predictions about.

Table 1 presents some basic statistics for the rele-
vant data sets. For training and development we will
use the negation annotated version ofThe Hound of
the Baskerville’s(CDH) andWisteria Lodge(CDW)
(Morante and Daelemans, 2012). We refer to the
combination of these two data sets as CDDEV. For
held-out testing we will use the evaluation data
sets prepared for the *SEM 2012 shared task;The
Cardboard Box(CDC) andThe Red Circle(CDR)
(Morante and Blanco, 2012). We will use CDEVAL

to refer to the combination of CDC and CDR. Note
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Scoped Negations

Data set Sentences Negations Factual Non-factual

CDH 3644 984 616 271
CDW 787 173 122 46
CDDEV 4431 1157 738 317

CDC 496 133 87 41
CDR 593 131 86 35
CDEVAL 1089 264 173 76

Table 1: Summary of the Conan Doyle negation data.
Note that the total number of negations (column 3) can
be smaller than the number of scoped negations (columns
4+5). The reason is that it is possible to have a cue with-
out a scope in cases where the cue negates a proposition
in a preceding sentence (which would not be reflected
in these sentence-level annotations). The numbers in the
column ’Factual’ correspond to scoped negations that in-
clude an annotated event.

that the columnFactual correspond to negations
with both a scope and event (i.e., positive examples,
in terms of factuality classification), while theNon-
factual column correspond to negations with scope
only and no event (negative examples).

4 Factuality Detection

Having described how we abstractly define our train-
ing data above, we can now move on to describe
our experiments with training a factuality classifier.
It is implemented as a linear binary SVM classi-
fier, estimated using the SVMlight toolkit (Joachims,
1999). We start by describing the feature types in
Section 4.1 and then present results in Section 4.2.

4.1 Features

The feature types we use are mostly variations over
bag-of-words (BoW) features. We include left/right
oriented BoW features centered on the negation cue,
recording forms, lemmas, and PoS, and using both
unigrams and bigrams. These features are extracted
both from the sentence as a whole, and from a local
window of six tokens to each side of the cue. The
optimal window size and the order ofn-grams was
determined empirically.

The reason for including both local and sentence-
level BoW features is that we would like to be able

to assign different factuality labels to different in-
stances of negation within the same sentence, but
at the same time experiments showed sentence-level
features to be very important.

Note that, ideally our features should be centered
on the negated event, but since this information is
only available for factual contexts, we instead take
the negation cue as our starting point. In practice,
this seems to provide a good approximation, how-
ever, given that the negated event is typically found
in close vicinity of the negation cue.

In addition to the BoW type features we have fea-
tures explicitly recording the first full-stop punctua-
tion following the negation cue (i.e., ‘.’, ‘!’, or ‘?’) as
well as whether there is anif to the left. Note that,
although this information is already implicit in the
BoW features, the model appeared to benefit from
having them explicitly coupled with the cue itself.

We also experimented with several other features
that were not included in the final configuration.
These included distance to co-occurring verbs, and
modal verbs in particular. We also recorded the pres-
ence of speculative verbs based on various word lists
manually extracted from the training data. None of
these features appeared to contribute information not
already present in the simple BoW features.

4.2 Results

Table 2 provides results for our factuality classifier
using gold cues and gold scopes. In addition, we
also include results for a baseline approach that sim-
ply considers all cases to be factual, i.e., the majority
class. Note that, in this case the precision (of fac-
tuality labeling) is identical to the accuracy, which
is close to 70% on both the development and held-
out set. The recall for the majority-class baseline is
of course at 100%, and the corresponding F1 is ap-
proximately 82 on both data sets. In comparison,
our classifier achieves an F1 of 89.92 for the 10-
fold cross-validation runs on the development data
and 87.10 on the held-out test data. The accuracy
is 83.98 and 80.72, respectively. Across both data
sets it is clear that the classifier offers substantial im-
provements over the baseline. We do however, ob-
serve a drop in performance particularly with respect
to precision when moving to the held-out set.When
inspecting the scores for the two individual sections
of the held-out set, CDC and CDR, we find that
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Data set Model Prec Rec F1 Acc

CDDEV Baseline 69.95 100.00 82.32 69.95
Classifier 84.51 96.07 89.92 83.98

CDEVAL Baseline 69.48 100.00 81.99 69.48
Classifier 80.60 94.74 87.10 80.72

Table 2: Results for factuality detection (using gold nega-
tion cues and scopes), reporting 10-fold cross-validation
on CDDEV and held-out testing on CDEVAL .

the classifier seems to have more difficulties with
the former. Although recall is roughly the same
across the two sections (94.25 and 95.24, respec-
tively, which is again fairly close to the 10-fold re-
call of 96.07), precision suffers a much larger drop
on CDC than CDR (78.85 versus 82.47). On the
other hand, it is difficult to reliably assess perfor-
mance on the individual test sets, given the limited
amount of data: There are only 128 relevant test
cases in CDC and 121 in CDR. However, there also
seems to be signs of overfitting, in that an unhealthy
number of the training examples end up as support
vectors in the final model (close to 70%).

Note that the F1-scores cited above targetsfac-
tuality as the positive class label. However, given
that this is in fact the majority class it might also
be instructive to look at F1-scores targetingnon-
factuality. (In other words, we will use exactly the
same classifier predictions, but compute our scores
by letting true positives correspond to former true
negatives, false positives to former false negatives,
and so on, thereby treating non-factuality as the pos-
itive class we are trying to predict.) Of course,
while all accuracy scores will remain unchanged, the
majority-class baseline yields an F1 of 0 in this case,
as there will be no true positives. Table 3 lists the
non-factuality scores for the classifier.

Given that we are not aware of any other studies
on (non-)factuality detection on this data we are not
yet able to directly compare our results against those
of other approaches. Nonetheless, we believe the
state-of-the-art results cited in Section 2 for related
tasks such as belief tagging and identifying specu-
lation cues give reasons for being optimistic about
the results obtained with the simple classifier used
in these initial pilot experiments.

Data set Prec Rec F1

CDDEV 77.21 66.25 71.31

CDEVAL 81.25 50.00 61.91

Table 3: Results for non-factuality detection (using gold
negation cues and scopes). The scores are based on the
same classifier predictions as in Table 2, but treats non-
factuality as the positive class.

4.3 Error Analysis and Sample Size Effects

In order to gauge the effect that the size of the train-
ing set has on performance we also experimented
with leaving out portions of the training examples
in our 10-fold cross-validation runs. Figure 1 plots a
learning curve showing how classifier performance
on CDDEV changes as we incrementally include
more training examples. In order to more clearly
bring out the contrasts in performance we here plot
results againstnon-factuality scores. We also show
the size of the training set on a logarithmic scale to
better see whether improvements are constant forn-
fold increases of data. As can be seen, the learning
curve appears to be growing linearly with the incre-
ments in larger training samples and it seems safe to
assume that the classifier would greatly benefit from
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Figure 1: Learning curve showing the effect on F1 for
non-factuality labeling when withdrawing portions of the
training partitions (shown on a logarithmic scale) across
the 10-fold cross-validation cycles.
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additional training data.
This impression is strengthened by a manual in-

spection of the misclassifications for CDDEV. Quite
a number of errors seem related to a combination of
scarcity and noise in the data. As a fairly typical
example, consider the following negation which the
system incorrectly classifies as factual:

(10) “ I presume , sir , ” said he at last , “ that{it was} 〈not〉
{merely for the purpose of examining my skull that you
have done me the honour to call here last night and again
today} ? ”

One could have hoped that the BoW features record-
ing the presence ofpresumewould have tipped this
prediction toward non-factual. However, while there
are ten occurrences ofpresumein CDDEV, only three
of these are in contexts that we can actually use as
part of our factuality training data. Apart from the
one in Example (10), these are shown in (11) and
(12) below, both of which indicate factual contexts
(given the labeling of an event). We would at least
consider Example (11) to reveal an error in the gold
annotation here, however.

(11) “ {There is} 〈no〉 {other claimant} , I presume ? ”

(12) “ {I presume} 〈nothing〉 .

We also get a few errors for incorrectly labeling
a context as factual in cases where there are no ob-
vious indicators of non-factuality but the annotation
does not mark an event, as in:

(13) “ 〈Nothing〉 {of much importance} , Mr. Holmes .

For some of the other errors we observed it would
seem that introducing additional features that are
sensitive to the syntactic structure could be bene-
ficial. For example, consider sentence (14) below
where we incorrectly classify the first negation as
non-factual;

(14) [. . . ] {I had broughtit} only to defend myself if attacked
and 〈not〉 {to shoot{an} 〈un〉{armedman} who was}
running{away} .

The error is most likely due to overgeneralizing from
the presence ofif. By letting the lexical features be
extracted from a context constrained by the syntax
tree rather than a simple sliding window, such errors
might be avoided.

For some more optimistic examples, note that the
previously listed examples of non-factuality in (3)

S

NP

EX

{There

VP

VBD

was

NP

DT

〈no〉

NN

answer}

.

.

Figure 2: Example of parse tree in the negation data set.

through (9) were all selected among cases that were
correctly predicted by our classifier.

In the next section we move on to describe a sys-
tem for identifying negated events and assess the im-
pact of the factuality classifier on this task (recall
from Section 3 that only negations occurring in fac-
tual statements should be assigned an event).

5 Event Detection

To identify events in factual instances of negation2

we employ an automatically-learned discriminative
ranking function. As training data we select all nega-
tion scopes that have a single-token3 event, and gen-
erate candidates from each token in the scope. The
candidate that matches the event is labeled as cor-
rect; all others are labeled as incorrect. For the ex-
ample sentence in Figure 2 there are three words
in the scope and thus three candidates for events:
There, wasandanswer.

5.1 Features

Candidates are primarily described in terms of paths
in constituent trees.4 In particular, we record the
full path from a candidate token to the constituent
whose projection matches the negation scope (i.e.,
the most-specific constituent that subsumes all can-

2Note that, although one could of course argue that negated
events should also be identified for non-factual contexts, that is
not how the task is construed in *SEM 2012 shared task or in
the Conan Doyle data sets.

3To simplify the system we assume that all events are single
tokens. It should be noted, however, that 9.85% of events in
CDDEV are actually composed of multiple tokens.

4Constituent trees from Charniak and Johnson’s Max-Ent
reranking parser (2005) were provided by the task organizers.
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didates). In Figure 2 this is theS root of the
tree; the path that describes the correct candidate is
answer/NN/NP/VP/S. We also record delexical-
ized paths (e.g.,./NN/NP/VP/S) and generalized
paths (e.g.,./NN//S), as well as bigrams formed of
nodes on the path. Furthermore, we record some sur-
face properties of candidates, namely; lemma, part-
of-speech, direction and distance from cue, and po-
sition in scope. Finally, we record the lemma and
part-of-speech of the token immediately preceding
the candidate (development testing showed that in-
formation about the token following the candidate
was not beneficial).

Based on the features above we learn an SVM-
based scoring function using the implementation of
ordinal ranking in SVMlight (Joachims, 2002). We
use a linear kernel and empirically tune the regu-
larization parameterC (governing the trade-off be-
tween margin size and errors).

5.2 Results

Similarly to the learning curve shown above for
factuality detection, Figure 3 plots the F1 of event
detection on CDDEV when providing increasing
amounts of training data and using gold standard in-
formation on factuality. (Note that, except for end-
to-end results below, all scores reported in this paper
assumes gold negation cues and gold scopes, given
that we want to isolate the performance of the event
ranker and/or factuality classifier.) We see that the
performance is remarkably strong even at 10% of
the total data, and increases steadily until around
60%, at which point it appears to be leveling off.
It is unclear as to whether or not the ranker would
benefit from additional data. We also note differ-
ences with respect to the factuality learning curve
in Figure 1, both in terms of “entry performance”
and overall trend. To some degree, there are gen-
eral reasons as to why one could expect to see dif-
ferences in learning curves for a discriminative rank-
ing/regression set-up and a classifier set-up (assum-
ing that the class distribution for the latter is unbal-
anced, as is typically the case). For a ranker, ev-
ery item provides useful training data, in the sense
that each item provides both positive and negative
examples (in our case selected from the candidate
tokens within a negation scope). For a classifier, the
few items providing examples of the minority class
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Figure 3: Learning curve showing the effect on F1 for
event detection when using gold factuality and withdraw-
ing portions of the training partitions (shown on a loga-
rithmic scale) across the 10-fold cross-validation cycles.

will typically be the most valuable and it will there-
fore easily be more sensitive to having the training
sample restrained. Even so, it seems clear that the
factuality detection component and event detection
component belong to different ends of the spectrum
in terms of sensitivity to sample size.

Table 4 details the results of using the final rank-
ing model to predict negated events. For a compar-
ative baseline, we implemented a basic ranker that
uses only the candidate lemma as a single feature.
This baseline achieves an F1 of 73.90 (P=74.01,
R=73.80) on CDDEV when using factuality informa-
tion inferred from the gold-standard (and testing by
10-fold cross-validation). For comparison, the full
ranking model achieves an F1 of 90.42 (P=90.75,
R=90.10) on the same data set, as seen in Table 4.

Of course, the results for event detection us-
ing gold-standard factuality also provides the up-
per bound for what we can achieve using system
predicted factuality, i.e., applying the classifier de-
scribed in Section 4. In order to assess the im-
pact of the factuality classifier we also include re-
sults for event detection using the majority-class
baseline, which means simply assuming that all in-
stances of negations are factual. Table 4 lists re-
sults for event detection using system predicted fac-
tuality, compared to results using baseline and gold-
standard factuality. We find that the factuality clas-
sifier greatly improves precision of the event de-
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Data set Factuality Prec Rec F1

CDDEV
Baseline 62.24 90.10 73.62
Classifier (10-fold) 78.48 82.98 80.67
Gold 90.75 90.10 90.42

CDEVAL
Baseline 58.26 84.94 69.11
Classifier (Held-out) 68.72 80.24 74.03
Gold 84.94 84.94 84.94

Table 4: Results for event detection using various meth-
ods for factuality detection.

tection. As can be expected, however, this comes
with a cost in terms of recall. In both 10-fold
cross-validation on CDDEV and held-out testing on
CDEVAL we find large improvements in F1, corre-
sponding to error reductions of 26.73% and 15.93%
respectively. As expected given the results discussed
in Section 4, the improvement is slightly less pro-
nounced for the held-out test results than the 10-fold
cross-validated development results. Although the
factuality classifier improves substantially over the
baseline, it is also clear that a large gap remains
toward the “upper bound” results of using gold-
standard factuality. We take the results of the pilot
experiments described in this paper as a proof-of-
concept for using the CD data for training a factual-
ity classifier, and at the same time have high expec-
tations that future experimentation with additional
(syntactically oriented) feature types should be able
to further advance performance considerably.

Building on the system presented in Velldal et al.
(2012), the initial *SEM 2012 shared task submis-
sion of Read et al. (2012) also included an SVM
negation cue classifier (including support for mor-
phological cues) along with an SVM-based rank-
ing model over syntactic constituents for scope res-
olution. Coupled with the components for factual-
ity and event detection described above, the end-to-
end result for this system on CDEVAL for identify-
ing negated events is F1=67.02 (P=60.58, R=75.00),
making it the top-ranked submission in the shared
task.

6 Conclusions and Future Directions

This paper has demonstrated that a classifier for
discriminating between factuality and non-factuality

can be trained by taking advantage of implicit in-
formation on factuality found in the negation an-
notations of the Conan Doyle corpus (Morante and
Daelemans, 2012). Even though the pilot experi-
ments described in this paper use just simple lex-
ical features, the factuality classifier provides sub-
stantial improvements over the majority-class base-
line. We also present a system for detecting negated
events by learning an SVM-based discriminative
ranking function over candidate tokens within the
negation scope. We show that the factuality classi-
fier proves very useful for improving the precision
of event detection. In order to isolate the perfor-
mance of the event ranker and factuality classifier we
have focused on results for gold negation cues and
scopes in this paper, although end-to-end results for
the full system presented by Read et al. (2012) are
also included. The system obtained the best results
for identifying negative factual events in the 2012
*SEM shared task.

It is worth noting that there is nothing inherently
negation specific about our factuality detection ap-
proachper se, save for how the training data happens
to be extracted in the current study. One reason for
using the implicit factuality information in the Co-
nan Doyle negation corpus is the advantage of get-
ting in-domain data, and this also allowed us to stay
within the confines of the closed track for the *SEM
shared task. For future experiments, however, we
would also like to test cross-domain portability by
both training and testing the factuality classifier us-
ing other annotated data sets such as FactBank, and
also add features that incorporate predictions from
speculation cue classifiers trained on BioScope.
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Abstract

In this paper we present an iterative method-
ology to improve classifier performance by in-
corporating linguistic knowledge, and propose
a way to incorporate domain rules into the
learning process. We applied the methodol-
ogy to the tasks of hedge cue recognition and
scope detection and obtained competitive re-
sults on a publicly available corpus.

1 Introduction

A common task in Natural Language Processing
(NLP) is to extract or infer factual information from
textual data. In the field of natural sciences this task
turns out to be of particular importance, because
science aims to discover or describe facts from the
world around us. Extracting these facts from the
huge and constantly growing body of research ar-
ticles in areas such as, for example, molecular biol-
ogy, becomes increasingly necessary, and has been
the subject of intense research in the last decade
(Ananiadou et al., 2006). The fields of information
extraction and text mining have paid particular atten-
tion to this issue, seeking to automatically populate
structured databases with data extracted or inferred
from text. In both cases, the problem of speculative
language detection is a challenging one, because it
may correspond to a subjective attitude of the writer
towards the truth value of certain facts, and that in-
formation should not be lost when the fact is ex-
tracted or inferred.

When researchers express facts and relations in
their research articles, they often use speculative lan-
guage to convey their attitude to the truth of what

is said. Hedging, a term first introduced by Lakoff
(1973) to describe ‘words whose job is to make
things fuzzier or less fuzzy’ is ‘the expression of ten-
tativeness and possibility in language use’ (Hyland,
1995), and is extensively used in scientific writing.
Hyland (1996a) reports one hedge in every 50 words
of a corpus of research articles; Light et al. (2004)
mention that 11% of the sentences in MEDLINE
contain speculative language. Vincze et al. (2008)
report that 18% of the sentences in the scientific ab-
stracts section of the Bioscope corpus correspond to
speculations.

Early work on speculative language detection
tried to classify a sentence either as speculative
or non-speculative (see, for example, Medlock and
Briscoe (2007)). This approach does not take into
account the fact that hedging usually affects propo-
sitions or claims (Hyland, 1995) and that sentences
often include more than one of them. When the Bio-
scope corpus (Vincze et al., 2008) was developed
the notions of hedge cue (corresponding to what was
previously called just ‘hedges’ in the literature) and
scope (the propositions affected by the hedge cues)
were introduced. In this context, speculative lan-
guage recognition can be seen as a two-phase pro-
cess: first, the existence of a hedge cue in a sentence
is detected, and second, the scope of the induced
hedge is determined. This approach was first used
by Morante et al. (2008) and subsequently in many
of the studies presented in the CoNLL-2010 Confer-
ence Shared Task (Farkas et al., 2010a), and is the
one used in this paper.

For example, the sentence

(1) This finding {suggests suggests that the BZLF1
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promoter {may may be regulated by the degree
of squamous differentiation}may}suggests.

contains the word ‘may’ that acts as a hedge cue
(i.e. attenuating the affirmation); this hedge only
affects the propositions included in the subordinate
clause that contains it.

Each of these phases can be modelled (albeit with
some differences, described in the following sec-
tions) as a sequential classification task, using a sim-
ilar approach to that commonly used for named en-
tity recognition or semantic labelling: every word
in the sentence is assigned a class, identifying spans
of text (as, for example, scopes) with, for example, a
special class for the first and last element of the span.
Correctly learning these classes is the computational
task to be solved.

In this paper we present a methodology and ma-
chine learning system implementing it that, based
on previous work on speculation detection, studies
how to improve recognition by analysing learning
errors and incorporating advice from domain experts
in order to solve the errors without hurting overall
performance. The methodology proposes the use of
domain knowledge rules that suggest a class for an
instance, and shows how to incorporate them into
the learning process. In our particular task domain
knowledge is linguistic knowledge, as hedging and
scopes issues are general linguistic devices. In this
paper we are going both terms interchangeably.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
we review previous theoretical work on speculative
language and the main computational approaches to
the task of detecting speculative sentences. Section
3 briefly describes the corpus used for training and
evaluation. In Section 4 we present the specific com-
putational task to which our methodology was ap-
plied. In Section 5 we present the learning method-
ology we propose to use, and describe the system
we implemented, including lexical, syntactic and se-
mantic attributes we experimented with. We present
and discuss the results obtained in Section 6. Finally,
in Section 7 we analyse the approach presented here
and discuss its advantages and problems, suggesting
future lines of research.

2 Related work

The grammatical phenomenon of modality, defined
as ‘a category of linguistic meaning having to do
with the expression of possibility and necessity’
(von Fintel, 2006) has been extensively studied in
the linguistic literature. Modality can be expressed
using different linguistic devices: in English, for ex-
ample, modal auxiliaries (such as ‘could’ or ‘must’),
adverbs (‘perhaps’), adjectives (‘possible’), or other
lexical verbs (‘suggest’,‘indicate’), are used to ex-
press the different ways of modality. Other lan-
guages express modality in different forms, for ex-
ample using the subjunctive mood. Palmer (2001)
considers modality as the grammaticalization of
speakers’ attitudes and opinions, and epistemic
modality, in particular, applies to ‘any modal sys-
tem that indicates the degree of commitment by the
speaker to what he says’.

Although hedging is a concept that is closely
related to epistemic modality, they are different:
modality is a grammatical category, whereas hedg-
ing is a pragmatic position (Morante and Sporleder,
2012). This phenomenon has been theoretically
studied in different domains and particularly in sci-
entific writing (Hyland, 1995; Hyland, 1996b; Hy-
land, 1996a).

From a computational point of view, speculative
language detection is an emerging area of research,
and it is only in the last five years that a relatively
large body of work has been produced. In the re-
mainder of this section, we survey the main ap-
proaches to hedge recognition, particularly in En-
glish and in research discourse.

Medlock and Briscoe (2007) applied a weakly su-
pervised learning algorithm to classify sentences as
speculative or non-speculative, using a corpus they
built and made publicly available. Morante and
Daelemans (2009) not only tried to detect hedge
cues but also to identify their scope, using a met-
alearning approach based on three supervised learn-
ing methods. They achieved an F1 of 84.77 for
hedge identification, and 78.54 for scope detection
(using gold-standard hedge signals) in the Abstracts
sections of the Bioscope corpus.

Task 2 of the CoNLL-2010 Conference Shared
Task (Farkas et al., 2010b) proposed solving the
problem of in-sentence hedge cue phrase identi-
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fication and scope detection in two different do-
mains (biological publications and Wikipedia arti-
cles), based on manually annotated corpora. The
evaluation criterion was in terms of precision, recall
and F-measure, accepting a scope as correctly clas-
sified if the hedge cue and scope boundaries were
both correctly identified.

The best result on hedge cue identification (Tang
et al., 2010) obtained an F-score of 81.3 using a su-
pervised sequential learning algorithm to learn BIO
classes from lexical and shallow parsing informa-
tion, also including certain linguistic rules. For
scope detection, Morante et al. (2010) obtained an
F-score of 57.3, using also a sequence classification
approach for detecting boundaries (tagged in FOL
format, where the first token of the span is marked
with an F, while the last one is marked with an
L). The attributes used included lexical information,
dependency parsing information, and some features
based on the information in the parse tree.

The approximation of Velldal et al. (2010) for
scope detection was somewhat different: they de-
veloped a set of handcrafted rules, based on depen-
dency parsing and lexical features. With this ap-
proach, they achieved an F-score of 55.3, the third
best for the task. Similarly, Kilicoglu and Bergler
(2010) used a pure rule-based approach based on
constituent parse trees in addition to syntactic de-
pendency relations, and achieved the fourth best F-
score for scope detection, and the highest precision
of the whole task (62.5). In a recent paper, Vell-
dal et al. (2012) reported a better F-score of 59.4 on
the same corpus for scope detection using a hybrid
approach that combined a set of rules on syntactic
features and n-gram features of surface forms and
lexical information and a machine learning system
that selected subtrees in constituent structures.

3 Corpus

The system presented in this paper uses the Bio-
scope corpus (Vincze et al., 2008) as a learning
source and for evaluation purposes. The Bioscope
corpus is a freely available corpus of medical free
texts, biological full papers and biological abstracts,
annotated at a token level with negative and specu-
lative keywords, and at sentence level with their lin-
guistic scope.

Clinical Full Abstract
#Documents 954 9 1273
#Sentences 6383 2670 11871
%Hedge Sentences 13.4 19.4 17.7
#Hedge cues 1189 714 2769

Table 1: Bioscope corpus statistics about hedging

Table 1, extracted from Vincze et al. (2008), gives
some statistics related to hedge cues and sentences
for the three sub corpora included in Bioscope.

For the present study, we usee only the Abstract
sub corpus for training and evaluation. We randomly
separated 20% of the corpus, leaving it for evalu-
ation purposes. We further sub-divided the remain-
ing training corpus, separating another 20% that was
used as a held out corpus. All the models presented
here were trained on the resulting training corpus
and their performance evaluated on the held out cor-
pus. The final results were computed on the previ-
ously unseen evaluation corpus.

4 Task description

From a computational point of view, both hedge
cue identification and scope detection can be seen
as a sequence classification problem: given a sen-
tence, classify each token as part of a hedge cue (or
scope) or not. In almost every classification prob-
lem, two main approaches can be taken (although
many variations and combinations exist in the lit-
erature): build the classifier as a set of handcrafted
rules, which, from certain attributes of the instances,
decide which category it belongs to, or learn the
classifier from previously annotated examples, in a
supervised learning approach.

The rules approach is particularly suitable when
domain experts are available to write the rules, and
when features directly represent linguistic informa-
tion (for example, POS-tags) or other types of do-
main information. It is usually a time-consuming
task, but it probably grasps the subtleties of the lin-
guistic phenomena studied better, making it possible
to take them into account when building the classi-
fier. The supervised learning approach needs tagged
data; in recent years the availability of tagged text
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has grown, and this type of method has become the
state-of-the-art solution for many NLP problems.

In our particular problem, we have both tagged
data and expert knowledge (represented by the body
of work on modality and hedging), so it seems rea-
sonable to see how we can combine the two methods
to achieve better classification performance.

4.1 Identifying hedge cues
The best results so far for this task used a token
classification approach or sequential labelling tech-
niques, as Farkas et al. (2010b) note. In both cases,
every token in the sentence is assigned a class la-
bel indicating whether or not that word is acting as a
hedge cue. To allow for multiple-token hedge cues,
we identify the first token of the span with the class
B and every other token in the span with I, keeping
the O class for every token not included in the span,
as the following example shows:

(2) The/O findings/O indicate/B that/I MNDA/O
expression/O is/O . . . [ 401.8]

After token labelling, hedge cue identification can
be seen as the problem of assigning the correct class
to each token of an unlabelled sentence. Hedge cue
identification is a sequential classification task: we
want to assign classes to an entire ordered sequence
of tokens and try to maximize the probability of as-
signing the correct classes to every token in the se-
quence, considering the sequence as a whole, not
just as a set of isolated tokens.

4.2 Determining the scope of hedge cues
The second sub-task involves marking the part of the
sentence affected by the previously identified hedge
cue. Scopes are also spans of text (typically longer
than multi-word hedge cues), so we could use the
same reduction to a token classification task. Be-
ing longer, FOL classes are usually used for clas-
sification, identifying the first token of the scope
as F, the last token as L and any other token in
the sentence as O. Scope detection poses an addi-
tional problem: hedge cues cannot be nested, but
scopes (as we have already seen) usually are. In
example 1, the scope of ‘may’ is nested within the
scope of ‘suggests’. To overcome this, Morante
and Daelemans (2009) propose to generate a dif-
ferent learning example for each cue in the sen-

tence. In this setting, each example becomes a pair
〈labelled sentence, hedge cue position〉. So, for ex-
ample 1, the scope learning instances would be:

(3) 〈This/O finding/O suggests/F that/O the/O
BZLF1/O promoter/O may/O be/O
regulated/O by/O the/O degree/O of/O
squamous/O differentiation/L./O, 3〉

(4) 〈This/O finding/O suggests/O that/O the/F
BZLF1/O promoter/O may/O be/O
regulated/O by/O the/O degree/O of/O
squamous/O differentiation/L./O, 8〉

Learning on these instances, and using a similar
approach to the one used in the previous task, we
should be able to identify scopes for previously un-
seen examples. Of course, the two tasks are not in-
dependent: the success of the second one depends
on the success of the first. Accordingly, evaluation
of the second task can be done using gold standard
hedge cues or with the hedge cues learned in the first
task.

5 Methodology and System Description

To approach both sequential learning tasks, we fol-
low a learning methodology (depicted in Figure 1),
that starts with an initial guess of attributes for su-
pervised learning and a learning method, and tries
to improve its performance by incorporating domain
knowledge. We consider that expressing this knowl-
edge through rules (instead of learning features) is a
better way for a domain expert to suggest new use-
ful information or to generalize certain relations be-
tween attributes and classification results when the
learning method cannot achieve this because of in-
sufficient training data. These rules, of course, have
to be converted to attributes to incorporate them into
the learning process. These attributes are what we
call knowledge rules and their generation will be de-
scribed in the Analysis section.

5.1 Preprocessing
Before learning, we propose to add every possible
item of external information to the corpus so as to
integrate different sources of knowledge (either the
result of external analysis or in the form of seman-
tic resources). After this step, all the information
is consolidated into a single structure, facilitating
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subsequent analysis. In our case, we incorporate
POS-tagging information, resulting from the appli-
cation of the GENIA tagger (Tsuruoka et al., 2005),
and deep syntax information obtained with the ap-
plication of the Stanford Parser (Klein and Manning,
2003), leading to a syntax-oriented representation of
the training data. For a detailed description of the
enriching process, the reader is referred to Moncec-
chi et al. (2010).

5.2 Initial Classifier
The first step for improving performance is, of
course, to select an initial set of learning features,
and learn from training data to obtain the first clas-
sifier, in a traditional supervised learning scenario.
The sequential classification method will depend on
the addressed task. After learning, the classifier is
applied on the held out corpus to evaluate its per-
formance (usually in terms of Precision, Recall and
F1-measure), yielding performance results and a list
of errors for analysis. This information is the source
for subsequent linguistic analysis. As such, it seems
important to provide ways to easily analyse instance
attributes and learning errors. For our tasks, we
have developed visualization tools to inspect the tree
representation of the corpus data, the learning at-
tributes, and the original and predicted classes.

5.3 Analysis
From the classifier results on the held-out corpus,
an analysis phase starts, which tries to incorporate
linguistic knowledge to improve performance.

One typical form of introducing new information
is through learning features: for example, we can
add a new attribute indicating if the current instance
(in our case, a sentence token) belongs to a list of
common hedge cues.

However, linguistic or domain knowledge can
also naturally be stated as rules that suggest the class
or list of classes that should be assigned to instances,
based on certain conditions on features, linguistic
knowledge or data observation. For example, based
on corpus annotation guidelines, a rule could state
that the scope of a verb hedge cue should be the verb
phrase that includes the cue, as in the expression

(5) This finding {suggests suggests that the BZLF1
promoter may be regulated by the degree of

squamous differentiation}suggests.

We assume that these rules take the form ‘if a con-
dition C holds then classify instance X with class Y’.
In the previous example, assuming a FOL format
for scope identification, the token ‘suggest’ should
be assigned class F and the token ‘differentiation’
should be assigned class L, assigning class O to ev-
ery other token in the sentence.

The general problem with these rules is that as
we do not know in fact if they always apply, we do
not want to directly modify the classification results,
but to incorporate them as attributes for the learning
task. To do this, we propose to use a similar ap-
proach to the one used by Rosá (2011), i.e. to incor-
porate these rules as a new attribute, valued with the
class predictions of the rule, trying to ‘help’ the clas-
sifier to detect those cases where the rule should fire,
without ignoring the remaining attributes. In the pre-
vious example, this attribute would be (when the rule
condition holds) valued F or L if the token corre-
sponds to the first or last word of the enclosing verb
phrase, respectively. We have called these attributes
knowledge rules to reflect the fact that they suggest
a classification result based on domain knowledge.

This configuration allows us to incorporate
heuristic rules without caring too much about their
potential precision or recall ability: we expect the
classification method to do this for us, detecting cor-
relations between the rule result (and the rest of the
attributes) and the predicted class.

There are some cases where we do actually want
to overwrite classifier results: this is the case when
we know the classifier has made an error, because
the results are not well-formed. For example, we
have included a rule that modifies the assigned
classes when the classifier has not exactly found one
F token and one L token, as we know for sure that
something has gone wrong. In this case, we decided
to assign the scope based on a series of postprocess-
ing rules: for example, assign the scope of the en-
closing clause in the syntax tree as hedge scope, in
the case of verb hedge cues.

For sequential classification tasks, there is an ad-
ditional issue: sometimes the knowledge rule indi-
cates the beginning of the sequence, and its end can
be determined using the remaining attributes. For
example, suppose the classifier suggests the class
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Hedge PPOS GPPOS Lemma PScope GPScope Scope
O VP S This O O O
O VP S finding O O O
O VP S suggest O O O
O VP S that O O O
O VP S the O F F
O VP S BZLF1 O O O
O VP S promoter O O O
B VP S may F O O
O VP S be O O O
O VP S regulate O O O
O VP S by O O O
O VP S the O O O
O VP S degree O O O
O VP S of O O O
O VP S squamous O O O
O VP S differentiation L L O
O VP S . O O O

Table 2: Evaluation instance where the scope ending
could not be identified

scope in the learning instance shown in table 2 (us-
ing as attributes the scopes of the parent and grand-
parent constituents for the hedge cue in the syntax
tree). If we could associate the F class suggested
by the classifier with the grand parent scope rule,
we would not be concerned about the prediction for
the last token, because we would knew it would al-
ways correspond to the last token of the grand par-
ent clause. To achieve this, we modified the class we
want to learn, introducing a new class, say X, instead
of F, to indicate that, in those cases, the L token must
not be learned, but calculated in the postprocessing
step, in terms of other attributes’ values (in this ex-
ample, using the hedge cue grandparent constituent
limits). This change also affects the classes of train-
ing data instances (in the example, every training
instance where the scope coincides with the grand
parent scope attribute will have its F-classified to-
ken class changed to X).

In the previous example, if the classifier assigns
class X to the ‘the’ token, the postprocessing step
will change the class assigned to the ‘differentiation’
token to L, no matter which class the classifier had
predicted, changing also the X class to the original
F, yielding a correctly identified scope.

After adding the new attributes and changing the
relevant class values in the training set, the process
starts over again. If performance on the held out cor-
pus improves, these attributes are added to the best
configuration so far, and used as the starting point
for a new analysis. When no further improvement
can be achieved, the process ends, yielding the best

Figure 1: Methodology overview

classifier as a result.
We applied the proposed methodology to the tasks

of hedge cue detection and scope resolution. We
were mainly interested in evaluating whether sys-
tematically applying the methodology would indeed
improve classifier performance. The following sec-
tions show how we tackled each task, and how we
managed to incorporate expert knowledge and im-
prove classification.

5.4 Hedge Cue Identification
To identify hedge cues we started with a sequen-
tial classifier based on Conditional Random Fields
(Lafferty et al., 2001), the state-of-the-art classifi-
cation method used for sequence supervised learn-
ing in many NLP tasks. The baseline configuration
we started with included a size-2 window of surface
forms to the left and right of the current token, pairs
and triples of previous/current surface forms. This
led to a highly precise classifier (an F-measure of
95.5 on the held out corpus). After a grid search
on different configurations of surface forms, lemmas
and POS tags, we found (somewhat surprisingly)
that the best precision/recall tradeoff was obtained
just using a window of size 2 of unigrams of sur-
face forms, lemmas and tokens with a slightly worse
precision than the baseline classifier, but compen-
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Configuration P R F1
Baseline 95.5 74.0 83.4
Conf1 94.7 80.3 86.9
Conf2 91.3 84.0 87.5

Table 3: Classification performance on the held out cor-
pus for hedge cue detection. Conf1 corresponds to win-
dows of Word, Lemma and POS attributes and Conf2 in-
corporates hedge cue candidates and cooccuring words

sated by an improvement of about six points in re-
call, achieving an F-score of 86.9.

In the analysis step of the methodology we found
that most errors came from False Negatives, i.e.
words incorrectly not marked as hedges. We also
found that those words actually occurred in the train-
ing corpus as hedge cues, so we decided to add new
rule attributes indicating membership to certain se-
mantic classes. After checking the literature, we
added three attributes:

• Hyland words membership: this feature was set
to Y if the word was part of the list of words
identified by Hyland (2005)

• Hedge cue candidates: this feature was set to
Y if the word appeared as a hedge cue in the
training corpus

• Words co-occurring with hedge cue candidates:
this feature was set to Y if the word cooccured
with a hedge cue candidate in the training cor-
pus. This feature is based on the observation
that 43% of the hedges in a corpus of scientific
articles occur in the same sentence as at least
another device (Hyland, 1995).

After adding these attributes and tuning the win-
dow sizes, performance improved to an F-score of
87.5 in the held-out corpus

5.5 Scope identification
To learn scope boundaries, we started with a similar
configuration of a CRF classifier, using a window of
size 2 of surface forms, lemmas and POS-tags, and
the hedge cue identification attribute (either obtained
from the training corpus when using gold standard

hedge cues or learned in the previous step), achiev-
ing a performance of 63.7 in terms of F-measure.
When we incorporated information in the form of a
knowledge rule that suggested the scope of the con-
stituent of the parsing tree headed by the parent node
of the first word of the hedge cue, and an attribute
containing the parent POS-tag, performance rapidly
improved about two points measured in terms of F-
score.

After several iterations, and analyzing classifica-
tion errors, we included several knowledge rules, at-
tributes and postprocessing rules that dramatically
improved performance on the held-out corpus:

• We included attributes for the scope of the next
three ancestors of the first word of the hedge
cue in the parsing tree, and their respective
POS-tags, in a similar way as with the parent.
We also included a trigram with the ancestors
POS from the word upward in the tree.

• For parent and grandparent scopes, we incor-
porated X and Y classes instead of F, and mod-
ified postprocessing to use the last token of the
corresponding scope when one of these classes
was learned.

• We modified the ancestors scopes to reflect
some corpus annotation guidelines or other cri-
teria induced after data examination. For ex-
ample, we decided not to include adverbial
phrases or prepositional phrases at the begin-
ning of scopes, when they corresponded to a
clause, as in

(6) In addition,{unwanted and potentially
hazardous specificities may be
elicited. . .}

• We added postprocessing rules to cope with
cases where (probably due to insufficient train-
ing data), the classifier missclasified certain in-
stances. For example, we forced classification
to use the next enclosing clause (instead of verb
phrase), when the hedge cue was a verb conju-
gated in passive voice, as in

(7) {GATA3 , a member of the GATA family
that is abundantly expressed in the
T-lymphocyte lineage , is thought to
participate in ...}.
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Configuration Gold-P P R F1
Baseline 66.4 68.6 59.6 63.8
Conf1 68.7 71.3 61.8 66.2
Conf2 73.3 75.6 65.4 70.1
Conf3 80.9 82.1 71.3 76.3
Conf4 88.2 82.0 76.3 79.1

Table 4: Classification performance on the held out cor-
pus. The baseline used a window of Word, Lemma,
POS attributes and hedge cue tag; Conf1 included parent
scopes, Conf2 added grandparents information; Conf3
added postprocessing rules. Finally, Conf4 used adjusted
scopes and incorporated new postprocessing rules

• We excluded references at the end of sentences
from all the calculated scopes.

• We forced classification to the next S,VP or NP
ancestor constituent in the syntax tree (depend-
ing on the hedge cue POS), when full scopes
could not be determined by the statistical clas-
sifier (missing either L or F, or learning more
than one of them in the same sentence).

Table 4 summarizes the results of scope identifi-
cation in the held out corpus. The first results were
obtained using gold-standard hedge cues, while the
second ones used the hedge cues learned in the pre-
vious step (for hedge cue identification, we used the
best configuration we found). In the gold-standard
results, Precision, Recall and the F-measure are
the same because every False Positive (incorrectly
marked scope) implied a False Negative (the missed
right scope).

6 Evaluation

To determine classifier performance, we evaluated
the classifiers found after improvement on the eval-
uation corpus. We also evaluated the less efficient
classifiers to see whether applying the iterative im-
provement had overfitted the classifier to the corpus.
To evaluate scope detection, we used the best con-
figuration found in the evaluation corpus for hedge
cue identification. Tables 5 and 6 show the results
for the hedge cue recognition and scope resolution,
respectively. In both tasks, classifier performance

Configuration P R F1
Baseline 97.9 78.0 86.8
Conf1 95.9 84.9 90.1
Conf2 94.1 88.6 91.3

Table 5: Classification performance on the evaluation
corpus for hedge cue detection

Configuration Gold-P P R F1
Baseline 74.0 71.9 68.1 70.0
Conf1 76.5 74.4 70.2 72.3
Conf2 80.0 77.2 72.9 75.0
Conf3 83.1 80.0 75.2 77.3
Conf4 84.7 80.1 75.8 77.9

Table 6: Classification performance on the evaluation
corpus for scope detection

improved in a similar way to the results obtained on
the held out corpus.

Finally, to compare our results with state-of-the-
art methods (even though that was not the main
objective of the study), we used the corpus of de
CoNLL 2010 Shared Task to train and evaluate our
classifiers, using the best configurations found in the
evaluation corpus, and obtained competitive results
in both subtasks of Task 2. Our classifier for hedge
cue detection achieved an F-measure of 79.9, bet-
ter than the third position in the Shared Task for
hedge identification. Scope detection results (us-
ing learned hedge cues) achieved an F-measure of
54.7, performing better than the fifth result in the
corresponding task, and five points below the best
results obtained so far in the corpus (Velldal et al.,

Hedge cue iden-
tification

Scope detection

Best results 81.7/81.0/81.3 59.6/55.2/57.3
Our results 83.2/76.8/79.9 56.7/52.8/54.7

Table 7: Classification performance compared with
best results in CoNLL Shared Task. Figures represent
Precision/Recall/F1-measure
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2012). Table 7 summarizes these results in terms of
Precision/Recall/F1-measure.

7 Conclusions and Future Research

In this paper we have presented an iterative method-
ology to improve classifier performance by incor-
porating linguistic knowledge, and proposed a way
to incorporate domain rules to the learning process.
We applied the methodology to the task of hedge
cue recognition and scope finding, improving per-
formance by incorporating information of training
corpus occurrences and co-occurrences for the first
task, and syntax constituents information for the sec-
ond. In both tasks, results were competitive with
the best results obtained so far on a publicly avail-
able corpus. This methodology could be easily used
for other sequential (or even traditional) classifica-
tion tasks.

Two directions are planned for future research:
first, to improve the classifier results by incorporat-
ing more knowledge rules such as those described by
Velldal et al. (2012) or semantic resources, specially
for the scope detection task. Second, to improve the
methodology, for example by adding some way to
select the most common errors in the held out cor-
pus and write rules based on their examination.
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Abstract

We study two approaches to the marking of
extra-propositional aspects of statements in
text: the task-independent cue-and-scope rep-
resentation considered in the CoNLL-2010
Shared Task, and the tagged-event representa-
tion applied in several recent event extraction
tasks. Building on shared task resources and
the analyses from state-of-the-art systems rep-
resenting the two broad lines of research, we
identify specific points of mismatch between
the two perspectives and propose ways of ad-
dressing them. We demonstrate the feasibility
of our approach by constructing a method that
uses cue-and-scope analyses together with a
small set of features motivated by data anal-
ysis to predict event negation and speculation.
Evaluation on BioNLP Shared Task 2011 data
indicates the method to outperform the nega-
tion/speculation components of state-of-the-
art event extraction systems.
The system and resources introduced in this
work are publicly available for research pur-
poses at: https://github.com/ninjin/eepura

1 Introduction

Understanding extra-propositional aspects of texts
is key to deeper understanding of statements con-
tained in natural language texts. Extra-propositional
aspects such as the polarity of key statements have
long been acknowledged to be critical for user-
facing applications such as information retrieval
(Friedman et al., 1994; Hersh, 1996). In recogni-
tion of this need, a number of recent information
extraction (IE) resources involving structured repre-
sentations of text statements have explicitly included

some marking of certainty and polarity (LDC, 2005;
Kim et al., 2009; Saur and Pustejovsky, 2009; Kim
et al., 2011a; Thompson et al., 2011).

Although extra-propositional aspects are recog-
nised as important, there is no clear consensus on
how to address their annotation and extraction from
text. Some comparatively early efforts focused on
the detection of negation cue phrases associated with
specific (previously detected) terms through regu-
lar expression-based rules (Chapman et al., 2001).
A number of later efforts identified the scope of
negation cues with phrases in constituency analy-
ses in sentence structure (Huang and Lowe, 2007).
Drawing in part on this work, the BioScope corpus
(Vincze et al., 2008) applied a representation where
both cues and their associated scopes are marked as
contiguous spans of text (Figure 1 bottom). This ap-
proach was also applied in the CoNLL-2010 Shared
Task (Farkas et al., 2010), in which 13 participat-
ing groups proposed approaches for Task 2, which
required the identification of uncertainty cues and
their associated scopes in text. In the following,
we will term this task-independent, linguistically-
motivated approach as the cue-and-scope represen-
tation (please see Vincze et al. (2008) for details re-
garding the representation).

For IE efforts, more task-oriented representations
are commonly applied. In an effort to formalise
and drive research for extracting structured repre-
sentations of statements regarding molecular biol-
ogy, the ongoing series of BioNLP shared tasks
have addressed biomedical Event Extraction (EE)
(Kim et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2011a). The extra-
propositional targets of negation and speculation
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Figure 1: Example illustrating cue-and-scope and
event-based negation marking. “Crossing-out”
marks events as negated. PRO, TH and NEG are ab-
breviations for PROTEIN, THEME and NEGATION,
respectively.

of extracted events were already included in the
first task in the series, using a representation where
events can be assigned “flags” to mark them as being
negated, speculated, or both (Figure 1 upper). Due
to space limitations we refer the reader to Kim et al.
(2009) for a detailed explanation of the representa-
tion; similar representations have been applied also
in previous event extraction tasks (LDC, 2005).

There are a number of ways in which task-
oriented, event-based approaches could benefit from
the existing linguistically-oriented cue-and-scope
methods for identifying extra-propositional aspects
of text statements. However, there has been sur-
prisingly little work exploring the combination of
the approaches, and comparatively few methods ad-
dressing the latter task in detail. Only three out
of the 24 participants in the BioNLP Shared Task
2009 submitted results for the non-mandatory nega-
tion/speculation task, and although negation and
speculation were also considered in three main tasks
for the 2011 follow-up event (Kim et al., 2011a),
the trend continued, with only two participants ad-
dressing the negation/speculation aspects of the task.
We are aware of only two studies exploring the rela-
tionship between the cue-and-scope and event-based
representations: in a manual analysis of scope over-
lap with tagged events, Vincze et al. (2011) identi-
fied a number of issues and mismatches in annota-
tion scope and criteria, which may explain in part
the lack of methods combining these two lines of
research. Kilicoglu and Bergler (2010) approached
the problem from the opposite direction and used an
existing EE system to extract cue-and-scope annota-
tions in the CoNLL-2010 Shared Task.

In this work, we take a high-level perspective,

seeking to bridge the linguistically oriented frame-
work and the more application-oriented event frame-
work to overcome the mismatches demonstrated
by Vincze et al. (2011). Specifically, we aim to
determine how cue-and-scope recognition systems
can be used to produce a state-of-the-art nega-
tion/speculation detection system for the EE task.

2 Resources

Several existing resources can support the investiga-
tion of the relationship between the linguistically-
oriented and task-oriented perspectives on nega-
tion/speculation detection. In this study, we make
use of the following resources.

First, we study the three BioNLP 2011 Shared
Task corpora that include annotation for negation
and speculation: the GE, EPI and ID main task cor-
pora (Table 1). Second, we make use of support-
ing analyses provided for these corpora in response
to a call sent by the BioNLP Shared Task organis-
ers to the developers of third-party systems (Stene-
torp et al., 2011). Specifically, we use the output
of the BiographTA NeSp Scope Labeler (here re-
ferred to as CLiPS-NESP) (Morante and Daelemans,
2009; Morante et al., 2010) provided by the Univer-
sity of Antwerp CLiPS center. This system provides
cue-and-scope analyses for negation and speculation
and was demonstrated to have state-of-the-art per-
formance at the relevant CoNLL-2010 Shared Task.
Finally, we make use of the event analyses created
by systems that participated in the BioNLP Shared
Task, made available to the research community for
the majority of the shared task submissions (Pyysalo
et al., 2012). These analyses represent the state-
of-the-art in event extraction and their capability to
detect event structures as well as marking them for
negation and speculation.

The above three resources present us with many
opportunities to relate scope-based annotations to
three highly relevant event-based corpora containing
negation/speculation annotations.

3 Manual Analysis

To gain deeper insight into the data and the chal-
lenges in combining the cue-and-scope and event-
oriented perspectives, we performed a manual anal-
ysis of the corpus annotations using the manually
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Name Negated Events Speculated Events Negated Spans Speculated Spans Publication

EPI 103 (5.6%) 70 (3.8%) 561 1,032 Ohta et al. (2011)
GE 759 (7.4%) 623 (6.0%) 1,308 1,968 Kim et al. (2011b)
ID 69 (3.3%) 26 (1.2%) 415 817 Pyysalo et al. (2011)

Table 1: Corpora used for our experiments along with annotation statistics for their respective training sets.
The parenthesised values are the relative proportion of negated/speculated event annotations.

Occ. (Ratio) EPI ID

Covered 26 (15.03%) 52 (56.52%)
Not-covered 135 (78.03%) 38 (41.30%)
Error-in-gold 12 (6.94%) 2 (2.18%)

Morphological 48 (27.75%) 11 (11.96%)
Hypothesis 44 (25.43%) 15 (16.30%)
Ellipsis 5 (2.89%) 0 (0.00%)
Argument-only 2 (1.16%) 10 (10.87%)

Table 2: Results from the Manual Data Analysis of
the EPI and ID test sets.

created BioNLP Shared Task training data event an-
notations, and the automatic annotations created for
this data by the CLiPS-NESP system. The test
data was held out and was not directly examined
at any point of our study. We performed the anal-
ysis specifically on the EPI and ID corpora, as the
GE corpus training set texts overlap with the train-
ing data for the CLiPS-NESP system (BioScope cor-
pus), and results on this data would thus not reflect
the performance of the system on unseen data, and
a comparison of the GE and BioScope gold anno-
tations was previously performed by Vincze et al.
(2011).

The analysis was performed by an experienced
annotator with a doctoral degree in a related field
in biology, who individually examined each of the
events marked as negated and speculated in the
EPI and ID training corpora. For the analysis,
the CLiPS-NESP system output was super-imposed
onto the BioNLP Shared Task event annotations.

The annotator was asked to assign three primary
flags for each event that was marked as negated or
speculated: Covered if the event trigger was covered
by span(s) of the correct type with a correct cue in
the cue-and-span analysis, Not-covered if not Cov-
ered, and Error-in-gold if the negation/speculation
flag on the event annotation was itself incorrect. We

also identified a number of additional properties that
initial analysis suggested to frequently characterise
instances where the coverage of the cue-and-scope
system is lacking: Morphological was assigned if
the negation/speculation of an event could be in-
ferred only from the morphology of the word ex-
pressing the event, rather than from cue words in its
context (e.g. unphosphorylated, non-glycosylated);
Hypothesis for cases where speculation is marked
for events stated as hyphotheses1 under consider-
ation, e.g. “We analysed the methylation status of
MGMT”; Ellipsis for cases where the modified ex-
pression is elided (e.g. “A was phosphorylated but B
was not”); and Argument-only if the CLiPS-NESP
output had marked the argument of an event as
negated rather than the event trigger (we use argu-
ment in the sense it is used in the BioNLP Shared
Tasks, for example, in Figure 1 upper, the two argu-
ments of the event are “fMimR” and “fimA”).

The results of the analysis are summarised in Ta-
ble 2. We find that that the system shows a clear dif-
ference in coverage depending on the dataset. For
the ID dataset, a majority of the annotations are cov-
ered by the appropriate spans, while only a small mi-
nority are covered for EPI. Instead, the EPI dataset
contains a significant portion of events where extra-
propositional aspects can only be distinguished by
the morphology of the word expressing the event
(all Morphological cases were negation) as well as
events marked as speculated due to being expressed
as hypotheses under study.

The analysis thus identified specific ways in
which the applicability of negation-detection sys-
tems using a span-and-scope representation could be
improved for some tasks.

1While it is arguable whether such cases represent specula-
tion (Vincze et al., 2008), separation from affirmatively made
claims is clearly motivated for many applications.
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Figure 2: An illustration of our approach.

4 Methods

We next introduce the methods we apply for as-
signing negation and speculation flags to extracted
events.

4.1 Approach
To focus on the extra-propositional aspects of event
extraction, we only consider the assignment of the
negation and speculation flags, not the extraction of
the event structures that these mark. To our knowl-
edge, no previous work studying this subtask in iso-
lation from event extraction exists. Thus, in order to
be able to relate the performance of the methods we
consider to the performance of previously proposed
approaches, it is necessary to base the negation and
speculation detection on an event extraction analy-
sis. For this reason, we construct our methods us-
ing system outputs for systems participating in the
BioNLP Shared Task 2011, in effect creating a nega-
tion/speculation processing stage for a pipeline sys-
tem where the previous stage is the completion of
event analysis without negation/speculation detec-
tion (Figure 2).

Our methods thus take extracted events as input
and attempt to enrich the output with negation and
speculation annotations. This enables us to produce
a general system with the potential to be applied
together with any existing event extraction system.
Additionally, this allows us to directly compare our
system output with that of the negation/speculation
components of previously proposed monolithic sys-
tems by removing the existing negation and spec-
ulation output from submissions including this and
recreating these annotations using our methods.

4.2 Rule-based Methods
The most straightforward way of carrying over in-
formation from scope-based to event-based annota-

tions is to consider any event structure for which the
word or words stating the event (i.e. the event trig-
ger) is within the scope of a negation or speculation
be negated or speculated (respectively). We imple-
mented this simple heuristic as our initial rule-based
method.

One relatively common category of cases where
this heuristic fails that was identified in analysis re-
lates to events that take other events as arguments.
Consider, for example, the case illustrated in Fig-
ure 3. The speculation span is correctly identified as
covering the statement “FimR modulates mfa1 ex-
pression”, and the event expressed through “mod-
ulates” is identified as speculated. However, the
nested event, the expression of mfa1, is not spec-
ulated. To cover this case, we implemented what
we refer to as the root-heuristic, which prevents the
propagation of negation/speculation marking from
scopes to events that are the arguments of another
event contained in the same scope. The second rule-
based method we consider incorporates this addi-
tional heuristic.

Preliminary development set experiments indi-
cated that while the root-heuristic could improve
precision, the performance of the rule-based meth-
ods remained poor, in particular on the EPI dataset.
The results of the manual analysis (Section 3) sug-
gested this to trace in particular to two main issues,
namely differences between annotation criteria be-
tween BioScope and the shared task data (as noted
also by Vincze et al. (2011)) and events which are
negated not by external cues but by morphological
alternations of the event trigger, such as “unphos-
phorylated” expressing the absence of phosphory-
lation. As it would have been difficult to system-
atically incorporate both morphology and context
into the rule-based method without compromising
the generality of the approach, we opted to move to a
machine learning framework for further method de-
velopment. This allows us to continue to make use
of the existing cue-and-scope annotations while ex-
ploring the effects of other aspects of the text and
maintaining generality through retraining.

4.3 Machine Learning-based Methods

In developing a machine learning-based approach to
the negation/speculation task, we aimed to identify
and evaluate a minimal set of features directly mo-
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Feature Example Value(s)

Heuristic ROOT/NON-ROOT

Heuristic-Cue possibility
Heuristic-Span One, possibility, . . .

Trigger-Text non-phosphorylated
Trigger-Prefixes no, non, non-, . . .

Trigger-Preceding-Context is, that, . . .
Trigger-Proceeding-Context mfa1, expression, . . .

Table 3: Machine learning features. The fea-
tures are categorised into three groups: features
based on cue-and-scope based heuristics (top), non-
contextual features derived from the event trigger
(middle), and features derived from the context of
the event trigger (bottom). These three feature sets
are abbreviated as E, M and C, respectively.

Figure 3: Example of a speculation span containing
two events, of which only one is speculated (marked
by a dashed border).

tivated by the analysis of the data and to use the
cue-and-scope analyses as much as possible. In par-
ticular, we wanted to avoid features requiring com-
putationally expensive analyses such as full pars-
ing or replicating the type of analyses performed by
the CLiPS-NESP system, focusing rather on specific
points where its output does not meet the needs of
the event-based approach.

We introduced features representing the heuristics
described in Section 4.2, marking each case as be-
ing either a root or non-root event in its scope (if
any). Drawing further on the cue-and-scope analy-
sis, we included as features the cue word and bag-of-
words features for all tokens in the scope (using sim-
ple white-space tokenisation). To address the issues
identified in manual analysis, we introduced features
for the event trigger text as well as character-based
prefixes of lengths 2 to 7 of the, intended primarily
to capture morphological negation.

All features presented above are derived only

from those parts of the sentence already marked ei-
ther by the event extraction or the cue-and-scope
system. However, due to the differences in anno-
tation guidelines for speculation annotations, we ex-
pect that the scope-based system will fail to mark
a significant portion of the speculation annotations.
To allow the system to learn to detect these, we in-
troduce a minimal set of contextual features, limited
to a bag-of-words representation of the three words
preceding and following the event trigger.

5 Experiments

We perform two sets of experiments, the first to eval-
uate our approach on gold annotations to give a fair
upper-limit to how well our negation/speculation de-
tection system could perform under ideal settings,
and the second to enrich the output of an event ex-
traction system with negation and speculation an-
notations, to evaluate real-world performance and
to allow direct comparison of our methods with
those incorporated in monolithic event extraction
and negation/speculation detection systems.

5.1 Corpora

For our experiments we used the GE, EPI and ID
corpora of the BioNLP Shared Task 2011 (Table 1).
We note that while the GE training set texts overlap
with the BioScope corpus used to train the CLiPS-
NESP system, the GE test set does not, and thus test
set results are not expected to be overfit.

We noted when performing development set
experiments that training machine learning-based
methods on the negation/speculation annotations of
the event-annotated corpora was problematic due to
the sparseness of these flags in the annotation. To
address this issue, we merge the training data of the
three corpora in all experiments with machine learn-
ing methods.

5.2 Baseline methods

We use the event analyses created by the UTurku
(Björne and Salakoski, 2011) and UConcordia (Kil-
icoglu and Bergler, 2011) systems for the BioNLP
2011, the only systems that included negation and
speculation analyses. To investigate the impact on a
system that did not include a negation/speculation
component, we further consider analyses created
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Negation (R/P/F) EPI GE ID

H 29.23/31.67/30.40 53.92/52.84/53.38 44.00/31.88/36.97
HR 27.69/32.73/30.00 53.24/71.89/61.18 44.00/37.93/40.74

M 47.69/20.00/28.18 43.00/25.25/31.82 46.00/26.74/33.82
ME 60.00/66.10/62.90 58.36/70.08/63.69 54.00/69.23/60.67
MC 40.00/74.29/52.00 58.36/76.34/66.15 52.00/61.90/56.52
MCE 58.46/73.08/64.96 61.77/83.03/70.84 58.00/70.73/63.74

Table 4: Results for Negation for our two heuristics and the four combinations of machine learning features.

Speculation (R/P/F) EPI GE ID

H 13.46/6.48/8.75 33.77/18.12/23.58 54.17/6.50/11.61
HR 11.54/5.66/7.59 32.79/29.45/31.03 54.17/7.98/13.90

M 1.92/0.62/0.93 25.65/10.84/15.24 45.83/10.58/17.19
ME 3.85/12.50/5.88 22.08/42.24/29.00 29.17/28.00/28.57
MC 51.92/52.94/52.43 27.27/50.30/35.37 37.50/31.03/33.96
MCE 48.08/51.02/49.50 31.82/53.85/40.00 33.33/42.11/37.21

Table 5: Results for Speculation for our two heuristics and the four combinations of ML features.

by the FAUST system, which achieved the high-
est performance at two of the three tasks consid-
ered (Riedel et al., 2011). The UTurku system is
a pipeline ML-based EE system, while the UCon-
cordia system is strictly rule-based. FAUST is an
ML-based model combination system incorporating
information from the parser-based Stanford system
(McClosky et al., 2011) and the jointly-modelled
UMass system (Riedel and McCallum, 2011).

We also performed preliminary experiments for
the other released submissions to the BioNLP 2011
Shared Task, but due to space limitations focus only
on the three above-mentioned systems.

5.3 Evaluation criteria

We use the primary evaluation criteria of the
BioNLP 2011 Shared Task (Kim et al., 2011a) to
assure comparability, reporting all results using the
standard precision, recall and their harmonic mean
(F-score).

5.4 Methods

We apply the rule-based simple heuristic method
and its root extension (Section 4.2) as well as Sup-
port Vector Machines (SVM) trained with the fea-
tures introduced in Section 4.3. For the SVM, we
separately evaluate models based on all permuta-
tions of the feature sets introduced in Table 3. In the

results tables we abbreviate the feature set names as
done in Table 3 and use H for the heuristic method
and R for its root extension. As our machine learn-
ing component we use LIBLINEAR (Fan et al.,
2008) with a L2-regularised L2-loss SVM model.
We optimise the SVM regularisation parameter C
using 10-fold cross-validation on the training data.

We use the training, development and test set par-
tition provided by the shared task organisers. In line
with standard ML methodology the test set was held
out during development and was only used when
carrying out the final experiments prior to submit-
ting the manuscript.

6 Results and Discussion

Our initial experiments, building on gold event data
(Tables 4 and 5), support our manual analysis, show-
ing nearly uniform performance improvement with
additional features. First, we find that the root-
heuristic gives an improvement over the original
heuristic in four out of six cases. To justify our us-
age of the cue-and-scope based heuristic feature (E)
we find that adding it as a feature improves on the M
feature set and the MC feature set, showing that even
given context, the cue-and-scope perspective is still
useful. The only anomaly is for speculation on the
EPI dataset, where adding this heuristic feature ac-
tually hampers performance, possibly relating to the
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Negation (R/P/F) EPI GE ID

UConcordia 16.92/61.11/26.51 18.43/43.44/25.88 22.00/23.91/22.92
UConcordia* 20.00/70.59/31.17 20.14/42.96/27.42 28.00/31.58/29.68

UTurku 12.31/38.10/18.60 22.87/48.85/31.15 26.00/44.83/32.91
UTurku* 43.08/48.28/45.53 21.16/38.56/27.33 26.00/41.94/32.10

FAUST* 29.23/59.38/39.18 21.50/41.18/28.25 28.00/46.67/35.00

Table 6: Results of the Negation enrichment experiment.

Speculation (R/P/F) EPI GE ID

UConcordia 5.77/8.33/6.82 21.10/38.46/27.25 8.33/2.00/3.23
UConcordia* 1.92/4.55/2.70 12.99/29.20/17.98 8.33/2.22/3.51

UTurku 30.77/48.48/37.65 17.86/32.54/23.06 12.50/18.75/15.00
UTurku* 46.15/47.06/46.60 11.04/26.56/15.60 8.33/3.33/4.76

FAUST* 36.54/48.72/41.76 10.39/26.50/14.93 12.50/12.50/12.50

Table 7: Results of the Speculation enrichment experiment.

(R/P/F) EPI ID

UConcordia 20.83/42.14/27.88 49.00/40.27/44.21
UConcordia* 20.83/42.94/28.05 49.20/41.78/45.19

UTurku 52.69/53.98/53.33 37.85/48.62/42.57
UTurku* 54.72/53.86/54.29 37.79/47.76/42.19

FAUST 28.88/44.51/35.03 48.03/65.97/55.59
FAUST* 31.64/45.17/37.21 49.20/64.66/55.88

Table 8: Overall scores for the EPI and ID data sets.

sparseness of useful annotations due to the differing
annotation guidelines, as noted in manual analysis.
The numbers from these initial experiments serve as
an upper bound when we proceed to our enrichment
experiments, as they do not suffer from the possibil-
ity of producing false positives negation/speculation
annotations for false positive event structures.

In addition to the above in preliminary experi-
ments we also considered two features inspired by
findings made by Vincze et al. (2011). A distance-
based feature, measuring the distance in tokens be-
tween the cue-word and the event trigger, and also
trigger suffixes to capture some cases of morpholog-
ical speculation (“induced” vs. “inducible”). How-
ever, we failed to establish any consistent benefits
from these features and only for the EPI dataset did
the suffix features improve performance.

For the enrichment evaluation, adding nega-

F EPI GE ID

UConcordia 57.43 60.68 67.28
UTurku 81.31 66.27 55.84
FAUST 74.91 66.14 67.13

Table 9: Estimated F-score upper-bound for an ora-
cle system precision assigning negation/speculation
annotations to events predicted by an up-stream EE
system.

tion/speculation flags to the output of event extrac-
tion systems (Tables 6 and 7), our results are some-
what more modest. For negation we see an improve-
ment in four out of six cases, and for speculation in
two out of six. Despite the fact that a major limi-
tation to our approach are the false positive events
that are propagated from the original EE system, we
manage to improve the global score for all data sets
where a global score is provided by the organisers
(Table 8). We improve a full point in F-score for
UTurku on EPI, but only sub-percentage for Faust
on ID, the latter most likely since ID contains fewer
negation and speculation annotations and the global
scores are microaverages over all annotations.

As a final analysis we estimate the upper-bound
in F-score performance for all three EE systems
(Table 9). We do so by assuming that the recall
for events marked by negation and speculation is
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equal to that of the overall recall of the up-stream
EE system and that negation/speculation annotations
assigned by an oracle. What we can see is that
there is still room for improvement, both for our
enrichment approach and for the EE system’s inter-
nal negation/speculation components, although re-
call of the EE output is a limiting factor we can
expect further efforts towards improving the extra-
propositional aspects of the system to yield perfor-
mance improvements.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this study, we have considered two broad lines
of research on extra-propositional aspects of key
statements in text, one using the task-independent,
linguistically-motivated cue-and-scope representa-
tion applied in the recent CoNLL-2010 Shared Task,
and the other using the task-oriented flagged-event
representation applied e.g. in the ACE and BioNLP
Shared Task evaluations. We presented a detailed
manual analysis exploring points of disagreement
and evaluated in detail rule-based and machine
learning-based methods joining state-of-the-art sys-
tems representing the two approaches.

Our manual analysis identified a number of phe-
nomena that limit the applicability of existing cue-
and-scope based systems to the event extraction
task, such as negation expressed through morpho-
logical change of words expressing events (e.g. un-
phosphorylated). To address these issues, we pro-
posed a combination of heuristics and simple lexical
features, carefully selected to address differences in
perspective between the cue-and-scope and event-
based frameworks and aiming to complement cue-
and-scope analyses for creating task-oriented out-
puts.

To test our approach, we created a method suit-
able for use as a component of an event extraction
pipeline that incorporates information from a previ-
ously proposed state-of-the-art cue-and-scope based
negation/speculation detection system and a mini-
mal set of features in an SVM-based system that was
shown to enhance and in several cases improve upon
the output of existing EE systems. Experiments on
the BioNLP Shared Task 2011 EPI and ID datasets
demonstrated that the combined approach could im-
prove the results of the best-performing systems at

the original task in 5 out of 6 cases, outperforming
the highest results reported for any system for these
two tasks.

There exist several potential targets for future
work on improving our introduced system and
to join cue-and-scope and event-based approaches.
Since none of the existing EE corpora was con-
structed with the aim to solely cover negation and
speculation annotations and taking into account our
finding that merging datasets to compensate for data
sparseness is beneficial, it might be worth consid-
ering other possible corpora or resources and how
they can be used for training our machine learning
system.

Also, it would be worthwhile to attempt to com-
bine an existing EE system capable of detect-
ing negation/speculation with our proposed method.
Combining the two could yield an ensemble, im-
proving upon an already strong system by bridging
the differences in perspectives and tapping into the
potential benefits of both approaches.

The system and all resources introduced in this
work are publicly available for research purposes at:
https://github.com/ninjin/eepura
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Abstract

We explore training an automatic modality
tagger. Modality is the attitude that a speaker
might have toward an event or state. One of
the main hurdles for training a linguistic tag-
ger is gathering training data. This is par-
ticularly problematic for training a tagger for
modality because modality triggers are sparse
for the overwhelming majority of sentences.
We investigate an approach to automatically
training a modality tagger where we first gath-
ered sentences based on a high-recall simple
rule-based modality tagger and then provided
these sentences to Mechanical Turk annotators
for further annotation. We used the resulting
set of training data to train a precise modality
tagger using a multi-class SVM that delivers
good performance.

1 Introduction

Modality is an extra-propositional component of
meaning. In John may go to NY, the basic propo-
sition is John go to NY and the word may indi-
cates modality. Van Der Auwera and Ammann

(2005) define core cases of modality: John must
go to NY (epistemic necessity), John might go to
NY (epistemic possibility), John has to leave now
(deontic necessity) and John may leave now (de-
ontic possibility). Many semanticists (e.g. Kratzer
(1981), Kratzer (1991), Kaufmann et al. (2006)) de-
fine modality as quantification over possible worlds.
John might go means that there exist some possi-
ble worlds in which John goes. Another view of
modality relates more to a speakers attitude toward
a proposition (e.g. McShane et al. (2004)).

Modality might be construed broadly to include
several types of attitudes that a speaker wants to ex-
press towards an event, state or proposition. Modal-
ity might indicate factivity, evidentiality, or senti-
ment (McShane et al., 2004). Factivity is related to
whether the speaker wishes to convey his or her be-
lief that the propositional content is true or not, i.e.,
whether it actually obtains in this world or not. It
distinguishes things that (the speaker believes) hap-
pened from things that he or she desires, plans, or
considers merely probable. Evidentiality deals with
the source of information and may provide clues to
the reliability of the information. Did the speaker
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have firsthand knowledge of what he or she is re-
porting, or was it hearsay or inferred from indirect
evidence? Sentiment deals with a speaker’s positive
or negative feelings toward an event, state, or propo-
sition.

In this paper, we focus on the following five
modalities; we have investigated the belief/factivity
modality previously (Diab et al., 2009b; Prab-
hakaran et al., 2010), and we leave other modalities
to future work.

• Ability: can H do P?

• Effort: does H try to do P?

• Intention: does H intend P?

• Success: does H succeed in P?

• Want: does H want P?

We investigate automatically training a modality
tagger by using multi-class Support Vector Ma-
chines (SVMs). One of the main hurdles for training
a linguistic tagger is gathering training data. This is
particularly problematic for training a modality tag-
ger because modality triggers are sparse for the over-
whelming majority of the sentences. Baker et al.
(2010) created a modality tagger by using a semi-
automatic approach for creating rules for a rule-
based tagger. A pilot study revealed that it can boost
recall well above the naturally occurring proportion
of modality without annotated data but with only
60% precision. We investigated an approach where
we first gathered sentences based on a simple modal-
ity tagger and then provided these sentences to an-
notators for further annotation, The resulting anno-
tated data also preserved the level of inter-annotator
agreement for each example so that learning algo-
rithms could take that into account during training.
Finally, the resulting set of annotations was used for
training a modality tagger using SVMs, which gave
a high precision indicating the success of this ap-
proach.

Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 dis-
cusses our procedure for gathering training data.
Section 4 discusses the machine learning setup
and features used to train our modality tagger and
presents experiments and results. Section 5 con-
cludes and discusses future work.

2 Related Work

Previous related work includes TimeML (Sauri et
al., 2006), which involves modality annotation on
events, and Factbank (Sauri and Pustejovsky, 2009),
where event mentions are marked with degree of fac-
tuality. Modality is also important in the detection of
uncertainty and hedging. The CoNLL shared task in
2010 (Farkas et al., 2010) deals with automatic de-
tection of uncertainty and hedging in Wikipedia and
biomedical sentences.

Baker et al. (2010) and Baker et al. (2012) ana-
lyze a set of eight modalities which include belief,
require and permit, in addition to the five modalities
we focus on in this paper. They built a rule-based
modality tagger using a semi-automatic approach to
create rules. This earlier work differs from the work
described in this paper in that the our emphasis is on
the creation of an automatic modality tagger using
machine learning techniques. Note that the anno-
tation and automatic tagging of the belief modality
(i.e., factivity) is described in more detail in (Diab et
al., 2009b; Prabhakaran et al., 2010).

There has been a considerable amount of inter-
est in modality in the biomedical domain. Negation,
uncertainty, and hedging are annotated in the Bio-
scope corpus (Vincze et al., 2008), along with infor-
mation about which words are in the scope of nega-
tion/uncertainty. The i2b2 NLP Shared Task in 2010
included a track for detecting assertion status (e.g.
present, absent, possible, conditional, hypothetical
etc.) of medical problems in clinical records.1 Apos-
tolova et al. (2011) presents a rule-based system for
the detection of negation and speculation scopes us-
ing the Bioscope corpus. Other studies emphasize
the importance of detecting uncertainty in medical
text summarization (Morante and Daelemans, 2009;
Aramaki et al., 2009).

Modality has also received some attention in the
context of certain applications. Earlier work de-
scribing the difficulty of correctly translating modal-
ity using machine translation includes (Sigurd and
Gawrónska, 1994) and (Murata et al., 2005). Sig-
urd et al. (1994) write about rule based frameworks
and how using alternate grammatical constructions
such as the passive can improve the rendering of the
modal in the target language. Murata et al. (2005)

1https://www.i2b2.org/NLP/Relations/
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analyze the translation of Japanese into English
by several systems, showing they often render the
present incorrectly as the progressive. The authors
trained a support vector machine to specifically han-
dle modal constructions, while our modal annotation
approach is a part of a full translation system.

The textual entailment literature includes modal-
ity annotation schemes. Identifying modalities is
important to determine whether a text entails a hy-
pothesis. Bar-Haim et al. (2007) include polarity
based rules and negation and modality annotation
rules. The polarity rules are based on an indepen-
dent polarity lexicon (Nairn et al., 2006). The an-
notation rules for negation and modality of predi-
cates are based on identifying modal verbs, as well
as conditional sentences and modal adverbials. The
authors read the modality off parse trees directly us-
ing simple structural rules for modifiers.

3 Constructing Modality Training Data

In this section, we will discuss the procedure we
followed to construct the training data for build-
ing the automatic modality tagger. In a pilot study,
we obtained and ran the modality tagger described
in (Baker et al., 2010) on the English side of the
Urdu-English LDC language pack.2 We randomly
selected 1997 sentences that the tagger had labeled
as not having the Want modality and posted them on
Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk). Three differ-
ent Turkers (MTurk annotators) marked, for each of
the sentences, whether it contained the Want modal-
ity. Using majority rules as the Turker judgment,
95 (i.e., 4.76%) of these sentences were marked as
having a Want modality. We also posted 1993 sen-
tences that the tagger had labeled as having a Want
modality and only 1238 of them were marked by the
Turkers as having a Want modality. Therefore, the
estimated precision of this type of approach is only
around 60%.

Hence, we will not be able to use the (Baker et
al., 2010) tagger to gather training data. Instead,
our approach was to apply a simple tagger as a first
pass, with positive examples subsequently hand-
annotated using MTurk. We made use of sentence
data from the Enron email corpus,3 derived from the

2LDC Catalog No.: LDC2006E110.
3http://www-2.cs.cmu.edu/∼enron/

version owing to Fiore and Heer,4 further processed
as described by (Roark, 2009).5

To construct the simple tagger (the first pass), we
used a lexicon of modality trigger words (e.g., try,
plan, aim, wish, want) constructed by Baker et al.
(2010). The tagger essentially tags each sentence
that has a word in the lexicon with the corresponding
modality. We wrote a few simple obvious filters for a
handful of exceptional cases that arise due to the fact
that our sentences are from e-mail. For example, we
filtered out best wishes expressions, which otherwise
would have been tagged as Want because of the word
wishes.

The words that trigger modality occur with very
different frequencies. If one is not careful, the
training data may be dominated by only the com-
monly occurring trigger words and the learned tag-
ger would then be biased towards these words. In
order to ensure that our training data had a diverse
set of examples containing many lexical triggers and
not just a lot of examples with the same lexical trig-
ger, for each modality we capped the number of sen-
tences from a single trigger to be at most 50. After
we had the set of sentences selected by the simple
tagger, we posted them on MTurk for annotation.

The Turkers were asked to check a box indicat-
ing that the modality was not present in the sentence
if the given modality was not expressed. If they did
not check that box, then they were asked to highlight
the target of the modality. Table 1 shows the number
of sentences we posted on MTurk for each modal-
ity.6 Three Turkers annotated each sentence. We
restricted the task to Turkers who were adults, had
greater than a 95% approval rating, and had com-
pleted at least 50 HITs (Human Intelligence Tasks)
on MTurk. We paid US$0.10 for each set of ten sen-
tences.

Since our data was annotated by three Turkers,
for training data we used only those examples for
which at least two Turkers agreed on the modality
and the target of the modality. This resulted in 1,008
examples. 674 examples had two Turkers agreeing
and 334 had unanimous agreement. We kept track
of the level of agreement for each example so that

4http://bailando.sims.berkeley.edu/enron/enron.sql.gz
5Data received through personal communication
6More detailed statistics on MTurk annotations are available

at http://hltcoe.jhu.edu/datasets/.
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Modality Count

Ability 190

Effort 1350

Intention 1320

Success 1160

Want 1390

Table 1: For each modality, the number of sentences re-
turned by the simple tagger that we posted on MTurk.

our learner could weight the examples differently
depending on the level of inter-annotator agreement.

4 Multiclass SVM for Modality

In this section, we describe the automatic modal-
ity tagger we built using the MTurk annotations de-
scribed in Section 3 as the training data. Section 4.1
describes the training and evaluation data. In Sec-
tion 4.2, we present the machinery and Section 4.3
describes the features we used to train the tagger.
In Section 4.4, we present various experiments and
discuss results. Section 4.5, presents additional ex-
periments using annotator confidence.

4.1 Data

For training, we used the data presented in Section 3.
We refer to it as MTurk data in the rest of this paper.
For evaluation, we selected a part of the LU Corpus
(Diab et al., 2009a) (1228 sentences) and our expert
annotated it with modality tags. We first used the
high-recall simple modality tagger described in Sec-
tion 3 to select the sentences with modalities. Out
of the 235 sentences returned by the simple modal-
ity tagger, our expert removed the ones which did
not in fact have a modality. In the remaining sen-
tences (94 sentences), our expert annotated the tar-
get predicate. We refer to this as the Gold dataset
in this paper. The MTurk and Gold datasets differ in
terms of genres as well as annotators (Turker vs. Ex-
pert). The distribution of modalities in both MTurk
and Gold annotations are given in Table 2.

4.2 Approach

We applied a supervised learning framework us-
ing multi-class SVMs to automatically learn to tag

Modality MTurk Gold

Ability 6% 48%

Effort 25% 10%

Intention 30% 11%

Success 24% 9%

Want 15% 23%

Table 2: Frequency of Modalities

modalities in context. For tagging, we used the Yam-
cha (Kudo and Matsumoto, 2003) sequence labeling
system which uses the SVMlight (Joachims, 1999)
package for classification. We used One versus All
method for multi-class classification on a quadratic
kernel with a C value of 1. We report recall and pre-
cision on word tokens in our corpus for each modal-
ity. We also report Fβ=1 (F)-measure as the har-
monic mean between (P)recision and (R)ecall.

4.3 Features

We used lexical features at the token level which can
be extracted without any parsing with relatively high
accuracy. We use the term context width to denote
the window of tokens whose features are considered
for predicting the tag for a given token. For example,
a context width of 2 means that the feature vector
of any given token includes, in addition to its own
features, those of 2 tokens before and after it as well
as the tag prediction for 2 tokens before it. We did
experiments varying the context width from 1 to 5
and found that a context width of 2 gives the optimal
performance. All results reported in this paper are
obtained with a context width of 2. For each token,
we performed experiments using following lexical
features:

• wordStem - Word stem.

• wordLemma - Word lemma.

• POS - Word’s POS tag.

• isNumeric - Word is Numeric?

• verbType - Modal/Auxiliary/Regular/Nil

• whichModal - If the word is a modal verb,
which modal?
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We used the Porter stemmer (Porter, 1997) to ob-
tain the stem of a word token. To determine the
word lemma, we used an in-house lemmatizer using
dictionary and morphological analysis to obtain the
dictionary form of a word. We obtained POS tags
from Stanford POS tagger and used those tags to
determine verbType and whichModal features. The
verbType feature is assigned a value ‘Nil’ if the word
is not a verb and whichModal feature is assigned a
value ‘Nil’ if the word is not a modal verb. The fea-
ture isNumeric is a binary feature denoting whether
the token contains only digits or not.

4.4 Experiments and Results

In this section, we present experiments performed
considering all the MTurk annotations where two
annotators agreed and all the MTurk annotations
where all three annotators agreed to be equally cor-
rect annotations. We present experiments applying
differential weights for these annotations in Section
4.5. We performed 4-fold cross validation (4FCV)
on MTurk data in order to select the best feature
set configuration φ. The best feature set obtained
waswordStem,POS,whichModal with a context
width of 2. For finding the best performing fea-
ture set - context width configuration, we did an ex-
haustive search on the feature space, pruning away
features which were proven not useful by results at
stages. Table 3 presents results obtained for each
modality on 4-fold cross validation.

Modality Precision Recall F Measure

Ability 82.4 55.5 65.5

Effort 95.1 82.8 88.5

Intention 84.3 61.3 70.7

Success 93.2 76.6 83.8

Want 88.4 64.3 74.3

Overall 90.1 70.6 79.1

Table 3: Per modality results for best feature set φ on
4-fold cross validation on MTurk data

We also trained a model on the entire MTurk data
using the best feature set φ and evaluated it against
the Gold data. The results obtained for each modal-
ity on gold evaluation are given in Table 4. We at-
tribute the lower performance on the Gold dataset to

its difference from MTurk data. MTurk data is en-
tirely from email threads, whereas Gold data con-
tained sentences from newswire, letters and blogs
in addition to emails. Furthermore, the annotation
is different (Turkers vs expert). Finally, the distri-
bution of modalities in both datasets is very differ-
ent. For example, Ability modality was merely 6%
of MTurk data compared to 48% in Gold data (see
Table 2).

Modality Precision Recall F Measure

Ability 78.6 22.0 34.4

Effort 85.7 60.0 70.6

Intention 66.7 16.7 26.7

Success NA 0.0 NA

Want 92.3 50.0 64.9

Overall 72.1 29.5 41.9

Table 4: Per modality results for best feature set φ evalu-
ated on Gold dataset

We obtained reasonable performances for Effort
and Want modalities while the performance for other
modalities was rather low. Also, the Gold dataset
contained only 8 instances of Success, none of which
was recognized by the tagger resulting in a recall
of 0%. Precision (and, accordingly, F Measure) for
Success was considered “not applicable” (NA), as no
such tag was assigned.

4.5 Annotation Confidence Experiments

Our MTurk data contains sentence for which at least
two of the three Turkers agreed on the modality and
the target of the modality. In this section, we investi-
gate the role of annotation confidence in training an
automatic tagger. The annotation confidence is de-
noted by whether an annotation was agreed by only
two annotators or was unanimous. We denote the set
of sentences for which only two annotators agreed as
Agr2 and that for which all three annotators agreed
as Agr3.

We present four training setups. The first setup
is Tr23 where we train a model using both Agr2
and Agr3 with equal weights. This is the setup we
used for results presented in the Section 4.4. Then,
we have Tr2 and Tr3, where we train using only
Agr2 and Agr3 respectively. Then, for Tr23W , we
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TrainingSetup
Tested on Agr2 and Agr3 Tested on Agr3 only

Precision Recall F Measure Precision Recall F Measure

Tr23 90.1 70.6 79.1 95.9 86.8 91.1
Tr2 91.0 66.1 76.5 95.6 81.8 88.2

Tr3 88.1 52.3 65.6 96.8 71.7 82.3

Tr23W 89.9 70.5 79.0 95.8 86.5 90.9

Table 5: Annotator Confidence Experiment Results; the best results per column are boldfaced
(4-fold cross validation on MTurk Data)

train a model giving different cost values for Agr2
and Agr3 examples. The SVMLight package al-
lows users to input cost values ci for each training
instance separately.7 We tuned this cost value for
Agr2 and Agr3 examples and found the best value
at 20 and 30 respectively.

For all four setups, we used feature set φ. We per-
formed 4-fold cross validation on MTurk data in two
ways — we tested against a combination of Agr2
and Agr3, and we tested against only Agr3. Results
of these experiments are presented in Table 5. We
also present the results of evaluating a tagger trained
on the whole MTurk data for each setup against the
Gold annotation in Table 6. The Tr23 tested on both
Agr2 andAgr3 presented in Table 5 and Tr23 tested
on Gold data presented in Table 6 correspond to the
results presented in Table 3 and Table 4 respectively.

TrainingSetup Precision Recall F Measure

Tr23 72.1 29.5 41.9

Tr2 67.4 27.6 39.2

Tr3 74.1 19.1 30.3

Tr23W 73.3 31.4 44.0

Table 6: Annotator Confidence Experiment Results; the
best results per column are boldfaced

(Evaluation against Gold)

One main observation is that including annota-
tions of lower agreement, but still above a threshold
(in our case, 66.7%), is definitely helpful. Tr23 out-
performed both Tr2 and Tr3 in both recall and F-

7This can be done by specifying ‘cost:<value>’ after the
label in each training instance. This feature has not yet been
documented on the SVMlight website.

measure in all evaluations. Also, even when evaluat-
ing against only the high confident Agr3 cases, Tr2
gave a high gain in recall (10 .1 percentage points)
over Tr3, with only a 1.2 percentage point loss on
precision. We conjecture that this is because there
are far more training instances in Tr2 than in Tr3
(674 vs 334), and that quantity beats quality.

Another important observation is the increase in
performance by using varied costs for Agr2 and
Agr3 examples (the Tr23W condition). Although
it dropped the performance by 0.1 to 0.2 points
in cross-validation F measure on the Enron cor-
pora, it gained 2.1 points in Gold evaluation F mea-
sure. These results seem to indicate that differential
weighting based on annotator agreement might have
more beneficial impact when training a model that
will be applied to a wide range of genres than when
training a model with genre-specific data for appli-
cation to data from the same genre. Put differently,
using varied costs prevents genre over-fitting. We
don’t have a full explanation for this difference in
behavior yet. We plan to explore this in future work.

5 Conclusion

We have presented an innovative way of combining
a high-recall simple tagger with Mechanical Turk
annotations to produce training data for a modality
tagger. We show that we obtain good performance
on the same genre as this training corpus (annotated
in the same manner), and reasonable performance
across genres (annotated by an independent expert).
We also present experiments utilizing the number of
agreeing Turkers to choose cost values for training
examples for the SVM. As future work, we plan to
extend this approach to other modalities which are
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not covered in this study.
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Abstract

Blanco & Moldovan (Blanco and Moldovan,
2011) have empirically demonstrated that
negated sentences often convey implicit pos-
itive inferences, or focus, and that these in-
ferences are both human annotatable and ma-
chine learnable. Concentrating on their anno-
tation process, this paper argues that the focus-
based implicit positivity should be separated
from concepts of scalar implicature and neg-
raising, as well as the placement of stress. We
show that a model making these distinctions
clear and which incorporates the pragmatic
notion of question under discussion yields κ
rates above .80, but that it substantially de-
flates the rates of focus of negation in text.

1 Introduction

The recent paper by Blanco & Moldovan (Blanco
and Moldovan, 2011) has highlighted the fact that
negation in natural language is more that just a
propositional logic operator. The central claims of
the paper are that negation conveys implicit positiv-
ity more than half of the time and that such positivity
is both reliably annotatable by humans and promis-
ingly learnable by machine. In this paper, we eval-
uate their annotation process and propose a differ-
ent model that incorporates the pragmatic concept
that discourse is guided by questions under discus-
sion (QUDs), often implicit issues that hearers and
speakers are attending to. We concentrate on the
corpus used in (Blanco and Moldovan, 2011), PB-
FOC.1

1PB-FOC was released as part of *SEM 2012
Shared Task: Resolving the Scope and Focus of Nega-

Our animating concern can be seen concretely by
comparing the examples2 from the corpus provided
below.

(1) a. “They were willing to mistreat us be-
cause we hadn’t shown any moxie, any
resistance,” says William Queenan, a
DC-10 pilot and 14-year Federal vet-
eran. (ex. 939)

b. “I won’t be throwing 90 mph, but I will
throw 80-plus,” he says. (ex. 1)

c. “Some shows just don’t impress, he
says, and this is one of them.” (ex. 30)

d. “But we don’t believe there is enough
of a difference to be clinically signifi-
cant,” Dr. Sobel said. (ex. 426)

We believe these examples are incorrectly anno-
tated, but in somewhat different ways. Following
Blanco & Moldovan, assume that focus of negation
is diagnosed by an implication that some alternative
to the focus would make a sentence true. Then in
(1a), in which the focus is annotated as being on the
negative polarity item any moxie, any resistance, it
is not clear that there is focus at all. If there were,
the sentence would imply that the pilots in ques-
tion showed something but not some moxie. This
doesn’t seem to be the meaning intended. In con-
trast, in (1b), we agree that focus is present, but
take it to be on the phrase 90 mph, as is confirmed

tionhttp://www.clips.ua.ac.be/sem2012-st-neg/
2The citation (ex. n) will refer to the nth annotated instance

in the PB-FOC dataset. In these and following examples, we
indicate the PB-FOC focus by emboldening and our suggested
alternative (if present) by italics
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by the overt contrast that follows. Finally, (1c) and
(1d) both show something more complex; in (1c) the
scalar quantifier some is not in the scope of negation
(lest it mean no shows impress), and thus cannot be
a focus. Nonetheless, we agree that a positive im-
plicature arises here (namely, that some shows do
impress), but we suggest that this is simply a fact
about scalar implicatures. Finally, in (1d), in which
the verb believe is a so-called neg-raiser (a predicate
P such that ¬P (x) ↔ P (¬x)), the implicit posi-
tivity about a belief the doctors have is not due to
pragmatic focus, but a lexical property of the verb in
question.

In sum, what worried us was the variety of con-
structions being considered equivalent. In order to
respond to these concerns, we reannotated 2304 sen-
tences from the development subcorpus, being care-
ful to try to tease apart the relevant distinctions men-
tioned above. This paper documents that effort. Our
central finding is that the PB-FOC data contains an
overabundance of focus-marked phrases (i.e., cases
like (1a)): the PB-FOC rate of focus marking in our
subcorpus is 74% (somewhat higher than the 65%
for the whole dataset), while we observed a rate of
50%. Although the reduction in focus-marking oc-
curs across all Propbank role types, we show that it
is highest with the A1 and AM-MNR roles. One
central reason for the overmarking, we argue, is
that the definition of focus of negation Blanco &
Moldovan use is somewhat vague, allowing one to
confuse emphasis with implicit positivity. We ar-
gue instead that although they are right to correlate
stress with focus (by and large), focus is connected
to referencing a QUD (Rooth, 1996; Roberts, 1996;
Kadmon, 2001), and only indirectly leads to positiv-
ity.

2 Delimiting Focus of Negation

2.1 What Focus of Negation is

Following (Huddleston and Pullman, 2002), Blanco
& Moldovan define the focus of negation as “that
part of the scope [of negation] that is most promi-
nently or explicitly negated.” They further argue that
when there is a focus of negation, it yields a cor-
responding positive inference. This idea has roots
in Jackendoff’s seminal theory of focus (Jackendoff,
1972). Jackendoff proposes a) that focus in general

(with or without negation) partitions a sentence into
a function, obtained by lambda abstracting over the
focused constituent and b) that negation is a focus-
sensitive operator, stating that the function applied to
the focused constituent yields falsity. To capture the
positive inference cases, Jackendoff initially claims
that focus always presupposes that there is some el-
ement in the function’s domain (i.e., there is some
way to make the sentence true).

(2) Bill likes Mary. 7→ 〈λx Bill likes x, Mary〉
(3) not(〈f, x〉) = 0.

(4) focus presupposition: ∃y[f(y) = 1].

While 4 might be correct for focus-sensitive op-
erators like only, it is clearly not for negation. As
Jackendoff himself points out, the sentence

(5) Bill doesn’t like anybody.

clearly does not lead to the inference that Bill likes
someone, even when anybody is strongly stressed.
More contemporary work (Rooth, 1996; Roberts,
1996) has instead argued that what focus presup-
poses is that there is a relevant question under dis-
cussion (QUD). In the case of 2, it is the question

(6) Who does Bill like?

The QUD model assumes that dialogue is struc-
tured in terms of currently relevant (often implicit)
questions, which serve to explain how a coherent
discourse arises. Focus is thus coherent in context
if the corresponding QUD is relevant. This serves to
explain Jackendoff’s counterexample (5) – anybody
is focused because the question (6) is currently rele-
vant. Under this account, focus of negation does not
automatically yield an existential positive inference,
but only if the corresponding QUD is assumed to ex-
clude negative answers (i.e., if it is assumed that no
one is not a suitable answer to Who does Bill like?).
Adopting the QUD model thus means that in deter-
mining the positive inferences from a negated sen-
tence, we must ask two questions:

a) What is the relevant QUD for this sentence/sub-
sentence?

b) Does that QUD in context prohibit negative an-
swers?
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2.2 What isn’t Focus of Negation
Thus, we see that the positive inference resulting
from a negated sentence is the result of an inter-
play of the general meaning of focus (referencing
a relevant QUD) and context (furnishing an assump-
tion that some non-negative answer to the QUD ex-
ists). However, there is another way of yielding pos-
itive inferences to negated sentences, relying merely
on the familiar theory of scalar implicature. Con-
sider (7) below, which involves the scalar expres-
sion much (roughly equivalent to a lot). In positive
assertions, using the quantifier a lot entails the corre-
sponding alternative with some, and using all entails
a lot. In the scope of negation, these patterns reverse,
giving rise to opposite implicatures. Thus, (7) impli-
cates that the stronger alternative (8) is false and thus
(9) – that some but not much of a clue is given.

(7) assertion: However, it doesn’t give much of
a clue as to whether a recession is on the
horizon. (ex. 122)

(8) stronger alternative: It doesn’t give any clue
as to whether a recession is on the horizon.

(9) implicature: It gives some clue as to whether
the recession is on the horizon.

A different problem occurs with ‘neg-raising’
predicates like believe, expect, think, seem, and
want. Since (Filmore, 1963), it has been noted that
some clausal embedding predicates seem to interpret
a superordinate negation inside their scope – that is,
BILL DOESN’T THINK MARY IS HERE seems to be
equivalent to BILL THINKS MARY ISN’T HERE.

While neg-raising is defeasible in certain contexts
and its explanation is contentious (see (Gajewski,
2007) for discussion), it does not seem to be depen-
dent on focus per se. In particular, putting focus on
any element in the complement clause seems to en-
gender a different positive inference. For example,
in (10), this would give rise to the inference that Bill
wants to talk to someone else, not simply that he
wants to not talk to Mary.

(10) Bill doesn’t want to talk to Mary.

In short, neg-raising cases should be considered
more properly to be cases where the scope of nega-
tion is semantically lower than it appears, not cases
of focus driven inference.

3 Reannotation

We annotated 2304 examples from the shared task
training corpus. As in the original study, annotators
were shown a target sentence as well as the prior
and following sentence and were asked to mark the
focus of negation in the target. Annotators followed
a three step process. First, they were instructed to
“move” the negation around the sentence to various
constituents, as exemplified below, introducing an
existential quantificational some. . . but not.

(11) a. [She]A0 didn’t have [hot water]A1 [for
five days]AM−TMP . (ex. 1925)

b. Someone but not her had hot water for
five days.

c. She had something but not hot water for
five days.

d. She had hot water but not for five days.

They were then asked to determine which if any
of these was most relevant, given the surrounding
context and mark that as the focus. In determining
which was most relevant, annotators asked whether
the question corresponding to each altered sentence
(e.g., Who had hot water for five days?) appeared to
be under discussion in context.3

Three linguist annotators were selected and
trained on 20 examples randomly drawn from the
training set, including 5 examples of scalar “focus”,
3 of neg-raising, and 5 instances of no focus. An-
notators were given explicit feedback on each trial
annotated. The annotators then annotated the re-
maining 2284 examples in our subcorpus with 100%
overlap and 2 annotators per token.

3.1 Results

Figure 1 summarizes the differences between PB-
FOC and our annotation by role4. Our annotators
achieved a pairwise κ of 0.82. Our agreement with
PB-FOC was significantly lower: κ = 0.48 if we
exclude scalars and neg-raisers and 0.59 if we count
them as focused.

3The QUD model in general allows multiple foci, e.g., Who
had hot water when? We did not consider multiple foci in the
present study.

4Other consists of C-A1, AM-PNC, AM-LOC, A4, R-A1,
AM-EXT, A3, R-A0, AM-DIR, AM-DIS, R-AM-LOC
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PB-FOC ROLE COUNT AGREED SCALAR NEG-RAISING NO FOCUS OTHER

A1 920 332 54 101 372 61
NO FOCUS 591 532 0 0 AGREED 59
AM-TMP 160 116 0 0 29 15
AM-MNR 125 51 28 0 40 6
A2 112 43 1 0 47 21
A0 88 24 20 0 23 21
AM-ADV 77 30 3 0 26 18
No Role 69 42 2 0 19 6
Other 161 42 8 20 75 16
TOTAL 2303 1212 116 121 631 223

Figure 1: Overall comparison of roles

As Figure 1 shows, the central reason for this
discrepancy is the 631 examples where our annota-
tors did not find focus where PB-FOC indicated that
there was some; in contrast, only 59 examples that
PB-FOC labeled as focusless were disagreed with.
There are two interesting trends. First, we found
an abundance of cases where the the question pro-
duced by the PB-FOC focus yielded an uninforma-
tive question (12% of disagreements), often in cases
containing predicates of possession (e.g., have, con-
tain). For example, in (12), the PB-FOC label would
be answer the question What do American Brands
conclude they have under the contract?, which does
not seem relevant in context.

(12) possession (7%): “We have previously had
discussions with representatives of Pinker-
ton’s Inc. concerning the (sale of the com-
pany) and we concluded that we did not have
liability under the contract,” says American
Brands. (ex. 181)

An additional 4% of the disagreements involved
idiomatic expressions, where neither the syntactic
nor the semantic sub-constituents could be mean-
ingfully separated; in (13), take kindly to that as a
whole is negated, and focusing on any one part will
upset the idiom. Although of small number, the bi-
ased questions exemplified in (14) are illustrative of
negation’s chimerical lives; in these questions, nega-
tion’s function is at the discourse level and it has no
propositional negative force.

(13) idioms (4%): But media-stock analyst
Richard J. MacDonald of MacDonald

Grippo Riely says Wall Street won’t take
kindly to that. (ex. 2081)

(14) biased questions (10 instances): But
wouldn’t a president who acted despite Sen-
ate objections be taking grave political
risks? (ex. 489)

4 Conclusion

We have argued that while the study of the focus of
negation is of compelling interest to the computa-
tional community, more work is needed at theory-
and annotation-building levels before we can effec-
tively ask machine learning questions. We have sug-
gested that one promising route for pursuing this
is to operationalize the question under discussion
model of focus’s contribution to a sentence, and
that such a procedure yields a marked decrease in
the prevalence of focus of negation in PB-FOC.
This partly follows from our decision on linguistic
grounds to separate focus of negation from scalar
implicature and neg-raising. From an engineering
perspective, if our goal is to extract any positive in-
ference from negated clauses, such distinctions may
be academic. We suspect, however, that the linguis-
tic heterogeneity substantially complicates annota-
tor’s task. We have shown that by explicitly telling
annotators what the differences are, agreement rises,
and we think future work should incorporate such a
model. Finally, we plan on annotating foci that do
not yield positive inferences, since it has the hope of
giving us a window into when and how focus gives
rise to positivity.
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Abstract

Understanding the ways in which participants
in public discussions frame their arguments is
important in understanding how public opin-
ion is formed. In this paper, we adopt the po-
sition that it is time for more computationally-
oriented research on problems involving fram-
ing. In the interests of furthering that goal,
we propose the following specific, interesting
and, we believe, relatively accessible ques-
tion: In the controversy regarding the use
of genetically-modified organisms (GMOs) in
agriculture, do pro- and anti-GMO articles dif-
fer in whether they choose to adopt a more
“scientific” tone?

Prior work on the rhetoric and sociology of
science suggests that hedging may distin-
guish popular-science text from text written
by professional scientists for their colleagues.
We propose a detailed approach to studying
whether hedge detection can be used to un-
derstanding scientific framing in the GMO de-
bates, and provide corpora to facilitate this
study. Some of our preliminary analyses sug-
gest that hedges occur less frequently in scien-
tific discourse than in popular text, a finding
that contradicts prior assertions in the litera-
ture. We hope that our initial work and data
will encourage others to pursue this promising
line of inquiry.

1 Introduction

1.1 Framing, “scientific discourse”, and GMOs
in the media

The issue of framing (Goffman, 1974; Scheufele,
1999; Benford and Snow, 2000) is of great im-

portance in understanding how public opinion is
formed. In their Annual Review of Political Science
survey, Chong and Druckman (2007) describe fram-
ing effects as occurring “when (often small) changes
in the presentation of an issue or an event produce
(sometimes large) changes of opinion” (p. 104);
as an example, they cite a study wherein respon-
dents answered differently, when asked whether a
hate group should be allowed to hold a rally, depend-
ing on whether the question was phrased as one of
“free speech” or one of “risk of violence”.

The genesis of our work is in a framing question
motivated by a relatively current political issue. In
media coverage of transgenic crops and the use of
genetically modified organisms (GMOs) in food, do
pro-GMO vs. anti-GMO articles differ not just with
respect to word choice, but in adopting a more “sci-
entific” discourse, meaning the inclusion of more
uncertainty and fewer emotionally-laden words? We
view this as an interesting question from a text anal-
ysis perspective (with potential applications and im-
plications that lie outside the scope of this article).

1.2 Hedging as a sign of scientific discourse

To obtain a computationally manageable character-
ization of “scientific discourse”, we turned to stud-
ies of the culture and language of science, a body
of work spanning fields ranging from sociology to
applied linguistics to rhetoric and communication
(Gilbert and Mulkay, 1984; Latour, 1987; Latour
and Woolgar, 1979; Halliday and Martin, 1993; Baz-
erman, 1988; Fahnestock, 2004; Gross, 1990).

One characteristic that has drawn quite a bit of
attention in such studies is hedging (Myers, 1989;
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Hyland, 1998; Lewin, 1998; Salager-Meyer, 2011).1

Hyland (1998, pg. 1) defines hedging as the ex-
pression of “tentativeness and possibility” in com-
munication, or, to put it another way, language cor-
responding to “the writer withholding full commit-
ment to statements” (pg. 3). He supplies many
real-life examples from scientific research articles,
including the following:

1. ‘It seems that this group plays a critical role in
orienting the carboxyl function’ (emphasis Hy-
land’s)

2. ‘...implies that phytochrome A is also not nec-
essary for normal photomorphogenesis, at least
under these irradiation conditions’ (emphasis
Hyland’s)

3. ‘We wish to suggest a structure for the salt of
deoxyribose nucleic acid (D.N.A.)’ (emphasis
added)2

Several scholars have asserted the centrality of hedg-
ing in scientific and academic discourse, which cor-
responds nicely to the notion of “more uncertainty”
mentioned above. Hyland (1998, p. 6) writes, “De-
spite a widely held belief that professional scientific
writing is a series of impersonal statements of fact
which add up to the truth, hedges are abundant in
science and play a critical role in academic writing”.
Indeed, Myers (1989, p. 13) claims that in scien-
tific research articles, “The hedging of claims is so
common that a sentence that looks like a claim but
has no hedging is probably not a statement of new
knowledge”.3

Not only is understanding hedges important to un-
derstanding the rhetoric and sociology of science,
but hedge detection and analysis — in the sense of
identifying uncertain or uncertainly-sourced infor-
mation (Farkas et al., 2010) — has important appli-
cations to information extraction, broadly construed,
and has thus become an active sub-area of natural-
language processing. For example, the CoNLL 2010

1In linguistics, hedging has been studied since the 1970s
(Lakoff, 1973).

2This example originates from Watson and Crick’s land-
mark 1953 paper. Although the sentence is overtly tentative,
did Watson and Crick truly intend to be polite and modest in
their claims? See Varttala (2001) for a review of arguments re-
garding this question.

3Note the inclusion of the hedge “probably”.

Shared Task was devoted to this problem (Farkas
et al., 2010).

Putting these two lines of research together, we
see before us what appears to be an interesting in-
terdisciplinary and, at least in principle, straightfor-
ward research program: relying on the aforemen-
tioned rhetoric analyses to presume that hedging is
a key characteristic of scientific discourse, build a
hedge-detection system to computationally ascertain
which proponents in the GMO debate tend to use
more hedges and thus, by presumption, tend to adopt
a more “scientific” frame.4

1.3 Contributions

Our overarching goal in this paper is to convince
more researchers in NLP and computational linguis-
tics to work on problems involving framing. We
try to do so by proposing a specific problem that
may be relatively accessible. Despite the apparent
difficulty in addressing such questions, we believe
that progress can be made by drawing on observa-
tions drawn from previous literature across many
fields, and integrating such work with movements
in the computational community toward considera-
tion of extra-propositional and pragmatic concerns.
We have thus intentionally tried to “cover a lot of
ground”, as one referee put it, in the introductory
material just discussed.

Since framing problems are indeed difficult, we
elected to narrow our scope in the hope of making
some partial progress. Our technical goal here, at
this workshop, where hedge detection is one of the
most relevant topics to the broad questions we have
raised, is not to learn to classify texts as being pro-
vs. anti-GMO, or as being scientific or not, per se.5

Our focus is on whether hedging specifically, con-
sidered as a single feature, is correlated with these
different document classes, because of the previous
research attention that has been devoted to hedging
in particular and because of hedging being one of the
topics of this workshop. The point of this paper is

4However, this presumption that more hedges characterize a
more scientific discourse has been contested. See section 2 for
discussion and section 4.2 for our empirical investigation.

5Several other groups have addressed the problem of try-
ing to identify different sides or perspectives (Lin et al., 2006;
Hardisty et al., 2010; Beigman Klebanov et al., 2010; Ahmed
and Xing, 2010).
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thus not to compare the efficacy of hedging features
with other types, such as bag-of-words features. Of
course, to do so is an important and interesting di-
rection for future work.

In the end, we were not able to achieve satisfac-
tory results even with respect to our narrowed goal.
However, we believe that other researchers may be
able to follow the plan of attack we outline below,
and perhaps use the data we are releasing, in order
to achieve our goal. We would welcome hearing the
results of other people’s efforts.

2 How should we test whether hedging
distinguishes scientific text?

One very important point that we have not yet ad-
dressed is: While the literature agrees on the impor-
tance of hedging in scientific text, the relative de-
gree of hedging in scientific vs. non-scientific text is
a matter of debate.

On the one side, we have assertions like those of
Fahnestock (1986), who shows in a clever, albeit
small-scale, study involving parallel texts that when
scientific observations pass into popular accounts,
changes include “removing hedges ... thus con-
ferring greater certainty on the reported facts” (pg.
275). Similarly, Juanillo, Jr. (2001) refers to a shift
from a forensic style to a “celebratory” style when
scientific research becomes publicized, and credits
Brown (1998) with noting that “celebratory scien-
tific discourses tend to pay less attention to caveats,
contradictory evidence, and qualifications that are
highlighted in forensic or empiricist discourses. By
downplaying scientific uncertainty, it [sic] alludes to
greater certainty of scientific results for public con-
sumption” (Juanillo, Jr., 2001, p. 42).

However, others have contested claims that the
popularization process involves simplification, dis-
tortion, hype, and dumbing down, as Myers (2003)
colorfully puts it; he provides a critique of the rel-
evant literature. Varttala (1999) ran a corpus anal-
ysis in which hedging was found not just in pro-
fessional medical articles, but was also “typical of
popular scientific articles dealing with similar top-
ics” (p. 195). Moreover, significant variation in use
of hedging has been found across disciplines and au-
thors’ native language; see Salager-Meyer (2011) or
Varttala (2001) for a review.

To the best of our knowledge, there have been no
large-scale empirical studies validating the hypoth-
esis that hedges appear more or less frequently in
scientific discourse.

Proposed procedure Given the above, our first
step must be to determine whether hedges are more
or less prominent in “professional scientific” (hence-
forth “prof-science’’) vs. “public science” (hence-
forth “pop-science”) discussions of GMOs. Of
course, for a large-scale study, finding hedges re-
quires developing and training an effective hedge de-
tection algorithm.

If the first step shows that hedges can indeed be
used to effectively distinguish prof-science vs. pop-
science discourse on GMOs, then the second step is
to examine whether the use of hedging in pro-GMO
articles follows our inferred “scientific” occurrence
patterns to a greater extent than the hedging in anti-
GMO articles.

However, as our hedge classifier trained on the
CoNLL dataset did not perform reliably on the dif-
ferent domain of prof-science vs. pop-science dis-
cussions of GMOs, we focus the main content of this
paper on the first step. We describe data collection
for the second step in the appendix.

3 Data

To accomplish the first step of our proposed pro-
cedure outlined above, we first constructed a prof-
science/pop-science corpus by pulling text from
Web of Science for prof-science examples and from
LexisNexis for pop-science examples, as described
in Section 3.1. Our corpus will be posted online
at https://confluence.cornell.edu/display/llresearch/
HedgingFramingGMOs.

As noted above, computing the degree of hedg-
ing in the aforementioned corpus requires access to
a hedge-detection algorithm. We took a supervised
approach, taking advantage of the availability of the
CoNLL 2010 hedge-detection training and evalua-
tion corpora, described in Section 3.2

3.1 Prof-science/pop-science data: LEXIS and
WOS

As mentioned previously, a corpus of prof-science
and pop-science articles is required to ascertain
whether hedges are more prevalent in one or the
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Dataset Doc type # docs # sentences Avg sentence length Flesch reading ease
Prof-science/pop-science corpus

WOS abstracts 648 5596 22.35 23.39
LEXIS (short) articles 928 36795 24.92 45.78

Hedge-detection corpora
Bio (train) abstracts, articles 1273, 9 14541 (18% uncertain) 29.97 20.77
Bio (eval) articles 15 5003 (16% uncertain) 31.30 30.49
Wiki (train) paragraphs 2186 11111 (22% uncertain) 23.07 35.23
Wiki (eval) paragraphs 2346 9634 (23% uncertain) 20.82 31.71

Table 1: Basic descriptive statistics for the main corpora we worked with. We created the first two. Higher Flesch
scores indicate text that is easier to read.

other of these two writing styles. Since our ultimate
goal is to look at discourse related to GMOs, we re-
strict our attention to documents on this topic.

Thomson Reuter’s Web of Science (WOS), a
database of scientific journal and conference arti-
cles, was used as a source of prof-science samples.
We chose to collect abstracts, rather than full scien-
tific articles, because intuition suggests that the lan-
guage in abstracts is more high-level than that in the
bodies of papers, and thus more similar to the lan-
guage one would see in a public debate on GMOs.
To select for on-topic abstracts, we used the phrase
“transgenic foods” as a search keyword and dis-
carded results containing any of a hand-selected list
of off-topic filtering terms (e.g., “mice” or “rats”).
We then made use of domain expertise to manually
remove off-topic texts. The process yielded 648 doc-
uments for a total of 5596 sentences.

Our source of pop-science articles was Lexis-
Nexis (LEXIS). On-topic documents were collected
from US newspapers using the search keywords “ge-
netically modified foods” or “transgenic crops” and
then imposing the additional requirement that at
least two terms on a hand-selected list7 be present
in each document. After the removal of duplicates
and texts containing more than 2000 words to delete
excessively long articles, our final pop-science sub-
corpus was composed of 928 documents.

7The term list: GMO, GM, GE, genetically modified, ge-
netic modification, modified, modification, genetic engineer-
ing, engineered, bioengineered, franken, transgenic, spliced,
G.M.O., tweaked, manipulated, engineering, pharming, aqua-
culture.

3.2 CoNLL hedge-detection training data 8

As described in Farkas et al. (2010), the motivation
behind the CoNLL 2010 shared task is that “distin-
guishing factual and uncertain information in texts is
of essential importance in information extraction”.
As “uncertainty detection is extremely important for
biomedical information extraction”, one component
of the dataset is biological abstracts and full arti-
cles from the BioScope corpus (Bio). Meanwhile,
the chief editors of Wikipedia have drawn the at-
tention of the public to specific markers of uncer-
tainty known as weasel words9: they are words or
phrases “aimed at creating an impression that some-
thing specific and meaningful has been said”, when,
in fact, “only a vague or ambiguous claim, or even
a refutation, has been communicated”. An example
is “It has been claimed that ...”: the claimant has not
been identified, so the source of the claim cannot be
verified. Thus, another part of the dataset is a set
of Wikipedia articles (Wiki) annotated with weasel-
word information. We view the combined Bio+Wiki
corpus (henceforth the CoNLL dataset) as valuable
for developing hedge detectors, and we attempt to
study whether classifiers trained on this data can be
generalized to other datasets.

3.3 Comparison
Table 1 gives the basic statistics on the main datasets
we worked with. Though WOS and LEXIS differ in
the total number of sentences, the average sentence
length is similar. The average sentence length in Bio
is longer than that in Wiki. The articles in WOS
are markedly more difficult to read than the articles

8http://www.inf.u-szeged.hu/rgai/conll2010st/
9http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Weasel word
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in LEXIS according to Flesch reading ease (Kincaid
et al., 1975).

4 Hedging to distinguish scientific text:
Initial annotation

As noted in Section 1, it is not a priori clear whether
hedging distinguishes scientific text or that more
hedges correspond to a more “scientific” discourse.
To get an initial feeling for how frequently hedges
occur in WOS and LEXIS, we hand-annotated a
sample of sentences from each. In Section 4.1, we
explain the annotation policy of the CoNLL 2010
Shared Task and our own annotation method for
WOS and LEXIS. After that, we move forward in
Section 4.2 to compare the percentage of uncertain
sentences in prof-science vs. pop-science text on
this small hand-labeled sample, and gain some ev-
idence that there is indeed a difference in hedge oc-
currence rates, although, perhaps surprisingly, there
seem to be more hedges in the pop-science texts.

As a side benefit, we subsequently use the
hand-labeled sample we produce to investigate the
accuracy of an automatic hedge detector in the
WOS+LEXIS domain; more on this in Section 5.

4.1 Uncertainty annotation

CoNLL 2010 Shared Task annotation policy As
described in Farkas et al. (2010, pg. 4), the data an-
notation polices for the CoNLL 2010 Shared Task
were that “sentences containing at least one cue
were considered as uncertain, while sentences with
no cues were considered as factual”, where a cue
is a linguistic marker that in context indicates un-
certainty. A straightforward example of a sentence
marked “uncertain” in the Shared Task is ‘Mild blad-
der wall thickening raises the question of cystitis.’
The annotated cues are not necessarily general, par-
ticularly in Wiki, where some of the marked cues
are as specific as ‘some of schumann’s best choral
writing’, ‘people of the jewish tradition’, or ‘certain
leisure or cultural activities’.

Note that “uncertainty” in the Shared Task def-
inition also encompassed phrasing that “creates an
impression that something important has been said,
but what is really communicated is vague, mislead-
ing, evasive or ambiguous ... [offering] an opinion
without any backup or source”. An example of such

Dataset % of uncertain sentences
WOS (estimated from 75-sentence sample) 20
LEXIS (estimated from 78-sentence sample) 28
Bio 17
Wiki 23

Table 2: Percentages of uncertain sentences.

a sentence, drawn from Wikipedia and marked “un-
certain” in the Shared Task, is ‘Some people claim
that this results in a better taste than that of other diet
colas (most of which are sweetened with aspartame
alone).’; Farkas et al. (2010) write, “The ... sentence
does not specify the source of the information, it is
just the vague term ‘some people’ that refers to the
holder of this opinion”.

Our annotation policy We hand-annotated 200
randomly-sampled sentences, half from WOS and
half from LEXIS10, to gauge the frequency with
which hedges occur in each corpus. Two annota-
tors each followed the rules of the CoNLL 2010
Shared Task to label sentences as certain, uncertain,
or not a proper sentence.11 The annotators agreed on
153 proper sentences of the 200 sentences (75 from
WOS and 78 from LEXIS). Cohen’s Kappa (Fleiss,
1981) was 0.67 on the annotation, which means that
the consistency between the two annotators was fair
or good. However, there were some interesting cases
where the two annotators could not agree. For ex-
ample, in the sentence ‘Cassava is the staple food of
tropical Africa and its production, averaged over 24
countries, has increased more than threefold from
1980 to 2005 ... ’, one of the annotators believed
that “more than” made the sentence uncertain. These
borderline cases indicate that the definition of hedg-
ing should be carefully delineated in future studies.

4.2 Percentages of uncertain sentences
To validate the hypothesis that prof-science articles
contain more hedges, we computed the percentage

10We took steps to attempt to hide from the annotators any
explicit clues as to the source of individual sentences: the sub-
set of authors who did the annotation were not those that col-
lected the data, and the annotators were presented the sentences
in random order.

11The last label was added because of a few errors in scraping
the data.
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of uncertain sentences in our labeled data. As shown
in Table 2, we observed a trend contradicting ear-
lier studies. Uncertain sentences were more frequent
in LEXIS than in WOS, though the difference was
not statistically significant12 (perhaps not surprising
given the small sample size). The same trend was
seen in the CoNLL dataset: there, too, the percent-
age of uncertain sentences was significantly smaller
in Bio (prof-science articles) than in Wiki. In order
to make a stronger argument about prof-science vs
pop-science, however, more annotation on the WOS
and LEXIS datasets is needed.

5 Experiments

As stated in Section 1, our proposal requires devel-
oping an effective hedge detection algorithm. Our
approach for the preliminary work described in this
paper is to re-implement Georgescul’s (2010) algo-
rithm; the experimental results on the Bio+Wiki do-
main, given in Section 5.1, are encouraging. Then
we use this method to attempt to validate (at a larger
scale than in our manual pilot annotation) whether
hedges can be used to distinguish between prof-
science and pop-science discourse on GMOs. Un-
fortunately, our results, given in Section 5.2, are
inconclusive, since our trained model could not
achieve satisfactory automatic hedge-detection ac-
curacy on the WOS+LEXIS domain.

5.1 Method

We adopted the method of Georgescul (2010): Sup-
port Vector Machine classification based on a Gaus-
sian Radial Basis kernel function (Vapnik, 1998; Fan
et al., 2005), employing n-grams from annotated cue
phrases as features, as described in more detail be-
low. This method achieved the top performance in
the CoNLL 2010 Wikipedia hedge-detection task
(Farkas et al., 2010), and SVMs have been proven
effective for many different applications. We used
the LIBSVM toolkit in our experiments13.

As described in Section 3.2, there are two separate
datasets in the CoNLL dataset. We experimented on
them separately (Bio, Wiki). Also, to make our clas-
sifier more generalizable to different datasets, we

12Throughout, “statistical significance” refers to the student
t-test with p < .05.

13http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/∼cjlin/libsvm/

also trained models based on the two datasets com-
bined (Bio+Wiki). As for features, we took advan-
tage of the observation in Georgescul (2010) that the
bag-of-words model does not work well for this task.
We used different sets of features based on hedge
cue words that have been annotated as part of the
CoNLL dataset distribution14. The basic feature set
was the frequency of each hedge cue word from the
training corpus after removing stop words and punc-
tuation and transforming words to lowercase. Then,
we extracted unigrams, bigrams and trigrams from
each hedge cue phrase. Table 3 shows the number
of features in different settings. Notice that there are
many more features in Wiki. As mentioned above,
in Wiki, some cues are as specific as ‘some of schu-
mann’s best choral writing’, ‘people of the jewish
tradition’, or ‘ certain leisure or cultural activities’.
Taking n-grams from such specific cues can cause
some sentences to be classified incorrectly.

Feature source #features
Bio 220
Bio (cues + bigram + trigram) 340
Wiki 3740
Wiki (cues + bigram + trigram) 10603

Table 3: Number of features.

Best cross-validation performance
Dataset (C, γ) P R F

Bio (40, 2−3) 84.0 92.0 87.8
Wiki (30, 2−6) 64.0 76.3 69.6

Bio+Wiki (10, 2−4) 66.7 78.3 72.0

Table 4: Best 5-fold cross-validation performance for Bio
and/or Wiki after parameter tuning. As a reminder, we
repeat that our intended final test set is the WOS+LEXIS
corpus, which is disjoint from Bio+Wiki.

We adopted several techniques from Georgescul
(2010) to optimize performance through cross vali-
dation. Specifically, we tried different combinations
of feature sets (the cue phrases themselves, cues +

14For the Bio model, we used cues extracted from Bio. Like-
wise, the Wiki model used cues from Wiki, and the Bio+Wiki
model used cues from Bio+Wiki.
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Evaluation set Model P R F
WOS+LEXIS Bio 54 68 60
WOS+LEXIS Wiki 38 54 45
WOS+LEXIS Bio+Wiki 21 93 34
Sub-corpus performance of the model based on Bio

WOS Bio 58 73 65
LEXIS Bio 52 64 57

Table 5: The upper part shows the performance on WOS
and LEXIS based on models trained on the CoNLL
dataset. The lower part gives the sub-corpus results for
Bio, which provided the best performance on the full
WOS+LEXIS corpus.

unigram, cues + bigram, cues + trigram, cues + uni-
gram + bigram + trigram, cues + bigram + trigram).
We tuned the width of the RBF kernel (γ) and the
regularization parameter (C) via grid search over the
following range of values: {2−9, 2−8, 2−7, . . . , 24}
for γ, {1, 10, 20, 30, . . . , 150} for C. We also tried
different weighting strategies for negative and pos-
itive classes (i.e., either proportional to the number
of positive instances, or uniform). We performed 5-
fold cross validation for each possible combination
of experimental settings on the three datasets (Bio,
Wiki, Bio+Wiki).

Table 4 shows the best performance on all three
datasets and the corresponding parameters. In the
three datasets, cue+bigram+trigram provided the
best performance, and the weighted model con-
sistently produced superior results to the uniform
model. The F1 measure for Bio was 87.8, which
was satisfactory, while the F1 results for Wiki were
69.6, which were the worst of all the datasets.
This resonates with our observation that the task on
Wikipedia is more subtly defined and thus requires
a more sophisticated approach than counting the oc-
currences of bigrams and trigrams.

5.2 Results on WOS+LEXIS

Next, we evaluated whether our best classifier
trained on the CoNLL dataset can be generalized to
other datasets, in particular, the WOS and LEXIS
corpus. Performance was measured on the 153 sen-
tences on which our annotators agreed, a dataset
that was introduced in Section 4.1. Table 5 shows
how the best models trained on Bio, Wiki, and

Evaluation set (C, γ) P R F
WOS + LEXIS (50, 2−9) 68 62 65

WOS (50, 2−9) 85 73 79
LEXIS (50, 2−9) 57 54 56

Table 6: Best performance after parameter tuning
based on the 153 labeled WOS+LEXIS sentences; this
gives some idea of the upper-bound potential of our
Georgescul-based method. The training set is Bio, which
gave the best performance in Table 5.

Bio+Wiki, respectively, performed on the 153 la-
beled sentences. First, we can see that the perfor-
mance degraded significantly compared to the per-
formance for in-domain cross validation. Second, of
the three different models, Bio showed the best per-
formance. Bio+Wiki gave the worst performance,
which hints that combining two datasets and cue
words may not be a promising strategy: although
Bio+Wiki shows very good recall, this can be at-
tributed to its larger feature set, which contains all
available cues and perhaps as a result has a very high
false-positive rate. We further investigated and com-
pared performance on LEXIS and WOS for the best
model (Bio). Not surprisingly, our classifier works
better in WOS than in LEXIS.

It is clear that there exist domain differences be-
tween the CoNLL dataset and WOS+LEXIS. To bet-
ter understand the poor cross-domain performance
of the classifier, we tuned another model based on
the performance on the 153 labeled sentences us-
ing Bio as training data. As we can see in Table
6, the performance on WOS improved significantly,
while the performance on LEXIS decreased. This
is probably caused by the fact that WOS is a col-
lection of scientific paper abstracts, which is more
similar to the training corpus than LEXIS, which is
a collection of news media articles15. Also, LEXIS
articles are hard to classify even with the tuned
model, which challenges the effectiveness of a cue-
words frequency approach beyond professional sci-
entific texts. Indeed, the simplicity of our reim-
plementation of Georgescul’s algorithm seems to
cause longer sentences to be classified as uncer-
tain, because cue phrases (or n-grams extracted from

15The Wiki model performed better on LEXIS than on WOS.
Though the performance was not good, this result further rein-
forces the possibility of a domain-dependence problem.
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cue phrases) are more likely to appear in lengthier
sentences. Analysis of the best performing model
shows that the false-positive sentences are signifi-
cantly longer than the false-negative ones.16

Dataset Model % classified uncertain
WOS Bio 16

LEXIS Bio 19
WOS Tuned 15

LEXIS Tuned 14

Table 7: For completeness, we report here the percentage
of uncertain sentences in WOS and LEXIS according to
our trained classifiers, although we regard these results as
unreliable since those classifiers have low accuracy. Bio
refers to the best model trained on Bio only in Section 5.1,
while Tuned refers to the model in Table 6 that is tuned
based on the 153 labeled sentences in WOS+LEXIS.

While the cross-domain results were not reliable,
we produced preliminary results on whether there
exist fewer hedges in scientific text. We can see that
the relative difference in certain/uncertain ratios pre-
dicted by the two different models (Bio, Tuned) are
different in Table 7. In the tuned model, the differ-
ence between LEXIS and WOS in terms of the per-
centage of uncertain sentences was not statistically
significant, while in the Bio model, their difference
was statistically significant. Since the performance
of our hedge classifier on the 153 hand-annotated
WOS+LEXIS sentences was not reliable, though,
we must abstain from making conclusive statements
here.

6 Conclusion and future work

In this position paper, we advocated that researchers
apply hedge detection not only to the classic moti-
vation of information-extraction problems, but also
to questions of how public opinion forms. We pro-
posed a particular problem in how participants in de-
bates frame their arguments. Specifically, we asked
whether pro-GMO and anti-GMO articles differ in
adopting a more “scientific” discourse. Inspired by
earlier studies in social sciences relating hedging to
texts aimed at professional scientists, we proposed

16Average length of true positive sentences : 28.6, false pos-
itive sentences 35.09, false negative sentences: 22.0.

addressing the question with automatic hedge de-
tection as a first step. To develop a hedge clas-
sifier, we took advantage of the CoNLL dataset
and a small annotated WOS and LEXIS dataset.
Our preliminary results show there may exist a gap
which indicates that hedging may, in fact, distin-
guish prof-science and pop-science documents. In
fact, this computational analysis suggests the possi-
bility that hedges occur less frequently in scientific
prose, which contradicts several prior assertions in
the literature.

To confirm the argument that pop-science tends
to use more hedging than prof-science, we need
a hedge classifier that performs more reliably in
the WOS and LEXIS dataset than ours does. An
interesting research direction would be to develop
transfer-learning techniques to generalize hedge
classifiers for different datasets, or to develop a gen-
eral hedge classifier relatively robust to domain dif-
ferences. In either case, more annotated data on
WOS and LEXIS is needed for better evaluation or
training.

Another strategy would be to bypass the first step,
in which we determine whether hedges are more
or less prominent in scientific discourse, and pro-
ceed directly to labeling and hedge-detection in pro-
GMO and anti-GMO texts. However, this will not
answer the question of whether advocates in debates
other than on GMO-related topics employ a more
scientific discourse. Nonetheless, to aid those who
wish to pursue this alternate strategy, we have col-
lected two sets of opinionated articles on GMO (pro-
and anti-); see appendix for more details.
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7 Appendix: pro- vs. anti-GMO dataset

Here, we describe the pro- vs. anti-GMO dataset we
collected, in the hopes that this dataset may prove
helpful in future research regarding the GMO de-
bates, even though we did not use the corpus in the
project described in this paper.

The second step of our overall procedure out-
lined in the introduction — that step being to ex-
amine whether the use of hedging in pro-GMO arti-
cles corresponds with our inferred “scientific” oc-
currence patterns more than that in anti-GMO ar-
ticles — requires a collection of opinionated arti-
cles on GMOs. Our first attempt to use news me-
dia articles (LEXIS) was unsatisfying, as we found
many articles attempt to maintain a neutral position.
This led us to collect documents from more strongly
opinionated organizational websites such as Green-
peace (anti-GMO), Non GMO Project (anti-GMO),
or Why Biotechnology (pro-GMO). Articles were
collected from 20 pro-GMO and 20 anti-GMO or-
ganizational web sites.

After the initial collection of data, near-duplicates
and irrelevant articles were filtered through cluster-
ing, keyword searches and distance between word
vectors at the document level. We have collected

762 “anti” documents and 671 “pro” documents.
We reduced this to a 404 “pro” and 404 “con”
set as follows. Each retained “document” con-
sists of only the first 200 words after excluding the
first 50 words of documents containing over 280
words. This was done to avoid irrelevant sections
such as Educators have permission to reprint arti-
cles for classroom use; other users, please contact
editor@actionbioscience.org for reprint permission.
See reprint policy.

The data will be posted online at
https://confluence.cornell.edu/display/llresearch/
HedgingFramingGMOs.
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Abstract

In this paper we investigate two distinct
tasks. The first task involves detecting ar-
guing subjectivity, a type of linguistic sub-
jectivity on which relatively little work has
yet to be done. The second task involves
labeling instances of arguing subjectivity
with argument tags reflecting the concep-
tual argument being made. We refer to
these two tasks collectively as “recogniz-
ing arguments”. We develop a new anno-
tation scheme and assemble a new anno-
tated corpus to support our learning ef-
forts. Through our machine learning ex-
periments, we investigate the utility of a
sentiment lexicon, discourse parser, and
semantic similarity measures with respect
to recognizing arguments. By incorpo-
rating information gained from these re-
sources, we outperform a unigram baseline
by a significant margin. In addition, we ex-
plore a two-phase approach to recognizing
arguments, with promising results.

1 Introduction

Subjectivity analysis is a thriving field within
natural language processing. However, most
research into subjectivity has focused on sen-
timent with respect to concrete things such
as product debates (e.g., (Somasundaran and
Wiebe, 2009), (Yu et al., 2011)) and movie re-
views (e.g., (He et al., 2011), (Maas et al., 2011),
(Pang and Lee, 2004)). Analysis often follows
the opinion-target paradigm, in which expres-
sions of sentiment are assessed with respect to
the aspects of the object(s) under consideration
towards which they are targeted. For example,

in the domain of smartphone reviews, aspects
could include product features such as the key-
board, screen quality, and battery life.

Although sentiment analysis is interesting
and important in its own right, this paradigm
does not seem to be the best match for fine-
grained analysis of ideological domains. While
sentiment is also present in documents from
this domain, previous work (Somasundaran and
Wiebe, 2010) has found that arguing subjec-
tivity, a less-studied form of subjectivity, is
more frequently employed and more relevant
for a robust assessment of ideological positions.
Whereas sentiment conveys the polarity of a
writer’s affect towards a topic, arguing subjec-
tivity is a type of linguistic subjectivity in which
a person expresses a controversial belief about
what is true or what action ought to be taken
regarding a central contentious issue (Somasun-
daran, 2010). For example, consider this sen-
tence about health care reform:

(1) Almost everyone knows that we
must start holding insurance compa-
nies accountable and give Americans a
greater sense of stability and security
when it comes to their health care.

In a traditional opinion-target or sentiment-
topic paradigm, perhaps this sentence could be
labeled as containing a negative sentiment to-
wards a topic representing “insurance compa-
nies”, or a positive sentiment towards a topic
representing “stability” or “security”. However,
a reader of a political editorial or blog may be
more interested in why the author is negative to-
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wards insurers, and how the author proposes to
improve stability of the healthcare system. By
focusing on the arguments conveyed through ar-
guing subjectivity, we aim to capture these kind
of conceptual reasons an author provides when
arguing for his or her position.

However, identifying when someone is arguing
is only part of the challenge. Since arguing sub-
jectivity is used to express arguments, the next
natural step is to identify the argument being
expressed through each instance of arguing sub-
jectivity. To illustrate this distinction, consider
the following three example spans:

(2) the bill is a job destroyer
(3) President Obamas signature do-
mestic policy will throw 100,000 peo-
ple out of work come January
(4) he can’t expand his business be-
cause he can’t afford the burden of
Obamacare

Each of these examples contains arguing
subjectivity, but more importantly, each ex-
presses roughly the same idea, namely, that the
recently-passed health care reform bill will cause
economic harm. This latent, shared idea giving
rise to each of the three spans is what we mean
by “argument tag”.

However, although all three are related, exam-
ple spans (2) and (3) are more similar than (4)
in terms of the notions they convey: while the
first two explicitly are concerned with the loss
of jobs, the last focuses on business expansion
and the economy as a whole. If we were to tag
these three spans with respect to the argument
that each is making, should they all receive the
same tag, or should (4)’s tag be different?

To address these challenges, we propose in this
work a new annotation scheme for identifying
arguing subjectivity and a hierarchical model for
organizing “argument tags”. In our hierarchical
model, (4) would receive a different tag from (2)
and (3), but because of the tags’ relatedness all
would share the same parent tag.

In addition to presenting this new scheme for
labeling arguing subjectivity, we also explore
sentiment, discourse, and distributional similar-

ity as tools to enhance identification and classi-
fication of arguing subjectivity. Finally, we also
investigate splitting the arguing subjectivity de-
tection task up into two distinct phases: iden-
tifying expressions of arguing subjectivity, and
labelling each such expression with an appropri-
ate argument tag.

Since no corpora annotated for arguing sub-
jectivity yet exist, we gather and annotate a cor-
pus of blog posts and op-eds about a contro-
versial topic, namely, the recently-passed “Oba-
maCare” health care reform bill.

2 Annotation Scheme

We designed our annotation scheme with two
goals in mind: identifying all spans of text which
express arguing subjectivity, and labelling each
such span with an argument tag. To address
the first goal, our annotators manually identified
and annotated spans of text containing arguing
subjectivity using the GATE environment1. An-
notators were instructed to identify spans of 1
sentence or less in which a writer “conveys a
controversial private state concerning what she
believes to be true or what action she believes
should be taken” concerning the health care re-
form debate. To train our annotators to recog-
nize arguing subjectivity, we performed several
rounds of practice on a separate dataset. Be-
tween each round, our annotators met to discuss
their annotations and resolve disagreements.

As a heuristic to help distinguish between bor-
derline sentences, we advised our annotators to
imagine disputants from each side writing the
sentence in isolation. If a disputant from either
side could conceivably write the sentence, then
the sentence is likely objective. For example,
statements of accepted facts and statistics gen-
erally fall into this category. However, if only
one side could conceivably be the author of the
sentence, it is highly likely that the sentence ex-
presses a controversial belief relevant to the de-
bate and thus should be labeled as subjective.

Next, the annotators labeled each arguing
span with an argument tag. As illustrated in
earlier examples, an argument tag represents a

1http://gate.ac.uk/
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controversial abstract belief expressed through
arguing subjectivity. Since the meanings of
many tags may be related, we organize these
tags in a hierarchical “stance structure”. A
stance structure is a tree-based data structure
containing all of the argument tags associated
with a particular debate, organizing those tags
using “is-a” relationships. Our stance structure
contains two levels of argument tags: upper-
level “primary” argument tags and lower-level
“secondary” tags. Each primary tag has one of
the stances (either “pro” or “anti” in our case)
as its parent, while each secondary tag has a
primary tag as its parent2.

Political science “arguing dimension” ap-
proaches to debate framing analysis served, in
part, as an inspiration for our stance structure
(Baumgartner et al., 2008). Also, as illustrated
in Section 1, this approach permits us additional
flexibility, supporting classification at different
levels of specificity depending on the task at
hand and the amount of data available. We en-
vision a future scenario in which a community of
users collaboratively builds a stance structure to
represent a new topic or debate, or in which an-
alysts build a stance structure to categorize the
issues expressed towards a proposed law, such
as in the context of e-rulemaking (Cardie et al.,
2008).

Because each stance contains a large number
of argument tags, we back-off from each sec-
ondary argument tag to its primary argument
parent for the classification experiments. We
chose to do this in order to ensure that we have
a sufficient amount of data with which to train
the classifier.

3 Dataset

For this study, we chose to focus on online ed-
itorials and blog posts concerning the ongoing
debate over health insurance reform legislation
in the United States. Our intuition is that blogs
and editorials represent a genre rich in both

2Our stance structure contains an additional “aspect”
level consisting of a-priori categories adopted from politi-
cal science research. However, we do not utilize this level
of the stance structure in this work.

“pro” documents 37

“pro” sentences 1,222

“anti” documents 47

“anti” sentences 1,456

total documents 84

total sentences 2,678

Table 1: Dataset summary statistics.

arguing subjectivity

objective 683

subjective 588

argument labels

no label 683

improves healthcare access 130

improves healthcare affordability 104

people dont know truth
about bill

75

controls healthcare costs 54

improves quality of healthcare 52

helps economy 51

bill should be passed 43

other argument 79

Table 2: Arguing and argument label statistics for
the “pro” stance.

subjectivity and arguments. We collected docu-
ments written both before and after the passage
of the final “Patient Protection and Affordable
Care Act” bill using the “Google Blog Search”3

and “Daily Op Ed”4 search portals. By choosing
a relatively broad time window, from early 2009
to late 2011, we aimed to capture a wide range
of arguments expressed throughout the debate.

The focus of this paper is on sentence-level
argument detection rather than document-level
stance classification (e.g., (Anand et al., 2011),
(Park et al., 2011), (Somasundaran and Wiebe,
2010), (Burfoot et al., 2011)). We treat stance
classification as a separate step preceding argu-
ing subjectivity detection, and thus provide or-
acle stance labels for our data.

We treat documents written from the “pro”

3http://www.google.com/blogsearch
4http://www.dailyoped.com/
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arguing subjectivity

objective 913

subjective 575

argument labels

no label 913

diminishes quality of care 122

too expensive 67

unpopular 60

hurts economy 55

expands govt 52

bill is politically motivated 44

other reforms more appropriate 35

other argument 140

Table 3: Arguing and argument label statistics for
the “anti” stance.

stance and documents written from the “anti”
stance as separate datasets. Being written from
different positions, the two stances will have dif-
ferent argument labels and may employ different
styles of arguing subjectivity. Table 1 provides
an overview of the size of this dataset. Summary
statistics concerning the density of arguing and
argument labels in the two sides of the dataset
is presented in Tables 2 and 3. However, since
it can be difficult to summarize a complex ar-
gument in a short phrase, many of these labels
by themselves do not clearly convey the meaning
they are meant to represent. To better illustrate
the meanings of some of the more ambiguous la-
bels, Table 4 presents several annotated example
spans for some of the more unclear ambiguous
argument labels.

4 Agreement Study

One of our authors performed annotation of our
corpus, the broad outlines of which are sketched
in the previous section. However, to assess inter-
annotator agreement for this annotation scheme,
we recruited a non-author to independently an-
notate a subset of our corpus consisting of 384
sentences across 10 documents. This non-author
both identified spans of arguing subjectivity and
assigned argument tags. She was given a stance
structure from which to select argument tags.

improves healthcare access

“Our reform will prohibit insurance compa-
nies from denying coverage because of your
medical history.”

“Let’s also not overlook the news from last
week about the millions of younger Americans
who are getting coverage thanks to consumer
protections that are now in place.”

improves healthcare affordability

“ new health insurance exchanges will offer
competitive, consumer-centered health insur-
ance marketplaces...”

“Millions of seniors can now afford medication
they would otherwise struggle to pay for.”

people dont know truth about bill

“...the cynics and the naysayers will continue
to exploit fear and concerns for political gain.”

“Republican leaders, who see opportunities
to gain seats in the elections, have made
clear that they will continue to peddle fictions
about a government takeover of the health
care system and about costs too high to bear.”

unpopular

“The 1,000-page monstrosity that emerged in
various editions from Congress was done in by
widespread national revulsion...”

“Support for ObamaCare’s repeal is broad,
and includes one group too often overlooked
during the health care debate: America’s doc-
tors.”

expands govt

“...the real goal of the health care overhaul
was to enact the largest entitlement program
in history...”

“the new bureaucracy the health care legisla-
tion creates is so complex and indiscriminate
that its size and cost is ’currently unknow-
able.’ ”

bill is politically motivated

“...tawdry backroom politics were used to sell
off favors in exchange for votes.”

“From the wildly improper gifts to senators
like Nebraska’s Ben Nelson to this week’s
backroom deals for unions...”

Table 4: Example annotated spans for several argu-
ment labels.
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metric recall precision f-measure

agr 0.677 0.690 0.683

kappa for overlapping annotations 0.689

Table 5: Inter-annotator span agr (top) and argu-
ment label kappa on overlapping spans (bottom).

In assessing inter-annotator agreement on this
subset of the corpus, we must address two levels
of agreement, arguing spans and argument tags.

At first glance, how to assess agreement
of annotated arguing spans is not obvious.
Because our annotation scheme did not enforce
strict boundaries, we hypothesized that both
annotators would both frequently see an in-
stance of arguing subjectivity within a local
region of text, but would disagree with respect
to where the arguing begins and ends. Thus, we
adopt from (Wilson and Wiebe, 2003) the agr
directional agreement metric to measure the
degree of annotation overlap. Given two sets
of spans A and B annotated by two different
annotators, this metric measures the fraction
of spans in A which at least partially overlap
with any spans in B. Specifically, agreement is
computed as:

agr(A B) = A matching B
A

When A is the gold standard set of annota-
tions, agr is equivalent to recall. Similarly, when
B is the gold standard, agr is equivalent to pre-
cision. For this evaluation, we treat the dataset
annotated by our primary annotator as the gold
standard. Table 5 presents these agr scores and
f-measures for the arguing spans.

Second, we measure agreement with respect
to the argument tags assigned by the two an-
notators. Continuing to follow the methodol-
ogy of (Wilson and Wiebe, 2003), we look at
each pair of annotations, one from each anno-
tator, which share at least a partial overlap.
For each such pair, we assess whether the two
spans share the same primary argument tag.
Scores for primary argument label agreement in
terms of Cohen’s kappa are also presented in Ta-
ble 5. Since this kappa score falls within the

range of 0.67 ≤ K ≤ 0.8, according to Krippen-
dorf’s scale (Krippendorff, 2004) this allows us
to draw tentative conclusions concerning a sig-
nificant level of tag agreement.

5 Methods

As discussed earlier, recognizing arguments can
be thought of in terms of two related but dif-
ferent tasks: recognizing a type of subjectivity,
and labeling instances of that subjectivity with
tags. We refer to the binary arguing subjectiv-
ity detection task as “arg”, and to the multi-
class argument labeling task as “tag”. For the
“tag” task, we create eight classes: one for each
of the seven most-frequent labels, and an eighth
into which we agglomerate the remaining less-
frequent labels. We only consider the sentences
known to be subjective (via oracle information)
for the “tag” task.

We also perform a “combined” task. This
third task is conceptually similar to the “tag”
task, except that all sentences are considered
rather than only the subjective sentences. In ad-
dition to the eight classes used by “tag”, “com-
bined” adds an additional class for non-arguing
sentences. Finally, we also perform a two-stage
“arg+tag” task. In this two-stage task, the in-
stances labeled as subjective by the “arg” clas-
sifier are passed as input to the “tag” classifier.
The intuition behind this two-phase approach is
that the features most useful for identifying ar-
guing subjectivity may not be the most useful
for discriminating between argument tags, and
vice versa. For all of our classification tasks,
we treat both the “pro” and “anti” stances
separately, building separate classifiers for each
stance for each of the above tasks.

In general, we perform single-label classifi-
cation at the sentence level. However, sen-
tences containing multiple labels pose a chal-
lenge. Since this was an early exploratory work
on a very difficult task, we decided to handle
this situation by splitting sentences containing
multiple labels into separate instances for the
purpose of learning, assigning a single label to
each instance. However, only about 3% of the
sentences in our corpus contained multiple la-
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bels. Thus, replacing this splitting step in the
future with another method that does not re-
quire oracle information, such as choosing the
label which covers the most words in the sen-
tence, is a reasonable simplification of the task.

Since discourse actions, such as contrasting,
restating, and identifying causation, play a sub-
stantial role in arguing, we hypothesize that in-
formation about the discourse roles played by
a span of text will help improve classification.
Although discourse parsers historically haven’t
been found to be effective for subjectivity anal-
ysis, a new parser (Lin et al., 2010) trained on
the Penn Discourse TreeBank (PDTB) tagset
(Prasad et al., 2008) has recently been released.
Previous work has demonstrated that this parser
can reliably detect discourse relationships be-
tween adjacent sentences (Lin et al., 2011), and
the PDTB tagset, being relatively flat, is con-
ducive to feature engineering for our task.

To give a feeling for the kind of discourse re-
lations identified by this parser, the following
example illustrates a concession relation identi-
fied in the corpus by the parser. The italicized
text represents the concession, while the bolded
text indicates the overall point that the author
is making. The underlined word was identified
by the parser as an explicit concessionary clue.

(7) the health care reform legisla-
tion that President Obama now seems
likely to sign into law , while an
unlovely mess , will be remembered
as a landmark accomplishment .

Using this automatic information, we define
features indicating the discourse relationships by
which the instance is connected to surrounding
text. Specifically, the class of discourse rela-
tionship connecting the target instance to the
previous instance, the relationship connecting it
to the following instance, and any internal dis-
course relationships by which the parts of the
instance are connected to each other are each
added as features. Since PDTB contains many
fine-grained discourse relations, we replace each
discourse relationship type inferred by the dis-
course parser with the parent top-level PDTB

discourse relationship class. We arrive at a total
of 15 binary discourse relationship features: (4
top-level classes + “other”) x (connects to pre-
vious + connects to following + internal connec-
tion) = 15. We refer to these features as “rels”.

As illustrated in our earlier examples, while
arguing subjectivity is different from sentiment,
the two types of subjectivity are often related.
Thus, we investigate incorporating sentiment
information based on the presence of unigram
clues from a publically-available sentiment lexi-
con5 (Wilson, 2005). Each clue in the lexicon is
marked as being either “strong” or “weak”.

We found that this lexicon was producing
many false hits for positive sentiment. Thus, a
span containing a minimum of two positive clues
of which at least one is marked as “strong”, or
three positive “weak” clues, is augmented with a
feature indicating positive sentiment. For nega-
tive sentiment the threshold is slightly lower, at
one “strong” clue or two “weak” clues. These
features are referred to as “senti”.

A challenge to argument tag assignment is the
broad diversity of language through which in-
dividual entities or specific actions may be ref-
erenced, as illustrated in Examples (2-4) from
Section 1. To address this problem, we in-
vestigate expanding each instance with terms
that are most similar, according to a distribu-
tional model generated from Wikipedia articles,
to the nouns and verbs present within the in-
stance (Pantel et al., 2009). We refer to these
features as “expn”, where n is the number of
most-similar terms with which to expand the in-
stance for each noun or verb. We experiment
with values of n = 5 and n = 10.

Subjectivity classification of small units of
text, such as individual microblog posts (Jiang
et al., 2011) and sentences (Riloff et al., 2003),
has been shown to benefit from additional con-
text. Thus, we augment the feature representa-
tion of each target sentence with features from
the two preceding and two following sentences.
These additional features are modified so that
they do not fall within the same feature space

5downloaded from http://www.cs.pitt.edu/mpqa/

subj_lexicon.html
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feat.
abbrev.

elaboration

unigram

senti 2 binary features indicating posi-
tive or negative sentiment based on
presence of lexicon clues

rels 15 binary features indicating kinds
of discourse relationships and how
they connect instance to surround-
ing text

exp5 for each noun and verb in instance,
expand instance with top 5 most
distributionally similar words

exp10 for each noun and verb in instance,
expand instance with top 10 most
distributionally similar words

Table 6: Overview of features used in the arguing
and argument experiments.

as the features representing the target sentence.

Using the Naive Bayes classifier within the
WEKA machine learning toolkit (Hall et al.,
2009), we explore the impact of the features de-
scribed above on our four experiment configu-
rations. We perform our experiments using k-
fold cross-validation, where k equals the num-
ber of documents within the stance. The test
set for each fold consists of a single document’s
instances. For the “pro” dataset k = 37, while
for the “anti” dataset k = 47.

6 Results

Table 7 presents the accuracy scores from each of
our stand-alone classifiers across combinations
of feature sets. Each feature set consists of
unigrams augmented with the designated addi-
tional features, as described in Section 5. To
evaluate the “tag” classifier in isolation, we use
oracle information to provide this classifier with
only the subjective instances. To assess signif-
icance of the performance differences between
feature sets, we used the Pearson Chi-squared
test with Yates continuity correction.

Expansion of nouns and verbs with
distributionally-similar terms (“exp5”, “exp10”)
plays the largest role in improving classifier

features arg tag comb.

unigram baseline 0.610 0.425 0.458

senti 0.614 0.426 0.459

rels 0.614 0.422 0.462

senti, rels 0.618 0.424 0.465

exp5 0.635 0.522 0.482

exp5, senti 0.638 0.515 0.486

exp5, rels 0.640 0.522 0.484

exp5, senti, rels 0.643 0.516 0.484

exp10 0.645 0.517 0.488

exp10, senti 0.647 0.515 0.489

exp10, rels 0.642 0.512 0.490

exp10, senti, rels 0.644 0.513 0.490

Table 7: Classifier accuracy for differing feature sets.
Significant improvement (p < 0.05) over baseline is
boldfaced (0.05 < p < 0.1 italicized). Underline in-
dicates best performance per column.

performance. While differences between con-
figurations using “exp5” versus “exp10” were
generally not significant, all of the configu-
rations incorporating some version of term
expansion outperformed the unigram baseline
by either a statistically significant margin
(p < 0.05) or by a margin that approached
significance (0.05 < p < 0.1).

Sentiment features consistently produce im-
provements in accuracy for the “arg” and “com-
bined” tasks. While these improvements are
promising, the lack of a significant margin of im-
provement when incorporating sentiment is sur-
prising. Since sentiment lexicons are known to
be highly domain-dependent (Pan et al., 2010),
it may be the case that, having been learned
from a general news corpus, the sentiment lexi-
con employed in this work is not the best match
for the domain of “ObamaCare” blogs and edito-
rials. Similarly, the discourse features also fail to
produce significant improvements in accuracy.

Finally, we aim to test our hypothesis that
separating the “arg” and “tag” phases results in
improvement beyond treating the two in a single
“combined” phase. The first step of our hierar-
chy involves normal classification of all sentences
using the “arg” classifier. Next, all sentences
judged to contain arguing subjectivity by “arg”
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arg features tag features acc.

exp5, senti, rels
exp5 0.506
exp5, rels 0.506
exp10 0.501

exp10
exp5 0.514

exp5, rels 0.513
exp10 0.512

exp10, senti
exp5 0.514

exp5, rels 0.513
exp10 0.512

Table 8: Accuracies of two-stage classifiers across dif-
ferent combinations of feature sets for the “arg” and
“tag” phases. Italics indicate improvement over the
top “combined” configuration which approaches sig-
nificance (0.05 < p < 0.1). Underline indicates best
overall performance.

are passed to the “tag” classifier to have an ar-
gument tag assigned. We choose three promis-
ing feature sets for the “arg” and “tag” phases,
based on best performance in isolation.

Results of this hierarchical experiment are
presented in Table 8. We evaluate the hi-
erarchical system against the best-performing
“combined” single-phase systems from Table 7.
While all of the hierarchical configurations beat
the best “combined” classifier, none beats the
top combined classifier by a significant margin,
although the best configurations approach sig-
nificance (0.05 < p < 0.1).

7 Related Work

Much recent work in ideological subjectivity
detection has focused on detecting a writer’s
stance in domains of varying formality, such as
online forums, debating websites, and op-eds.
(Anand et al., 2011) demonstrates the usefulness
of dependency relations, LIWC counts (Pen-
nebaker et al., 2001), and information about re-
lated posts for this task. (Lin et al., 2006) ex-
plores relationships between sentence-level and
document-level classification for a stance-like
prediction task.

Among the literature on ideological subjectiv-
ity, perhaps most similar to our work is (Soma-
sundaran and Wiebe, 2010). This paper investi-
gates the impact of incorporating arguing-based

and sentiment-based features into binary stance
prediction for debate posts. Also closely related
to our work is (Somasundaran et al., 2007). To
support answering of opinion-based questions,
this work investigates the use of high-precision
sentiment and arguing clues for sentence-level
sentiment and arguing prediction.

Another active area of related research focuses
on identifying important aspects towards which
sentiment is expressed within a domain. (He
et al., 2011) approaches this problem through
topic modeling, extending the joint sentiment-
topic (JST) model which aims to simultaneously
learn sentiment and aspect probabilities for a
unit of text. (Yu et al., 2011) takes a different
approach, investigating thesaurus methods for
learning aspects based on groups of synonymous
nouns within product reviews.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we explored recognizing argu-
ments in terms of arguing subjectivity and ar-
gument tags. We presented and evaluated a
new annotation scheme to capture arguing sub-
jectivity and argument tags, and annotated a
new dataset. Utilizing existing sentiment, dis-
course, and distributional similarity resources,
we explored ways in which these three forms
of knowledge could be used to enhance argu-
ment recognition. In particular, our empirical
results highlight the important role played by
distributional similarity in all phases of detect-
ing arguing subjectivity and argument tags. We
have also provided tentative evidence suggesting
that addressing the problem of recognizing argu-
ments in two separate phases may be beneficial
to overall classification accuracy.
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